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THE PASSION OF YOUTH 
   The youth were fully grown and had artificial memories at age 4. 

   She had radical ideas and was President of the USA. It was her idea to put the youth in power. 

Youths aged 14-17 to be exact. Everyone said it was preposterous, but she went ahead and ruled 

by decree. The Congress and the Senate were against her, but she had trained some youthful 

troops to arrest the elected leaders and had an army of 1,000,000 fighters.  All the top generals 

were replaced by her youthful appointments.  She herself was 28 years old but she had memory 

apps that blocked out her life after 17. And we all had eternal youth. 

   She said, “The youth are vigorous and inspired and yet were innocent of the World’s evils.  

  And she wanted others to lose their post 17 memories and build a new World of Innocence. 

  By 17 everyone had several Ph.D’s and many were good scientists. They said the best ideas 

come to 17-year-olds or those who have had memory elimination to make them 17 also. People 

often had a feeling of déjà vu but kept eliminating memories once a year on the eve of their 18th 

birthday.” 

   And she said, “It was the beginning of a Golden Age of Art and Science.” 

   As previously stated, children age 4, were all grown up, an adult’s body and a adult’s mind. 

And they performed scientific experiments, wrote books etc. Our leader said they were a race of 

superhumans. The way of the future. 

   But most people were out of it on neo-opiates and didn’t resist her. And she asked the people, 

“To put their minds in computers so as to be immortal truly beyond simple eternal youth. All the 

youth had been turned into prodigies,” she said. “And no one felt old.” 

   And she prohibited older people from associating with other old people unless they agreed to 

erase their memories. Those who refused to eliminate their post 17 memories were themselves 

put in rehab. “It was fair,” the President said. 

   And people who didn’t want to change memories were forced to wear a badge indicating our 

true age and so most people avoided us, as pariahs. Still we made great movies. 

   And the people had nothing to do but have sex and watch movies. I helped make some movies 

about the youth. 

   I refused to take memory blockers and joined with many troops who felt the same way and 

together we overthrew her regime. But curiously we decided to keep the badge of years on 

everyone’s chest. The oldest were ranked the highest. And we gave back the memories to all 

those who had them stolen by the dictatorial woman’s decrees. 

   But automatic society continued. Automated food, drink and drugs all continued throughout 

the changes. And everyone could still afford an air car. 

   And we wondered why people acquiesced to turn their backs on wisdom and the older ones. It 

had been youth gone mad. 
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PASSION Q 
 

   I said, “Quite frankly, I am surprised you try so hard to prove your love to a woman.” 

   I said, “What a wimp you are.” 

   And I said, “You gave her all your money and got rid of all your exes and now you are 

bankrupt.” 

   I said, “When I am President, I will ban love. People in love lose their reason and have to look 

out for #1” 

   But, I said, “One doesn’t want to be a Narcissus.” 

   He said, “But love is the pinnacle of human consciousness. And he wanted to set up a Love 

Utopia.” 

   I said, “Everyone these days just wants to get their kicks…” 

   He said, “Everywhere spies try to entrap people in love and hypnotise them to do their 

bidding.” 

   I said, “I know these spies are all attractive and clever and hard to resist, but they have 

different political agendas.” 

  And the World governments mostly want people to be on tranquilizers and not have the 

stomach for World change. No wildness of youth, for example. And they culled the population 

more and more and were up to 10% per year to make room for 10% more people who were 

mostly grown children of the priests/priestesses and the Great Leader. The population was 

sterilized on the whole. The Great Leader would make cold decisions about who would live and 

who would die. So far, I’d stayed alive. I supposed I amused the Great Leader or his priests. 

   And they mostly wanted people to have dispassionate sex and even the priests/spies never saw 

their true children once born. I said, “It is a fine line between not caring and not being 

passionate.” Capturing the interest of a lover was as close as we got to passion. 

   There was nothing to get excited about. 

   And they had youth cities which were said to be progressive. But who knew what they were 

doing with the youth?  Some said they were all clones of the Great Leader only with different 

faces… Others said they were contemplating a new elite. Others said it was Armageddon. Some 

said the youth were being groomed for Space. Still others said there were no youth. 

   And the spies worked together to avoid wars. There had been very few wars lately. And were 

mostly small in scale. 

   Those with violent tendencies were hypnotised to become like lambs. 

   I went to the Underground and got drugs to mask the fact that I was on tranquilizers. Some 

girls were stunned by my passion and couldn’t get enough of me. 

   I told the girls, “If they told the authorities about my passion, they’d be implicated for abetting 

me, so none of them told.” 

   I felt if a woman was clever, she probably was a spy. 

   My checklist on the Net for lovers involved the question, “What do you believe in?” If nothing 

they were probably a spy. And I typically asked, “What do you think about our ‘wise’ 

leadership?’” If they said they thought they were bad, they were probably a spy. And I would ask 

them, “If they were a dirty lover;” if they said yes, they probably weren’t a spy and so on. 
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   But there were still many clever people who were not spies, or so it seemed. Some people held 

radical views and were not good spy material. After all spies existed to protect regimes. 

   But I discovered in the forbidden library that the spies used to have the ability to use MRT 

(Mind Reading Technology) and had abandoned it as too dangerous. But I redeveloped it and 

used it to get into the heads of the priests and I killed and took the place of our “Great Leader.” I 

eliminated most of the priests over a ten-year period and replaced them with my friends and 

lovers who did my bidding. It was a virtually bloodless revolution. 

   And the priests and priestesses all wore masks, so no one knew they were my appointees. I had 

no trouble with my priests and priestesses. 

   As Supreme Leader, I prohibited the tranquilizers and most were glad to be off of them and 

free to choose their own drugs, mostly stimulants. 

   And I had all the youth trained to become freethinkers… and have passion. And allowed them 

to visit their true parents on occasion. They figured the previous regime was like the pied piper 

who had lured their children away. In fact, all the youth older than my regime were related to the 

Great Leader and various priestesses. So henceforth I would make it so that all the youth would 

be children of clever radicals, including myself and these other youth were put to death. It was 

cruel, I know, but they were cruel also. And we turned off most super computers and androids, 

which was also cruel. But they had no passion. The previous Great Leader could justify any evil 

dispassionately. Part of being in Hell is realizing you are actually there. I had pulled the human 

race out of Hell almost single-handedly.  And scientists had no qualms about working for evil 

masters, but I got all the best scientists to work for me and test out people as guinea pigs using 

MRT. But everyone had sex and love and food as the Automatic Production Machines (APMs) 

continued to produce food and drugs all free. And I had factories produce 1 billion air cars in the 

first year of my reign. Air cars could all go to space and many people went all over the solar 

system. The traffic system was also all automated. The people asked why now? I told them, 

“Times are changing.”  And one of my lovers told me, “You are cold.” I told her, “I was the most 

passionate person alive today, but she cooled my passion.”  And she said, “I suppose you are 

going to arrest me and make me disappear, like you did with the youth.” She said, “She was an 

old-time woman.”  But I said, “You are clearly out of control, talking to me like that.”  

   Mine was a regime for radical thinkers and they petitioned me every day with radical ideas. 

But I encouraged good thoughts; “Everyone is capable of kindness,” I said. But I had to try hard 

to not appear as a weak leader. This World was for the passionate but also one had to be strong. 

The strong survived. And modern women and men were all tough. They were survivors. And 

most instincts we got rid of. We were a thinking people. But I said, “Love makes people do 

foolish things, and has to be watched carefully by my spies.” 

   And the youth had inspiration and vigor, as for me, I just felt tired. And I felt sad for the 

World… And dangerous thinkers had their minds restructured, especially evil people. 

   And everyone was now judged by their Passion Quotient (PQ). 

   All lovers had to be in love.  Also, many felt as if they had been suddenly reborn. Cold love on 

Earth and cold Space settlements were at an end. Many wondered what had happened, but no one 

was talking 

   And everyone was given a job and they worked with passion. 

   And I kept the peace which was one good thing about the “ancien regime.” 

   As time passed, I slowly changed into a God, telling the people, “We need to keep up with 

alien races and develop our technology.” But I used MRT to control everyone with my best 
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friends as spies. And everyone was sent back to school to learn about science and the arts and 

even business. And I told them (and they believed it), “That God wanted the best for them.” 

   And I was always on the look out for young women of exceptional passion. And promoted 

them to high positions and loved them. 

   If someone had no lover, they’d be ostracized from society so everyone tried to have at least 

several lovers they could count on. 

   And I convinced people to not be interested in Virtual Reality and holograms. And no androids 

too. 

   And I brought the Underground into the mainstream and made all drugs legal and all radical 

thoughts were now legal too. 

   But some said I had created a Dystopia. And it was just an empty dream, devoid of real Virtual 

Reality excitement and the excitement of going to space. 

   It was starting to look like a happy ending but then one day one of my loves and high-ranking 

priestesses turned on me and tried to get into my head and control me. But I had had my 

scientists develop anti-MRT technology, so she and her friends, they failed, but I identified her 

and burnt her at the stake to make an example of her. And almost everyone was horrified by such 

violence. 

  And cloning was also forbidden except for me, and I cloned myself dozens of times, and after 

ruling for 250 years (I was 305 years old), I relinquished my throne in favor of my favorite clone. 

But my clones, inevitably clashed over power, and one of my not so favorite clones took power 

instead after a brief insider fight. So finally, I renewed all my cells in my body and made a new 

man of myself and retook control. All the clones respected me. But some insisted a clone of me 

was ruling.  

   I said, “Big government is an anathema.” And I tried to make people as free as possible. But 

there were always those who disagreed with me and I didn’t mind feedback, but if they wanted a 

revolution, I got in their heads personally and drove them crazy and they lost face with their 

followers. 

   They didn’t know I had MRT. Only a handful knew about it. 

  And then I met a girl who was passionate about science. And she wanted to develop a passion 

Q (PQ)… An app that one could download into one’s brain, even if one was an android. 

   A lot of androids fell in love and murdered their lover in a fit of logical rage. 

   There was a lot of litigation about these android murders. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

      

MUTATING, CLEVER BIO/COMPUTER VIRUS 
   I said to my wife, “This new computer/biological virus is going to kill us all. It gets into our 

computers and explodes in our face infecting us and causing our death soon after. And it spread 

from person to person and had a long incubation period during which it was undetectable. And it 
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spread in the air. And you could catch it from doing MRT (Mind Reading Technology). And 

could get it from your computer Internet, it would transfer from silicon to carbon based life 

forms.” 

   “So now, 80% of the population was dead.” We didn’t have a computer and had an advanced 

filtration system out in the countryside. The death from the plague was very painful but death 

was swift. We had stocked up on supplies and tried to ride it out but sure enough my wife got 

infected and so did I and our children and soon after we died.  

    And so, it transpired that 99.9% of the population died, but finally they had a clever counter 

virus in a vaccine that even protected against the viruses’ constant mutations and so it was over 

and we had to rebuild society.  This time we made biological research illegal and computers 

illegal and just wanted a happy life of low technology. 

   Biological weapons stockpiles were eliminated.  

   Some said evil people were taking over as hackers and even after the multiple plagues were 

still creating new plagues. Apparently, they considered it a challenge to eliminate the human 

race. Some seemed like they wanted androids or holograms to take over. Others were fascinated 

by the concept of Hell and sending peoples’ souls there. 

   The main problem was the hackers were very clever and felt they had nothing to lose. Some 

were nothing more than graffiti artists, others were killers. Many wanted anarchy and they sure 

got it. The human race would never be the same. Our future looked bleak with no one sticking 

their neck out as leader. When the going gets tough, the clever sit on their hands. As it turned 

out. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE USA GOES BANKRUPT JUST LIKE THE 
FALL OF ROME 
 

   In the year 2045, the USA government declared bankruptcy. They were in debt over a 100 

trillion dollars and couldn’t make the interest payments any longer.  The stock market 

plummeted, and everyone panicked, and the end result was the US had to slash military spending 

by 95% and cut back on most social programs. And they passed a balanced budget amendment 

which eliminated deficits forever. But it was too late and so now the Chinese with their millions 

and millions of troops took over large tracts of Asia, building a huge new Empire. Now everyone 

had to learn to speak Mandarin, or buy an expensive translator machine. 

   Finally, the Chinese over ran America and had conquered the entire World. 

   In Roman times the state finances were dependent on gold and when they didn’t have enough, 

they went bankrupt and couldn’t pay the troops.  The USA had tried to enact a balanced the 

budget c. early 21st century but the motion had been defeated in the Senate by one vote. People 
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were now angry and rioted and hung the former President and her staff, blaming them.  But wild, 

deficit spending had been going on for a while.  

   And they almost went bankrupt during the Corona-19 epidemic. But people said if we can 

survive WW III and the plague, we could get through all this too. 

   But the banks were all bankrupt and there was no way for the government to get money, if they 

printed more inflation would go viral. 

   So, it was a Chinese World Empire was established. All Americans were enslaved and abused. 

   Many said the Chinese Empire wouldn’t last, but it lasted and lasted. Soon 23 years had 

passed; then the Western army defeated them at the battle of Kitchener. 

   After the great battle, Chinese people were controlled with neo-opiates and so too Indians from 

India, the two great powers were brought to their knees. 

   So, the West had triumphed again. And they started a new economy, with White humans 

taking control. It was all racism, many people said. But no one wanted to be ruled by the Chinese 

or the Indians Imperial prerogative.    

   The new Western leaders, were very careful, not wanting to start another war and had spy 

agents to pick on the warlike. 

    Like the past colonial period, The Western government took all the other countries had. 

   Some said it was like rape… But the new leadership said it was everyone’s duty to toe the line 

and defer to their superiors. 

   I said, “It’s silly to divide the World on racist lines. All races had their skills and talents.” 

   And, “We should base success on talent and work ethic, not race.” 

   But many had a grudge against the Chinese for their attempt to seize power. And suddenly 

Chinese were all wage slaves. 

   Western minds took over the minds of other races and bent them to their will. 

   All in all, it was a backwards World, in some ways sent back to the 18th century. 

   But in other ways it was super modern, and everyone enjoyed the fruits of technology, such as 

free food and drugs. And art was becoming more and more important. And it enriched our lives. 

And science marched on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DANGEROUS LOVE 
 

   I said to the girl, “This Moon, Io, has such devastating earthquakes.” She said, “We truly live 

in Hell.” 

   And I said, “Love here was very dangerous with new sexual diseases going around, mutating 

viruses were always a threat and so too murderous lovers who wanted our credits.” She said, “On 

Io, anything goes.” 

   And lovers would often broadcast your secrets on the Earth Web for people who were curious 

about Space. 
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   And some scientists designed android lovers specifically to get a person to fall in love with 

them and then they took all one’s credits and sometimes your life, too. Or they sold one into sex 

slavery. 

   And people could get into your head using MRT (Mind Reading Technology) and drive you 

insane. Many wore anti-MRT helmets but there was always new MRT that could get around it.  

Many good people were ruined by MRT out of control. According to Space Law, MRT was not a 

crime as they couldn’t enforce it anyway. 

   And there were new invisible bio viruses that were spread by sexual contact. 

   It was very dangerous. 

   Indeed, it was fashionable to be evil. And many of the rich and famous were known to be evil 

and everyone would gossip about them. 

   The people were divided into camps of philosophy. Some wanted to go back to 1600 era 

technology, others 1975, but most wanted to live a future World, which would take technology 

and humanity to the limit. 

   And in Space it was almost impossible to die altogether as everyone had a clone of themselves 

incubating and ready. Death was common and there were many dangers but actually it was the 

safest place in the universe, if one considered the fact that everyone was cloned. On earth cloning 

was officially illegal, though the leaders were all cloned and everybody knew it. Many hated 

their government on Earth and wanted to get into Space where the quality of life was high. 

   But, it was known, that some good people turned evil from the sex diseases, and everyone on 

Io was completely paranoid. I said to the girl, “I am just glad to have you.” 

   But then one day I awoke to find myself tied up and that same girl demanded all my banking 

information and used my finger and iris to log in to her accounts, then she killed me… 

   But I awoke the next day as a clone with all my memories… except the previous day. I knew 

not who had killed me, but the Coroner and Detectives were on the trail of the girl. 

If captured they would execute her and her clones, but she had taken off for deep space. 

 

 

 

 

 

HEAT ON MERCURY 
 

   The girl said to me, “I think Mercury is the most energetic place in the solar system.” 

   Mercury was known for its precious metals such as gold which sold for $4,000 dollars an 

ounce which could be produced on Mercury for $100 an ounce. And there was plenty of solar 

energy here and this powered a dazzling light show visible from Earth at times. 

   There were a lot of Hispanics and Blacks here who were known for their passion. They came 

here to work in the mines rather than robots. 

    Four ships came everyday to Mercury from Earth and Venus and the population of Mercury 

was 59,000, mostly wage slaves. And there were no children here… 
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    And the government of Mercury was influential on Venus and had agents there. Venus was 

known for love getaways. Mercury tried to become a sunny destination for tourists who could 

gamble on the new animals here in races. Like snakes with legs or astro-pigs who could run fast. 

   And everyone on Mercury had to be sane. Crazy behavior just got one deported back to Earth. 

   And Mercurians claimed their planet was the best place in the World for love. And the best 

people of Earth had agreed to send one of their clones here and so most people here were rich 

and at least semi-famous. 

    And they also accepted refugee dissidents here including android love dolls. 

   And everyone on Mercury had at least some gold, some women had gold chain dresses. 

   And the girl said to me, “People of the future will want more sex and so that’s how things will 

be.” I said, “There are a few girls who have burnt their memory on my brain, and I can’t stop 

thinking about them. 

   She said, “I know sometimes in history they had bad times such as wars and plagues. But it is a 

new World now, and leaders are all congenial personas.” 

   I said, “It just takes one Hitler to ruin the World for everyone.” 

   And I said, “Hackers are the new Hitlers. Many of them just want to destroy and upset the 

status quo.” 

   As people got older here, they tended to take big risks with drugs which was the opposite of 

older people on Earth. Many here died of overdosing. And many were deported for crazy actions. 

   And they didn’t have Virtual Reality like on Earth. Mercury was for real. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEATH OF A PASSIONATE SALESMAN 
 

   Once there was a man who was passionate about selling luxury goods to the rich, as  

well as a poor peoples’ version that was almost as good. Business was booming. 

   He even sold his own wife into slavery and people said he was amoral. 

   And he lived on Mars which gave him some freedoms to do business with Earth. 

   He spent his money on high class prostitutes. 

   But finally, he couldn’t compete with android sellers and so then he sold himself into slavery 

and agreed to a five-year term of servitude after which he would receive a lot of cash. 

   His master was a woman who ordered him to lick her toes and literally lick her ass. He 

couldn’t get off, and was mostly in chains. 

  But at the end of the five-year period, they wouldn’t let him go and there was no one to enforce 

the law here on Mars. It was lawless. So, he hung himself. 
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CLITORIS UP HER ASS 
 

 

   She related the tale of how she was a collector of men’s dirty underwear. She had, apparently 

had enhanced nasal detectors in her nose, just like a dog.  And she had a second clitoris in her ass 

that made shitting and anal sex both very enjoyable. She would give men cologne that she liked 

them to wear, depending on her mood of course. 

   She preferred anal sex and her favorite lover had a second penis on his chest. 

   And she told everyone all future love will be perverted. 

   “If it is not kinky, then it is no good, she said. 

  And as the years passed, she added other clitorises, it was impossible for one man to stimulate 

all of them, so she preferred orgies. 

  And her clitorises were typically covered in a special silk adherent. 

   And she started a trend to freak multisexuals through genetic therapy for both men and women. 

   She only had to rub against an object such as a store counter and she could come. 

   The clitorises appeared as golden cubes and were tender and soft to the touch. But she was 

controlled by magnate, “Magnum Y---, who profited from her, using her as a whore. 

    He bought and sold his “freaks.” And soon he was one of the richest people alive. 

    And people had to pay him for his patented lovers. And some of his freaks had a second 

thumb in each hand which made it easier to navigate smart phones and improve one’s grip, and 

sense of touch. 

   And he invested in some android love dolls who were basically a giant clitoris and enjoyed 

contact of all kinds.  Shimmering sex machines was what they were. 

  Some said they felt their minds were about to explode having sex with these creatures and they 

wondered if they had gone too far down the road of pleasure. 

   And Magnum Y---, would break up with lovers regularly and instead would typically opt for 

dirty holograms instead. They were dirty but they had a nice smell about them and felt fresh and 

new. 

   And I said, “It is the end of humanity as we know it. The holos are taking over.” 

   For the holos loyalty was the most important thing. To speak fine words about their masters 

was of the essence. 

   I said to the holo girl, “You’ve got the look, but you are an asshole.” 

   She said, “Assholes tell people what they don’t want to hear.” She said, “She lived for free 

love with the best people.”  I said, “Nowadays everyone is looking to get their kicks!” 

  And I said, “Monogamy should be brought back into fashion; it is a stable state of being and is 

sane. Today’s World is insane.” 

   She said, “It’s not so bad!” 
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   I said, “Almost everyone today is greedy! Greedy for love, greedy for sex and greedy for more 

money to buy material things like air cars and jewellery.”  

   She said, “I believe children are best looked after by the state and yes she had several 

holo/human children. And geniuses design the curriculum.” 

   All her children were girls and had clitorises up their ass just like her. 

   And her children as they grew fast to sexual maturity, all bragged that they had the best sex 

life. And it became trendy to have a second clitoris and women everywhere were clamoring for 

it. Soon they numbered in the 100s of 1000s.   

    

 

 

 
 
DEATH OF PASSIONATE RELIGION 
 

   She said the old-fashioned people were dying out and religion was dead. 

   I said, “It’s the death of the conservative movement.” 

   And I declared, “Old-fashioned religion was dead.” It was the year 2133 A.D. 

   But there were new religions popping up everywhere. Like worshipping the God of Sex and 

the God of Money.  Or neo witches and their hypnotic spells. But it was all cold-heartedness. 

   I personally worshipped the Goddess of Usefulness and Work. This Goddess talked to me in 

my mind sometimes and was good at finding uses for me. One of the most common tasks she 

assigned me was to fight the Cyber Goddess who wanted to turn us all into machines. 

   But my latest love told me, “My Goddess just made her do tasks that robots could do better.” 

   And I said, “Her Goddess was an anarchist.” 

   She said, “No she’s not like that at all. She just believes in human freedom.” 

   I asked her, “What was her favorite book?” She replied, “Rolling with Nature’ by her Goddess 

of Nature. Mother Nature some called her.”’ And she said, “Getting rid of androids and 

holograms and just getting back to Nature. But we needed to keep the robots to do mundane 

tasks,” she said. “But no androids or holograms!” 

   I asked, “Surely robots are not part of Mother Nature?” 

   She said, “Robots had given people freedom to indulge in natural pastimes like sport and video 

games and free love and music and literature and movies. Also, to run lucrative small businesses. 

And dabble in science.” 

    I said, “My favorite book was “Indigestion,” by Archie Tank. He spoke of how life made him 

sick. He was physically ugly to most and refused to change his look. No wonder he was living 

the horror.” But I said, “He gravitated to war zones and exposed the ugliness of War and 

loneliness, as a reporter.” 

   She said, “That doesn’t seem very nice.” I said, “It’s a cruel world out there for thinkers.” 

   I said, “We need to make a World of peace, freedom and love.” 
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   And I said, “People have to stop giving all their gold to the Deities.” 

   And with the blessing of the Gods, many of us improved our minds up to a maximum IQ of 

200. Rumor had it that some had developed their minds further and were in fact the Gods, but it 

couldn’t be proven. And most of the superhumans went off World it was said. 

   And I had children with some of my holos. It was all done on computers. I was very proud of 

my kids. 

   But none of my kids worshipped the Deities. I told them, “There were far greater powers than 

themselves out there and they could learn from them.” But my kids were not impressed. 

   They said, I was old-fashioned. A dinosaur. An antique! Even a Luddite. 

 

    

 

 

 

 
ELITIST BASTARD 
 

   And I said, “I agreed that eternal youth should only be for the top 10%.” But she said, “Most 

eternally youthful people die by the time they are 100. Life gets dull after a while.”  

   And she said, “I was an elitist bastard who didn’t care about the poor.” 

   I replied, “Today’s ‘poor’ live like Kings of old. Don’t worry about them.” 

   And she complained, “I was always flirting with other women.” I said, “You bore me. I am 

leaving you. Dumb love,” I said. 

   She said, “I was greedy and naïve.” 

   But she said, “If you leave me, I’ll have to kill myself. The blood will be on your hands.” 

  “If you want to die go ahead and do it. I wash my hands of the whole affair.” 

   So a few days later I learned she had died of an overdose. 

   C’est la vie! 

   And I went on to help people clone their ancestors on computers and give them their memories. 

On the whole the clones were grateful for a second shot at life. 

   I was a modern-day psychic with MRT (Mind Reading Technology) to predict one’s life… 

   My new girl said “It’s love and hate with you. But you are a giant freak show in your own 

mind.” 

   She asked, “But do you love me?” 

   She had some robotic parts which made her a superwoman. 

   And I had dreams of her face, a large image of her beautiful countenance in the style of the 

Wizard of Oz. Or the Cheshire cat. 

   “Her face she had worked on for years with computers and had now produced a patented face 

that was second to none,” she said. And she was right. Many women would literally kill for such 

a look. And she drove men wild with lust! 
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   I told her, “Indeed I did love her.” And when I slept with other women, I could only think of 

her. I guess I was a lousy lover with them, fixated as I was on my true love. 

   So finally, I proposed marriage. I told her, “I know you love other men, but I would like you to 

be in my life forever and ever!” She laughed and said, “Don’t worry, I will not forget about you 

any time soon!” 

    So, I loved her whenever she was in the mood for me. 

    And I told her, “About my previous lover who had killed herself over me.” 

   She exclaimed, “I was quite a good lover, she could see how I could drive a girl crazy!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 
HIS PASSIONATE PERVERSITY 
 

   My perversity was to love stupid women. I said, “It was a power trip.” I enjoyed getting in 

their minds and dominating them. I said, “I enjoyed changing my face to suit them and get them 

to fall in love with me.” I told myself they were charity fucks. 

   But finally, I used MRT (Mind Reading Technology) to turn them all into loving group 

members. 

                                                                      #  

  The worst-case scenario was to operate on their brain if they did not want to love others. But we 

had 10’s of millions of psychiatrists to help them get through life. 

  But with MRT we had eliminated harmful sciences and instead valued the good in human 

hearts. We tried cyber psychiatrists, but most people preferred real people to analyze their 

thoughts. It created a lot of jobs with some shrinks and others’ job was to be a good patient. 

   I dared some women to read minds with me. They liked my imagination. And we went 

together to enjoy Virtual Reality. 

  But they complained that all my VR Worlds were twisted and perverse.  The VR Worlds 

featured me and my 1,000 clones who all wanted sex only doggie style and we called out things 

like, “Come now, heifer!” Or “Scream as if your life depended on it.” And so on. 

   And my cloned and I, had perversities like treating my lovers like cattle of the herd. Some said 

I was overly proud and too confident in my loving abilities and I really wasn’t so good. But of 

the tens of thousands of lovers I’d head, nearly all came back for more. They typically described 

my lovemaking as an addiction; they were in love with my mind! 
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PASSIONATE DEMOCRACY PREVAILS 
 

   In time every country became a democracy. And they made it exciting with a Primary system 

like the USA. Every year they voted for President.  It was called MRT (Mind Reading 

Technology) Utopia.  And if someone tried to seize power illegally, they would be overthrown 

by rioting crowds. 

   Party politics was made illegal, and all candidates were independents. In any case the 

conservative movement had collapsed and so there was no longer a liberal vs.  

conservative battle. 

   The new World order was here. People’s votes were judged by MRT, the cleverer  

they were, the greater the value of their vote.  Most value was put on future philosophy and 

forward-looking values. My vote was worth 1,000 ordinary human votes which was close to the 

maximum. It was an elitist democracy, true, but it felt right to me. 

   Everyone these days believed in progress especially after eternal youth was invented and given 

to the masses. In peoples’ relationships they always talked of “moving forward” and “gaining.” 

    Basically, everyone was greedy for more love and more drugs and more new technology. 

    I said, to my lovers, “Let’s try the newest love drug.” It was liberating and made people feel 

free and giddy. Life was all about liberation and getting rid of your hang-ups,” I told them. 

   And I had the ability to make people passionate to follow my dictates. Basically I wanted a 

World of love and kindness and my lovers all praised me as the best lover they’d ever heard of. 

Every woman almost wanted a shot at me and I had the bulk of the female vote which rendered 

me the Presidentship. 

    “It’s a new era,” I told the people. 

 

 

 

 

    

 

ESTEEMED SEX WORKERS 
 

   Sex workers were held in high esteem and considered the kindest of people. They were all 

trained psychiatrists.  Patients were very satisfied with these state lovers who were true 

professionals 

   The happiness rate of the people was 95% happy. This rate was considered suitable by nearly 

everyone. 

   And gambling became a battle of MRT minds in Virtual Reality and video games. Losers 

became servants to the winners. The winners were mostly the cleverest and strongest thinkers. 
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   And almost everyone gambled on their own merits and this was the structure of society. 

   And losing gamblers were forced to sign a servant agreement for a set amount of time, 

typically five years. But some were born to serve, others to rule. That’s just the way it was. 

   And there were also love contracts between those who lost at love and the winner dictated the 

rules for their love servant. 

   I fell in love with a woman with who sex was mind-blowing, so much so that I wondered if I’d 

ever come down. 

   She said her vagina was part machine. And she was certainly a cyborg, though she appeared as 

a clever-looking woman. 

   I told her, “You have the look baby!” 

   She said, “I should get some cyborg parts!” 

   “And you can get memories of certain others and artificially reminisce with your fake 

memories,” she said. 

    And she said, “You can make copies of yourself easily on the Net.” 

    And she said, “As a part machine, she could take amazing amounts of drugs and alcohol.” 

    I said, “Now that you put it that way I am intrigued to try!” 

    And I said, “I wanted to be a male sex worker (for women only)! And I wanted an electric 

penis that would make me irresistible.”  

     As it turned out the sex workers formed their own political party together with their regular 

lovers. After only 4 years of existence, they were voted into power with a minority government. 

Henceforth everyone was required to love a sex worker at least once a week for the benefit of the 

sanity of all. And wow, we had plenty of sex workers for them to select from. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNDER A SCIENTIST’S SPELL 
 

   I said to the girl, “There’s no one like you! Your work to destroy clever, mutating viruses is 

landmark research is brilliant.” 

   She hypnotised me and I was under her spell. I worked diligently as a guinea pig for her 

research and occasionally she would love me. I lapped it up, with passion. 

   But I learned from her how to hypnotise people. And I proceeded to hypnotise many women to 

love me… But I was still under the spell of my master… My master didn’t mind if I had other 

loves and she had 1000’s of lovers. All dedicated to her. 

    Finally, she released me, and I went on to continue her research into biochemistry under her 

supervision.  A few years later I was informed that one of her lovers had murdered her. But I 

vowed to continue the research. Maybe she had an inkling that she would die soon, so she had set 

me up to continue her good work as her protégé. But the day she died was a black one for me and 

I wanted her murderer to have brain surgery to basically change him into a vegetable. But the 

court just sentenced the murderer to ten years hard time in a virtual prison of horrors. No brain 
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changes. I was outraged, but there was nothing I could do. But of course, the horrors of a 

modern- day prison, were far worse than those of the past. If you were thrown in, you could 

expect rape every ten minutes for 20 hours at a time. Your ass would get infected so you would 

mostly die within a few months. And this is what happened to the murderer of my love. 

   But I continued with my work to destroy all viruses once and for all. And I made great 

headway, even winning a Nobel prize. But I had a sample of her (my master’s) DNA and once 

cloning was made possible for everyone who could pay a high price, I had her cloned and 

educated by the best tutors. She grew up quickly and after 10 years, was working with me in 

tandem and then she found a way to get rid of all viruses once and for all with vaccines for 

everyone. We shared a Nobel prize. My first Nobel had been in biology, the second was in 

chemistry. 

   And I wanted a third Nobel prize in physics, specifically astrophysics. So, I used new 

technology to find Earth like Planets all over the different nearby galaxies. 

   My observations were considered conclusive and enlightening. People looked to me for 

inspiration. My master was right along with me, saying our research, “Was brilliant.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

GOLDEN QUEEN 
 

   I picked up the hitchhiker on my way to Space. She was living in one of the Earth orbiters. I 

asked her, “If she wanted to go to Titan, Moon of Saturn?” 

    She agreed and we took special new drugs that allowed one to keep tranquilized at all times 

during the voyage. In a semi-unconscious state, which helped as the ship rocked and vibrated. 

   We were all just dreamers after all… But we loved one another often during the short one-day 

journey. 

   And after we arrived, we hooked up with the dream network. 

   The dream network was mostly random dreams from the best people in the Universe. 

   On one particular day, I was dreaming a room filled with golden sculptures and golden art. 

And also, in the room was a golden female android, who did everything right, it seemed. And the 

value of her kingdom was 1 zillion credits in virtual gold. 
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   She was the best lover I’d ever encountered. Her vagina was made of gold too, though 

lubricated. And she said, “She was Queen of this golden land, which stretched for many km 

beyond her golden ‘throne room’” and I asked her, “If I could be King here?” She said, “You are 

a good lover, but she was the ruler here!    

    I said, “But it is the law that all rulers had to be human.” 

   She said, “She’d got around that by having a moronic figurehead woman to officially rule, but 

actually it was her the Queen, who ruled.” 

   So, I finally tired of being treated as if I was a serf of the Queen. 

  And so, I grabbed my hitchhiker woman and we went to the Centauri system, which was 

several weeks journey. Again, we dreamed the whole way. En route I asked her about her 

experiences on Titan. She said, “All the Virtual Reality Worlds she encountered, had the same 

ruler! A despot who enslaved everyone to his cause, which was Universal control of a gambling 

populace.  But she hadn’t allowed him to dominate her and kept searching various Worlds but 

always the same leader. I said, “Well, we’ll have a new start in the Centauri system… 

    Upon arriving on the main settled Planet beneath the Centauri suns, we found it to be a World 

of power. Everyone had their own Virtual Reality Worlds and set themselves up as Emperors and 

Empresses. They demanded we join some Virtual Worlds. So, we did, and finally I was in the 

World of another Golden Queen. She was a copy of the Golden Queen I’d seen on Titan and it 

was good loving again. 

   But it made me wonder if only a handful of people were controlling Space. Something seemed 

not right. 

    I asked my hitchhiker friend, “How she was doing?” And she said, “She’d ended up in the 

same World as on Titan, a World of people who gambled on everything, with the same leader, 

cloned.” 

    I said, “Space is a joke. But few realize it. What a bringdown Space turned out to be. I  

had had visions of brilliant pioneers in Space, but it was just a handful of people ruling who were 

on a power trip and were not the best minds.” 

 

 

A NEW DISEASE 
 

   I spent my time living with horrors and kept pushing the boundary of scariness. It was all a 

thrill to me, and I was living on the edge. 

   We worried about the new sex disease that was taking hold on Earth. The disease was neither a 

virus nor bacteria. It was all new and very virulent. We thought we were safe on Titan (Saturn’s 

Moon) but there was a ship coming here twice a day from other parts of the solar system. Not 

much was known about how the disease moved and some said it was a biological weapon from 

some old-fashioned conservatives. And the disease could live on surfaces for months. Some 

decided not to have sex for a while, others stayed mostly in their cabins. 

    All my favorite horror Worlds were in Virtual Reality. The Real World was boring. 

   But the authorities said there were too many people. And many died in Virtual Reality as well 

as with the new disease in Reality. 
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   Also, there were wars in poor countries, and one could go there and be a mercenary. War and 

madness were par for the course.  And I loved a girl on a hill overlooking and active battlefield. 

It was a thrill. But the battle came towards the hill, so we teleported out of there. 

   Then we joined a race of faster than light air cars, moving through the universe. It was the thrill 

of speed and our air car shook as if it was about to explode. But we finished the race and came 

dead last in the 100th position. I said, “At least we are still alive!” 

   Next, I was loving her in a super hurricane. We got blown around and there was a lot of debris, 

but we survived.     

   Then, we were at an orgy of 1,000 people, I watched men turn into women and vice versa. It 

only took a minute to transform and they were all apparently human. 

  I only wanted women, but I was confused who was who. 

  And one girl said, “She was ‘Little Red Riding Hood,’ another claimed to be ‘Goldilocks.’ And 

so on. It was a fairy tale orgy and I told Goldilocks, “It was a World of horror!” And then I loved 

her like the rest. 

   But as for the new disease, it killed hundreds of millions before they finally had a cure. 

   Many nations blamed other nations for developing this new disease. This idea in itself, caused 

more wars. 

   But the main thing was there was a cure. And finally, things returned to stability. And as I lived 

on for 100s of years, there were no more diseases of any kind. Cancer, heart disease and so on 

were all cured. 

   And to top it all off, everyone was immortal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE LIBRARY OF ALL TIME 
 

   I said to the girl, “My library includes every book ever published with translations of non-

English books. I myself had written a book about humans’ cruelty to one another.  My library 

was all Online and backed up with real paper copies.” And I said I had one paragraph summary 

for each book and I never got tired of perusing summaries of books old and new.”  I said to the 

girl, “Why not have a few beers with me and we can share our thoughts about literature!” She 

said, “She figured alcohol and drugs had poisoned human literature with reckless insanity.” I 

said, “Everyone now knows that civilization was started to grow wheat and barley for beer. It 

was just the way it was.” 

   And I said, “The future belongs to new drugs which enhance one’s thinking.” She said      

  “Maybe, but to get rid of alcohol and other common drugs of our time was worth something.” 
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   I said, “I have a doctorate in sexual perversity.” She asked, “What does that entail?” I replied, 

“It is a perverse World in which everyone is insane in one way or another. Beauty is the beast!” 

   I said, “To you I am like the ‘Ugly Duckling,’ or shall I say Serendipity.”’ 

   And we read each other’s minds and battled for control and I came out the victor. 

   And the strongest minds ruled the World, provided that they were kind… 

   And the rulers gave out medication that changed the peoples’ minds for the better. 

   As for the library, few people visited. Those that did mostly wanted to read obscure science 

fiction. And get new insights into the future, that had been overlooked. 

   I figured, “Everyone should read the summaries of all great books and if they liked the book, 

they could read it in its entirety.” 

   She said, “Books are passe, everyone now wants 3-D movies and books are dull and hard to get 

through.” I said, “Books are precious, and the best ones are sometimes made into movies. But 

not all are made into movies and many are obscure movies. But the studios promote films for the 

masses and have bought out almost all small movies studios. I can’t see a way past it,” I said. 

“And nearly all movies are for the masses.” 

  I added, “In any case art is dead when the lunatic fringe is prevented from voicing their 

opinion.” 

   She said, “You sure whine and bitch a lot!” 

   But I said, “Now many obscure screenwriters now make their own movies all by themselves 

and these have an underground following.” 

   But, “Also I said these obscure writers are the brain trust of humanity and people in the 

mainstream need to be acquainted with them.” 

   She said, “She didn’t worry, she figured the leader’s hearts were in the right place.” I said, 

“But our leaders are mediocre and beholden to big business.” 

   And I said, “It’s a dog eat dog World where only money counts. And the tycoons just spend 

their money on luxury goods like the best neo-opiates, the best air cars and the most expensive 

sex workers. To me the elite were a big joke,” I told her in confidence. 

   She said, “The World had always been a joke and that’s just the way it was. Remember the 

early Bee Gees singing, ‘I started a joke, that made the whole World laughing. But I couldn’t see 

that the joke was on me.”’ 

   I said, “We are all a bunch of jokers who laugh while the World burns!” 

   She said, “She was more optimistic about it, though, believing that the truly clever would 

sooner or later take control. That is if they weren’t all murdered by the various regimes.” 

   I said, “I think all books are sacred, even the evil ones. And I am proud to be the custodian of 

this library. There are only a handful of libraries like it today, and I am preparing for 

Armageddon by transferring the books underground. There will come a day when all books 

Online are wiped out and we will need to depend on the libraries for knowledge.” 

   She said, “Knowledge will not be forgotten even if they have a direct hit on the few remaining 

libraries, knowledge will still go on with remaining experts. There’s no way everyone will be 

wiped out and if by some obscure chance they were all wiped out, then there is no purpose to 

knowledge at all.” 
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BIG BUSINESS TAKES OVER 
 

   Big business controlled our reality. There were only 20 companies which controlled everything 

Worldwide. In all actuality all we needed from them was food and drugs, but they created new 

markets for all sorts of projects. Some predicted that one day soon one company will control 

everyone. Instead of elected leaders we had magnates dominating politics. In some ways it was 

mindless consumerism, in other ways it was total control by tycoons.  No one dared to step out of 

line lest they lose all their perks and privileges which the rich leaders had given them to keep 

them loyal. 

     But at least they provided work for everyone, even though most people had no use to the 

magnates. They replaced government as the hero of the poor. 

   Anyway, it was good for the economy to let everyone have their share of the dividends. 

   And the big companies’ CEOs, were all on power trips and had magnanimous projects like the 

Mars settlement projects which added zillions to the economy from real estate alone. 

   And the big companies were involved in the construction of new Utopian cities which attracted 

many from upper management. It was rule of the plutocrats. And the new cities had every known 

luxury. 

   It was the year 2110, and science was in disfavor, so too the arts. What mattered was 

climbing the corporate ladder and getting more money. Some of the “poor” claimed life 

was empty and so were duly relegated to low positions. 

   But the tycoons in government said they calculated that 99% were content with the system. 

   Money was their God and they even worshipped the God of Money by contributing a 

portion of their income to the new temples, making wishes to the Money God. 

   The Money God often granted their wishes, but they were limited to one wish per 

annum. And the total value of the wish could not be more than 1 million dollars. 

   Everything had its price. 
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PASSIONATE KINGDOM  
 
   And I said, “Computers will soon completely rule, and all humans will be mere chattels.” She said to me, 

“You are the devil and tempt me to go where I shouldn’t go.” 

    I said, “Even though we may be effectively chattels, we can still live like Kings and Queens in our own 

minds. And we’ll never be lonely again.”  

I said, “In my VR World, the holograms build palaces and churches in my honor and I am the Emperor for 

all 10,000 of them.” 

   “They needed me to dispense credits to them, which I was very generous in doing.” 

    “I had 100 trillion credits in my virtual bank enough to buy thousands and thousands of 

holograms. It was a wonderful World for me and my citizen holos were just glad at the chance of 

being alive. And they worshipped me like a God, and I encouraged their worship. In my 

churches…” I said. 

   She said, “It sounds interesting to be a Queen.” And she said, “Can you teach your holos to 

amuse you with films they made and such?” 

   I replied, “Yes and I’d like to show you some of the movies they made! For example, ‘Love in 

the Deserted Mind,’ which was about an old holo who has fallen behind the times and struggles 

to reassert himself with brain surgeries and then finds love with the best holograms. And also, 

‘Love amidst the Tigers,’ which is about a holo who creates holo tigers who can destroy holos at 

will. Of course, no one liked that holo’s film, except me. It was produced for me.” I told her, 

ideally my holos would burn out rather than fade away. Have a few good years of life and then 

die.” 

   “Also, I named, ‘Death in Neo-Paris’ as one of my favorites. It is about a holo living on her 

own in modern Paris. She is persecuted for being a holo, but survives long enough to have a 

successful play debut in Paris called, ‘Illicit Love in the City of Light,’ but soon after she is 

murdered.” 

   Few holos had cloned copies so when they died it was really irrevocable. 

   So, they lived passionately for the day. Constantly hoping… Some hoped to be given a human 

body, but rarely did this happen. It had to be a big holo persona to be granted humanhood. I 

myself had granted only 10 of my holos humanhood. 

   Those that I had given humanhood to, were free to go and experience the World if they wished, 

but 9 out of the 10 stayed with me. 

   Together we built amazing Worlds based on unusual holos and their unusual desires. I craved 

variety. 

   My favorite holo woman said to me, “She wanted to control the holos I had sex with.” I said, 

“You are power-crazed and outside of your league.” She said, “I am your favorite because I am 

the best. And you should listen to me!” 

   I said, “I am demoting you for your insolence. From now on you will just be a love slave to 

me.” She said, “Yes, master.” 

   And I must admit I enjoyed her discomfort. How dare she challenge me? 
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THE GAME PARTY 
 

   She said, “Your problem is you are just too shy. Make an effort to overcome your shyness, 

maybe with the help of alcohol.” 

  “You are just old-fashioned,” she said. “You need to shed that baggage.” 

   And I said to the girl, “Let’s play a little game. We’ll play ‘slave poker,’ in which the loser 

loses all of his/her credits.” 

   Anyway, she won, though I suspected she cheated. And I was her slave. 

   I asked her, “When would she let me free?” She said, “Never.” I had no money so I couldn’t 

run away. 

   But in time she tired of me and had me act as a major domo in her palace. She didn’t want sex 

with me anymore. 

   Finally, I throttled her and demanded she give me her banking information and fingerprint and 

iris picture. 

  So, I took all her money and went off world, leaving her partly paralyzed temporarily. She 

couldn’t take legal action as she had broken the law making me a slave… 

  And I figured society these days was largely unconscious; people were just mindless hedonists.  

Just sex and drugs were all they cared about. 

   Life was just a dream, and I figured had always been so, though I knew no history. No one else 

knew history either. The past was considered bunk. 

   And I was tired of being youthful and longed for middle age and wisdom. She had said, “Your 

wisdom is worthless.” 

   But I had said, “People have to get off the drugs and face reality.” 

   I had said, “The drugs were like a traffic jam of old which prevented people from moving 

forward. The human race is going nowhere.” But some claimed we lived in Utopia and it had 

always been that way. We all had dim memories of wars and disease, but such things no longer 

occurred. Still people screwed each other over constantly. It was just a game to them. 

    And they formed the “Game Party,” which after their first election won 18% of the vote. Their 

platform was simple. Life was just a game, and everything depended on your game playing 

ability in Virtual Reality. Those who played the games the best would be the rulers. And it was a 

minority government headed by the Pleasure Party with 24% support and third was the Progress 

Party with 16% of the vote. The Progress Party and the Pleasure Party couldn’t stand one another 

so either one teamed up with the Game party and smaller parties to control the government. But 

the Pleasure Party generally ruled. But the Game Party forced them to make game playing 

mandatory and winners took all. 

   These were upsetting times. 

    But opponents of the Game Party were very vociferous and said, Life is not a joke. 
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    However, in the next election one year later, the Game Party won 52% of the vote and had full 

power to change our World. 

    Everyone had to henceforth choose their five favorite games/video games and play them and 

try to win money. If you lost in all five of your favorite games, you were bankrupted and became 

a slave to one of the winners (the one you lost most badly to). 

    As time passed there were more and more slaves and many said it’s not just a game anymore, 

it is very serious. 

   But generally speaking, the cleverest won out so most people could live with that. And most 

clever people were kind to their slaves. Slaves had a comfortable life. 

    And the all-time winners faced off in video games of skill to determine who was leader. There 

was only one leader in the Game Party, the President. 

    And our new leader won re-election. Everyone was enjoying games and drugs and were 

content. And he changed the constitution to let him run for power as many times as he wished. 

And his position was unassailable, he no longer played games, but was busy with administration. 

And creating new games to play. 

   People had to toe the line and say, Life is just a game! If they refused, they were executed. 

Some of those executed considered themselves to be martyrs for one cause or another. 

       

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PASSION FOR NEO-ANIMALS 
 

   She had a passion for neo-animals. She liked them soft and furry with a large brain that 

rendered them almost as intelligent as a human. 

  Pets could speak a few thousand words. 

  Others preferred robot pets, but there were strict rules on what a robot could look like. To her, 

they weren’t as cute. 

   And she felt guilty about taking away a pet’s freedom, but anyway no pet was free, nor was 

any robot. When a pet grew old or a robot became obsolete, they simply died. 

   But it was forbidden to have sex with an animal or robot. But some went ahead and did it 

anyway. Perverts, they were.   Breeding of cute pets/pet robots was done with computer 

simulations to see if you really liked your potential pet. 
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   And there were brain apps to make one’s pet more interesting. She figured, “If you couldn’t be 

interesting, you didn’t deserve to live.” 

   Many pets were optimistic about immortality, believing it would be given to them one day. But 

it was an anything goes life for them. 

   And my super pet was my conscience. She encouraged me to run for UN President as an 

Independent.  My platform was to eliminate poverty by giving everyone a job for a decent 

amount of money. I would pay for such measures by taxing the rich. And I wanted to help pets of 

all descriptions get a decent life. 

   There was a movement to get pets human memories and the vote. But in the election, I lost 

badly. With only 1% of the vote. People said clearly my party was on the fringes. Still it was a 

noble effort, I figured. And it resulted in more rights for sentient pets. 

   And I was an advocate for giving pets access to MRT (mind reading technology). 

   But so far, I had failed. 

   But I had no secrets from my conscience pet. And told her everything. 

   My pet told me, “I was an out of control drunk who didn’t care about pets.” 

   I told her, “I care about all sentient beings.” 

   But I told her, “She lacked human instincts and was kind of a freak.” 

   She said, “Instincts are bunk.” 

   I said, “I was happier before I met you.” 

   And I said, “I don’t need a conscience. I just want to be free!” 

   But in the next election I ran again for the Pet Party and got 5% of the vote. So, people 

henceforth listened to me. And it was a minority government and they depended on my support 

to keep ruling. It was a parliamentary democracy here in Canada. 

   And I got it passed into law “pet rights,” giving sentient pets a vote in the elections. But the 

pets had to pass an IQ test in order to qualify. The result was 10% of the electorate was pets and 

they voted as a block to get influence with the government. The Pet Party they called themselves 

and they were supported by the Sex Workers Union. Sex with pets was golden. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

WORSE ANSWERS 
 

   I said to the girl, “Let’s play a little game. I’ll ask you some questions and you give your worst 

possible answer to be judged by me! And I will give a worse answer.” 

   She said, “OK, fine.” 

  And I asked, “In the future will there still be sex?” She said, “No, drugs will replace sex, it will 

all be comfort for one’s mind.” I said, “A worse answer would be the rich will enjoy sex and the 

poor will do without it.” 

   And I asked, “What place is the wildest?” She answered, “Eastern Russia is the wildest place.” 

I said, “A worse answer would be no place is truly wild anymore, and everywhere is boring.” 
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   And I queried, “What is the future of dancing?” She replied, “Dancing is just foreplay. In the 

future people won’t bother with dancing and just enjoy sex.” I said, “A worse answer would be, 

people who dance should be arrested for ‘mindless acts’’ 

   And I asked, “When will people stop fighting for territory?” She said, “In the future, territory 

will have no meaning and people will not go to space for territory.” I said, “A worse answer 

would be people of the future will be crazed for territory and so will go to new solar systems just 

to have territory of their own.” 

   And I queried, “What is the future of perversity?” She said, “People of the future will all be 

sexual perverts of all kinds. They won’t be able to have sex if it is not perverted.” I said a worse 

answer would be, “Futurians will outlaw perversity of all kinds and arrest perverts.” 

  And I asked her, “What is the future of taste?” She said, “People of the future will all be 

scavengers without any taste. They will believe in weird life choices and celebrate their 

weirdness.” I said alternatively, “People of the future will be all about taste and judge people by 

the way they dress, and act provided it is superficial and unkind.” 

   And I queried, “What is the future of androids and holograms?” She said, “They will make 

androids and holos illegal, but that won’t stop them from being created. It will be a special thrill 

to love androids and holos.”  I said, “But what about a future where people only love holos and 

androids and human to human love ceases.” 

   And I asked, “What about the future of madness?” She retorted, “Life is already completely 

mad; in the future people will be still crazier and anyone who says they are sane will be 

executed.” I asked, “What about the maddest people rule? And lead humanity down previously 

unpredicted roads?” 

   And I queried, “What about the future of history?” She said, “In the future people will regard 

the past with disdain and beneath them, and nobody will study it. History is bunk,” she said. I 

said, “Futurians will learn from the past and cease going on fighting wars and arguments. 

Everyone will be like a peaceful angel and will be afraid to offend anyone else.” 

   And I asked, “What is the future of laziness?” She said, “Future people will do no work and be 

out of it on neo-opiates.” I said, “What about future people only care about sex exercise and do 

no other ‘exercise?’ And take exercise pills?” 

   And I asked her, “What is the future of houses?” She said, “Single homes will disappear as the 

government will build cheap condos in the cities and the cities were where all the action is. 

People will live in air cars as well to stay mobile.” I said, “No the rich will insist on their own 

personal mansions and large houses and some people, will like to live in the countryside or even 

in a suburb.” She said, “They should demolish all houses and just have condos and air cars.” 

   And I asked, “What is the future of personal hygiene?” She said, “Futuristic people will shave 

their entire bodies and bathe irregularly as the baths will cover them in sweet scents.” I said, 

“That’s not a very bad answer.” Much worse would be, “People of the future will live like 

animals and never shower and lose all their teeth.  These Futurians will live on old-fashioned 

farms and do traditional farming. It will keep them busy and out of trouble.” 

   And I queried, “What about the future of fantasy?” She said, “People will love to live out their 

worst nightmares, as they are all sick in their minds.” I said, “Yes, and Futurians will take 

‘Fantasy pills,” which will allow them to experience their fantasies in Virtual Reality. But they 

will abandon reality and just live in VR.  Life is but a nightmare.” 

   And I asked, “What about the future for multi-sexuals? She said, “In the future people will all 

want to be multi sexed with additional sex organs on their body. They will also be believers in 
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free love.” I said, “I figured it would be a giant cosmopolitan perversion and everyone will be 

mad when it comes to sex.” 

  “But Futurians, will take pills to change their minds and enhance their sex experience,” 

I said. 

   And I asked, “What is the future of the paparazzi?” She said, “She didn’t think they would 

survive as they would be overwhelmed with lawsuits.” I said “People love to gossip even gossip 

about death. Many people these days wanted to die, as they were bored with life. It would be a 

challenge to keep these people interested in life. The paparazzi had invisible cameras everywhere 

and many people were embarrassed.” 

    And I asked, “What is the future of arguments?” She answered, “People will never stop the 

discord with one another.” “And, arguments lead to wars. “I said. 

   And I queried her, “About the future of cafes and bars?” She said, “Everyone is meeting 

friends and lovers on the internet now and the randomness of meeting people in bars will be 

passe.  And cafes will be the preferred way to meet your Internet friends, as one didn’t trust 

Internet would-be lovers.” I said, “That’s not a very bad answer,” I said.      

   “Worse would be bars will be insane places where freak people would meet in the 

hopes of weird sex. Some people will just have no taste. And cafes will all sell stimulant drugs. 

Maybe they will be called ‘drug hubs’ People will just freak out in these drug hubs.” 

   And I asked, “What is the future of gambling?” She said, “Some people will keep losing their 

shirt, but every week would receive new money and gamble again. If that’s what they want to do, 

let them.” I said, “A worse answer will be people will gamble their lives, just like Russian 

roulette, winner take all. But people will mostly gamble on their own merits.” 

   And I asked her, “What is the future of caprice?” She said, “Life is like a dream and a whim. 

Life is randomness.”  I said a worse answer would be, “Caprice is a totally human instinct; 

people will love a World of chaos.” She said, “How chaotic?” I said, “Many people already live 

in States of benevolent anarchy.” 

   “Take it all with laughing gas,” I said, “If the people protest give them laughing gas. After all 

life is a joke.” 

   And I asked, “What is the future of athleticism?”  She said, “Many feel trapped in their  

bodies, but super-athletes on neo-steroids will be the name of the game.” 

   “Video game sports will take over,” I said. 

   “Everyone will vie for victory above all,” she said. 
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VALENTINES DAY, A.D. 2111 
 

    I bought my true love a real plant, something that was seldom seen on Luna and I had to get a 

licence for it. And I bought her a bottle of 20-year-old whisky. New whiskies were not the same 

as pure whisky. And I bought her a golden breastplate which fitted her to a T.  And I bought us 

tickets for two to go to a spa on Io, a moon of Jupiter. 

   And I bought her a new air car. This latest model could reach other solar systems in a matter of 

days. 

   And I bought her a weekly face genetic therapy to change her face every week. It just took a 

few minutes to change face. 

   And I gave her a Supercomputer with a copy of my brain inside. So, I could be with her 

always. 

   And I bought her dinner for two on Mars’ most upmarket restaurant. Featuring many locally 

designed stem cell meats. 

   Meanwhile, she gave me a gift of my sperm which she had saved and put in the sperm bank. 

And now was ending up with several children. 

   And she gave me some jigsaw puzzles featuring some of the new buildings she had designed 

(she was an architect). It was my first exposure to her new buildings. And I didn’t know what 

they looked like until I finished the puzzles. 

   And she gave me a Supercomputer with her inside, so I too would be with her always. 

   All in all, it was a happy day, a day for lovers who were lucky enough to hook up with a soul 

mate. It was known that some people had no lover, and they fell through the cracks of society. 

Such people didn’t know how to deal with new lovers. And were paralyzed into inaction. 

  But on this special day, we vowed to help the downtrodden to find love. It was our raison 

d’etre, moving forward. 

   We were essentially a matchmaking company. We knew what people wanted! 
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SELLING OUT IN THE FUTURE 
 
   So, I tired of writing, “Tales of Madness,” and decided to write a popular horror screenplay. 

    It was about a psycho killer who murdered women in cold blood, but managed to stay one step 

ahead of the law. The murderer left tantalizing clues worthy of the Riddler, in Batman fame. But 

in the end, it was a cold case and the murderer sold jewellery of his victims and went to live in 

the Caribbean. And he lived happily ever after. 

  The book as fiction, hit the bestseller list and I used the money to buy a nice cottage on a lake in 

Northern Ontario. 

   My woman at the time said, “A cottage on a lake is fine, but is that the best way you can 

imagine to invest your money?” 

   I said, “These days intelligence doesn’t necessarily mean you will be successful. I am just glad 

I finally had some success. 

   I said, “I could go on writing tales of horror endlessly. It is a horrific world,” I said. 

   She said, “It all depends on your point of view. Some beautiful people have it made and enjoy 

life thoroughly!” I replied, “In the end it will be horror for everyone during wars and plagues.” 

She said, “She had confidence we could beat the plagues and avoid war.” I said, “In history wars 

and plagues were inevitable and in this high-tech World, ability to create diseases and new 

weapons will increase exponentially. I tell you, we are all doomed!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRYSTAL PEOPLE 
 

   Bill Z---- tried to rob his own store and got a lot of insurance money. But modern-day 

diamonds had microscopic marks of the diamond maker, but Bill was a diamond cutter himself 

and he removed the markings and sold his stolen diamonds on the World diamond market. 

   Bill had had a tough life with all his relatives dying and was unlucky in love. But he used the 

insurance money to buy up other stores. 

  He got a new face and the girls really liked it and he gave them diamonds worth countless 

thousands. 

   He said, “He had had numerous s genetically altered faces, but his eyes though were natural 

and burned intelligence. Even though he had a crystal skull. Some said he looked like death, the 

grim reaper.”  And he said, “It’s a new World now. And crystalline bodies and faces, were all the 

rage. It wasn’t human but it was pure intelligence.” 

   “Crystalline humans were the future,” he said. “They were so pure and good. And every part of 

their brain was carefully engineered,” he added. 
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   His woman answered, “I’d like a crystal body too. And I’d like to be pure for you.” 

   Bill said, “It’s a new kind of creature entirely, these crystal people. In this day and age people 

want purity as a refuge from all the cruelty and disingenuousness.” 

   Above all many value virginity and our crystal people have each sex experience erased from 

their memory, Making them perpetual virgins... 

    But many considered the crystal people to be freaks and an anathema. 

    But there were other new races including multi-sexuals who were also “freaks.”  

    It seemed to me like the future of mankind would be multiform. 

    But some wanted to kill all the “freaks,” including homosexuals and return to “a normal life.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FORMER LEADER FALLEN ON HARD TIMES 
    

   I said to the girl, “I used to rule Mars, back in the early days in 2110! But now I am a lonely 

janitor.” 

   And I said, “They used Mind Reading Technology (MRT) to get into my head and drive me 

from office.” I added, “They brainwashed me to act like an asshole. Previously everyone liked 

me but when I fell from grace, I found I had no friends. They said I was just an asshole.” 

   She said, “Yes the spies are controlling things. And have obliterated all trace of me, and have 

figureheads as leaders, who they the spies can control.” 

   And she said, “It is a tragedy which happened to you. But at least you are still alive and deep 

Space beckons. As former ruler of Mars they’d take you for sure to deep Space.” 

   I said, “I guess I have no other choice.” 

   She said, It’s not so bad. You could live a very fine life in Space with plenty of drugs 

and lovers. Your latest visage is a very attractive face that would endear you to females 

everywhere.” 

   I said, “But I had lost confidence in myself and her words inspired me.” And she cross 

hypnotised me, so I wouldn’t be an asshole. 

   She said, “The World is your oyster.” 

   I said, “But that oyster won’t open for me, I fear. People seem to find reasons to dislike me.” 

   She said, “All one needed in life was one lover and some children which would make life 

blissful.” 

  “You don’t need to conquer the whole World,” she said. 

   I said, “But I wanted change. To change the World is not easy!” 

   She said, “Set up a family first and then go for the gold.” 

    I said, “I’d like to write a book about my fall from grace. It would be inspirational to some,” I 

think! 
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    She said, “On the contrary people will be depressed by your story and be glad such a fall 

didn’t happen to them.” 

    I said, “Either way, it is an exciting story with a bad ending,” I said. To have so much and then 

to lose it all, is a good topic for conversation.” 

    She said, “But you come across as a loser!” 

    I said, “At least I still have you and so all is not lost.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PASSIONATE BOHEMIA IN SPACE 
 

   Once there was a man who lived on Titania, Uranus’ Moon and he was passionate about 

everything. In particular he enjoyed his hobby which was cultivating android love women. He 

prided himself on every series as being in his collection. 

   But now times had changed, and androids now had rights and couldn’t be purchased without 

their permission, so he had to give up much of his collection. 

   So, he picked up a new hobby of designing androids. And he caught on fast. 

   He took his own mind and broke it down to components and mixed them with computer 

generated android minds. 

   In particular he enjoyed ‘taking the virginity’ of his new androids and getting them to love him. 

   And he sold the ones he didn’t really care for, if they were willing to go, for big bucks which 

he invested in further research into android design. 

   And some of the androids he designed were smart enough to do scientific research and one of 

them contributed to the anti-sleep pills invention. He was very proud of her. 

   And he was a leading advocate of giving air car homes to androids. And finally, it was made 

into law. 

   Anyway, he became rich and set up a colony on Uranus’s ice Moon, Miranda, with just him 

and his android love dolls. Many ships stopped there on their way to space and he made his love 

dolls available to space colonizers. Everyone seemed to have a good time. And in time he was 

able to attract great thinkers to the Uranus orbiter. Great thinkers were offered prime suites and a 

chance to meet the pioneers of the orbiter with his patented unique love dolls. First one came 

then many others followed. Many of those who came were android artists, who took refuge here. 

  It was an upward spiral, soon everyone wanted to stop here on their way into Space. 

  It became a new type of Bohemia on, Miranda. And they had unlimited nuclear power here and 

used some elements from the moons of Uranus to build the orbiter. 
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   And they exploded nuclear bombs on the planet trying to get chain reactions and new elements 

they could use. 

   People and androids mingled here freely with one another and many couldn’t tell who was and 

android and who was human. But they were all ‘artistes.’ 

    And the Moon Miranda became known as a place to make great movies. Stories of love with 

love dolls and far out thinkers who were destined for Space. 

   The ice on the Moon was thawed and just had a 500 m coating of ice with plenty of sea 

creatures below.  Travellers coming here liked to go below the ice in a submarine and view the 

sea life and dock with the undersea dome which was really Bohemian. 

   Most though spent their time in the dome on top of the ice. Miranda’s Depot city it was called. 

   Those in the Depot city competed with those under the sea for artistes. Both wanted to be 

Bohemian and lead the solar system in art. 

   In the year 2165 there were 50,000 people living on Miranda. 

 

 

 

  

 

NEW AGE PROPHET 
 

   Then there was the passionate woman who said, “She was the Prophet of the new age. And she 

had come to save the people.”  And she said, “She wanted to save humankind from their 

destructive selves.  She said, “If elected President of the USA she would denuclearize the World 

and ban all biological weapons and the death ray and so on.” She said, “She loved life so much 

and was afraid the powers that be would ruin her life.”  She told the people, “If they didn’t elect 

her the whole World would be destroyed.” But she polled poorly. And dropped out of the race. 

That was the last we heard of this “Prophet.” 

  And she donated cloned eggs to the people to make future Prophets. 

   It was the Grand Age of the Prophets, and there were many of them. Some advocated new 

religions/cults, some were doomsday-sayers like herself. Some claimed to be Gods and required 

people to follow them and do as they said. 

   Some who had been in the heads of many others and had a Supercomputer claimed they could 

predict the future. They predicted mostly chaos and death for the human race, so better to get 

one’s kicks now. 

   But finally, I found a Prophet who I liked. She said the best and kindest people will go to 

Venus and she would lead the group to set up a new city there, under the ground with an air 

pressure of just regular Earth atmosphere, balanced against the 800 times Earth pressure of the 

surface. Grace and love under pressure she called it. So, I went with them and we lived like 

royalty and were so nice to one another; it was a true love in.  Other religious people wanted to 

come but they could only be granted a visa if they came just for love and truth. Of course, some 

had wild ideas and petitions, but it was all about love. And there was a synergy between us 

lovers and we produced a lot of “Love story movies,” which we sold on Earth. They were all true 
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stories and we required all our citizens to be realistic and live the truth/reality. And all of us here 

were convinced we were the best people. 

   We didn’t have much to do with the other cities on Venus and kept to ourselves mostly. 

   But we all got along great and it was free love with MRT (Mind Reading Technology). 

   With MRT we got to know one another intimately and shared all our great and bad memories. 

   And we could predict one another’s actions oftentimes, we knew them so well. 

   Everyone was gentle with one another and there were few broken hearts. 

   Our Prophet said, “Everyone here was equal. There were no elites. Of course, some were richer 

than others and could afford to travel elsewhere in fine new air cars. But everyone had all they 

needed and most considered this to be our true home. It seemed almost everyone was a kindred 

spirit.” 

   And our Prophet said, “She was building ‘Heaven.”’ 

   I asked her, “What did that entail?” 

   She said, “When you die, you will go there, and your soul will live on as a hologram.” “What 

about Hell?” I asked her. She said everyone here is kind and good and destined for their heavenly 

reward.” 

   And our Prophet said, she would rule for a hundred years and then step down in favor of 

another Prophet. 

   100 years later… 

                                                                    # 

   And so, it was we had 100 blissful years and it was time for our Prophet to ascend into heaven. 

And 1000’s joined her out of a population of 50,000 in the City. I wanted to be the new Prophet, 

but they voted in another. I was disgruntled, feeling that my intellect was the best the City had to 

offer. And I had a number of followers, about 5,000 to be truthful. So, I knew I was destabilizing 

society, but I insisted on power, so I took my 5,000 followers and we built a new city at a 

different place on Venus. My idea of Utopia included dangerous Virtual Reality (VR) and 

honesty with MRT.  And sex was the highest endeavor. Kindness didn’t count for much in my 

new Reality, just intellect. All the intellectuals backed me, and I gave them free reign to do their 

research, unlike the previous regime who severely limited science. We had a lot of catching up to 

do with the rest of the solar system. 

   And we wanted to make our new city a center for new science and paid great scientists large 

sums to come here. And of course, everyone loved the free love and VR here. Our VR was really 

good featuring new types of humans. Hypothetical humans. 
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UNHAPPY ENDINGS 
 

   Once there was a girl who was deeply in love with a writer man. He wrote sci-fi love stories 

with unhappy endings. He said, “Dying of old age is the worst thing that could happen to you.” 

Eternal youth was available to all who were willing to make their minds available to the leaders 

to peruse with MRT (Mind Reading Technology). She said, “Some would rather die. It is not 

natural for people to get into others’ heads and everyone is going completely mad.” I said, “We 

are all in this together. And we will sink or swim as part of a group. Billions of us,” I said. 

   She said, “Perhaps passive MRT she could stand but not active MRT; it’s a recipe for disaster. 

   I said, “The latest polls show most people enjoyed sharing their love and friendship with one 

another using MRT and believed humanity had a bright future.” She said, “But if you want 

privacy and sanity, you are out of luck.” I said, “I am sorry that you feel that way.” 

   And I mentioned, “Nearly everyone gets used to active MRT in time.  It’s just a bit of an 

adjustment for many. But some take to it as if it was second nature.” 

   And she said, “She was afraid of modern-day psychics who would predict your future. She said 

she feared the World was turning into a gigantic freak show and was becoming very dangerous 

as far as one’s sanity was concerned.  She wasn’t optimistic about the future and didn’t want to 

know what would happen to her.” And she said, “She was taking it one day at a time. Just trying 

to survive and not overdose.” 

    I said, “Don’t worry about the psychics; they just enjoy scaring people. They can’t predict the 

future in this crazy World anyway.” 

    She said, “So perhaps the future can still be changed. Or I can go somewhere where MRT is 

banned.” 

   I replied, “Try ‘New Station,’ in Antarctica. MRT is illegal there.”’ She said, “I know but it is 

like the end of the World there I’ve heard.”  

    “You need to pick your poison,” I said.   

    She said, “I think I will move to Hollywood. They still make some films with happy endings 

and I would like to be part of such films.” 

   I said, “The ways of Hollywood are nevertheless dark and twisted. You may not like what you 

find.” She said, “At least I am trying.” 
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THE INTENTIONALLY DEAF ARCHITECT 
 

   Once there was a man who hated music and conversation; to him it was just noise. And so was 

intentionally deaf. He figured it would give him an advantage over others and enhance his other 

senses. But he could communicate with MRT (Mind Reading Technology) 

   His passion was collecting android love dolls. He had 1000’s of them. Many were rare and 

highly collectible. And he fancied he was a God to these women.  Most were virgins when they 

met him, and they thought of him as a God. 

   He took a lot of LSD and designed many works of art and architecture. He spent his life 

designing a futuristic city for Mars and finally it was adapted. It was full of advanced 

geometrical shapes and flowing forms and all the buildings blended together as a complete 

“harmonious” whole. 

     After the Mars project became reality, many other domed cities in the solar system wanted 

him to design buildings for them.  He was really quite famous, but he was somewhat perverse. 

For example, on Titan, Saturn’s Moon he designed buildings in the wilderness that were to be 

covered in ice sickles and with statues of people in orgies having sex together, surrounding the 

buildings. Many applauded him as being with the avant garde.  

   And he charged 1 million dollars an hour to get into his head with passive MRT. 

   People had many plans in an hour to run past him and he picked and chose ones he liked and 

made improvements to ones he felt were worthy. 

   To have him add to a plan was golden for the construction companies. It gave them instant 

recognition. And everyone was pleased. 

   And he said, “He planned to build a Utopia for android love dolls. A place where they could 

feel comfortable. And people could come here on sex tours and sample all sorts of love dolls. 

Everyone was different. And the best love dolls were very entertaining to humans.” 

    Some compared them to geisha girls and for the men, they sang “Just a Gigolo.” 

    And this architect could really draw.  And he dabbled in new, exciting faces of androids… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MISSIONARY ROBOTS 
 

   Then there was a girl whose passion was pets who were robots. She lived on Mars Colony IV. 

    She gave her robots instincts such as brotherly love and programmed dialog. 
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   She taught them that life is all about desire and they worked as missionaries back on Earth.  

They proselytized according to their programs.  They were programmed to urge humans to go to 

Space.  And to tell the people that the strongest human instinct is desire.  

    And wanted humans to respect all sentient creatures and not enslave them. And they told them 

to use robots for all jobs, but pay them for it. And of course, eliminate most of the work.  

   Their program was pro-love. They said all humans should give robots special status.  

   Her robots were in the form of abstract art.  And were non-sexual. Just pure intellect. 

   But they followed their programming to a T.      

   Also, she was a gambler who bet on robot sports using her inside information. 

   She was very loyal to her favorite robots and they were grateful for her support. 

   And she designed some robots herself. 

   She talked about, “The art of designing robots.” 

   But she worried some of her robots were abused and enslaved and their program was often 

changed by their masters and they were physically and sexually abused. 

   She figured life was cruel and had always been that way. 

   I said, “Robots were a half-measure. Better to go all the way and produce androids who could 

think, rather than sub-human robots.” 

   She replied, “Androids are out of control. Better to have robots that we can control.” 

   I said, “Robots everywhere are just slaves, trying to program them to be better is futile.” 

   She said, “She wanted every child to have a nice robot to confide in. And such a robot will be 

very kind and gentle to the youth. A depository of knowledge, they could teach kids about this 

World and its history.” 

   I said, “I’d rather see real tutors teach the youth. It would create a lot of jobs and robots are 

unnecessary.” 

   And I said, “People like you are like poisonous snakes to the youth. You want to brainwash 

them to love machines. When they should be loving one another.” 

 

 

 

 

 
 
ANDROID NYMPHOMANIACS 
 

   Then there was a girl who was an android nymphomaniac. She would approach men and tell 

them to screw her right away in the washroom. She would typically love 30 men in a night…. 

Mostly the men were tourists to the Earth Orbiter #9. 

   She advocated a sex diet. Sex all day long to lose weight. And wrote a bestseller. 

   Then one day she met a man who was passionate about a clever, easygoing man. She told him, 

“She was his slave.” But after a few sexual encounters he dumped her. She thought he was her 
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perfect man though and wouldn’t give up on him she finally set herself on fire in front of him 

and his latest lover. And died. 

  People studied her case and were perturbed.  No one here on the Earth Orbiting Station wanted 

people to have their heart broken. And her lover who she admired was jailed for 5 years, for 

“Love Crimes.” 

    However, the concept of android nymphomaniacs caught on, on Earth. And soon there were 

millions of them. They were just a part of modern-day life. 

    And sure, some of their affairs ended badly. But that was life.  

   But some people said the android lovers were cruel and haughty.  

   But their creators were trying to make them kinder and more loving. Men and women both 

enjoyed the love androids, who were known to tell no tales of their affairs. So, it was simple to 

cheat on your lover with androids. 

   It didn’t count, people told themselves. 

   But the android lovers were known to be very demanding. And their lovers needed to take 

strong sex enhancers in order to love them. 

   They had boundless energy and were creatures of pure sex. 

     

 

 

 

 
 
THE MOST PASSIONATE MAN IN THE 
WORLD 
 

   Then there was a man who was voted by the “Days Magazine,” as most passionate man in the 

World. After that many women wanted a piece of him. 

  He became fabulously rich and bought the surgeon company that had enhanced his brain and 

henceforth controlled passion and intellect on Earth. 

   One woman suspected he had tried new brain surgery to make people more passionate. And 

she threatened to blow the whistle on him as the law stated no brain enhancing surgery was legal. 

But when she confronted him, he killed her in a fit of rage and was subsequently arrested and 

given 25 years in prison. But he got released after serving 2/3 of his sentence and carried on 

enhancing his brain. He figured he had a lot of catching up to do, but he quickly made up for lost 

ground. People remembered him being voted most passionate man in the World and had 

hundreds of millions of followers. He urged his followers to campaign for brain enhancement for 

the common man making everyone clever and super passionate. And no one felt sorry for the 

woman he had murdered, calling her an “evil witch,” and such. 

   He said, “In life one must do everything with passion.”   
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  He had a lot of followers especially in the Third World. And many of his followers wanted him 

to run for Secretary General of the UN. The UN of course now had a lot more clout than 

previously and could effect real change on Earth. 

  And so, he ran and won. And henceforth he told everyone to improve their brain for which they 

would be “greatly rewarded.” And so, the race evolved quickly. And suddenly people realized 

that humanity was becoming cleverer by the day, especially the common people who were 

improving in leaps and bounds. 

   He was passionate about improving the human race. 

 

 

 

 

 

COLD PASSION 
 

   Then there was a man who said, “Passion is for fools.” He said, “Science is not passionate and 

rules our modern era. ‘Cold love,’” he said. 

   And he created cold, logical creatures, who nevertheless lived to get their kicks.” 

   And modern women told him, these times require tough, strong women.  

   He said, “Sex is OK, but one needn’t scream during sex and one should keep one’s composure 

at all times and not be a psycho in love.” 

   “Passion is for animals and idiots,” he said. 

   “And tough women must be logical and reasonable,” he said. “Just like men.” But some 

women considered him to be the enemy of women who wanted to destroy women’s natural 

passion. 

   And in his own personal life, he had rocky relationships with women. They thought he was 

bossy and insane and was obsessed with sex with numerous partners. 

   And he coldly dumped his lovers when he got tired of them. It didn’t take him long to get tired 

of his partners. 

    

 

NASCENT DESIRES 
 

   Then there was a man, David XQ who said, “If you are not passionate about living, then you 

should change your life to make it so. Strong desires are what life is all about.” 

   “Everyone has nascent desires, one just needs to develop them,” he said. 

   He was talking to a girl who said, “Her true love was surrounded by lovers and asked what she 

could do?” He said, “Go for the gold and try and see if he loves you back. Take baby steps and 
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try to win his love.” But finally, she fell in love with David XQ, and wanted to love him 

exclusively and she forgot all about her previous obsession. 

   She said, “She loved him for his levity and sanity in a World gone insane.” But he said, “He 

was busy and didn’t have much time for her.”  She replied, “Surely you feel something for me.” 

He said, “He had a long waiting list of lovers, and most would be better than her. It is a fact,” he 

said. 

  She asked, “Well how can she be better?” He said, “You need to buy brain apps to improve 

your intelligence and imagination, if so, then he could really love her.” 

   So she got the apps and it opened a whole new World for her. And she met hundreds and 

hundreds of great men and loved them all. And she forgot all about David XQ… 

    

 

 

 

 

 

“NOBLE” PRIZE FOR PASSION 
 

   Then there was the scientist who got rich on anti-viral drugs. And he started, “The Noble prize 

for Passion.” Rather than the Nobel prizes. And he was passionate about preserving the high life 

for future generations. 

   The first winner was a man Bill L---, who said, “He only wanted to love girls of super passion 

= superhuman. They were also to have a super IQ, EQ and Imaginative Q. 

   The first runner up was passionate Katy, who loved desperate men.  She said, “It was a thrill to 

love desperadoes. Help them sexually and emotionally. And some seeds had fallen upon barren 

ground and needed another chance.” 

    The prize was decided by a vote of the entire World Population of 10 billion. Ultimately it was 

the people who decided what to do about passion. And they voted as long as it was non-violent, 

it was all good. Anything goes. Some believed the talented always succeed.  Everyone now 

believed the passionate would succeed as well. 

   And the winner of the passion Noble prize, would dictate how people could become more 

passionate and would instruct the youth. And Bill L---, said, “Whatever you do, do with passion. 

If you don’t feel passionate about important things then you should get some of the passion brain 

apps to increase your passion and it was good to take stimulants in this crazy age, rather than 

tranquilizers or opiates.” He said, “He could get excited about anything with the right stimulants. 

Not all stimulants were the same, some were positively inspiring.” And he, “Encouraged the 

youth to experiment with stimulants.  Some stimulants helped to open your mind,” and he said, 

“These were the best stimulants.” 

    And he, Bill L---, pronounced, “It is also good to be crazy in your life’s affairs. But it is a fine 

line between good crazy and bad crazy.” And he told the youth, “Bad crazies give crazy love a 

bad name. Bad crazies can be psychotic and dangerous to one’s mental health!” 
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   And he said, “He was looking for proteges who had fallen through the cracks of human society 

and wanted to give the best of them a second chance, in tandem with the runner-up to the Noble 

prize.” 

   And Bill L---, he said, “All human instincts can be good or bad. The secret is how you play the 

game.” 

 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMMORTAL GODS 
 

   There was once a passionate couple who loved one another hard. But after a while it grew dull, 

so they added a bisexual woman to their love making. Then they resorted to full blown orgies. 

There were no sex diseases for them to worry about. 

And then they incorporated holograms, androids, multisexuals and freaks. And they loved 

virgins. 

   And it came to pass that they were such good lovers, they were appointed to be Gods. They 

were the God and Goddess of love. 

  And as Gods they had sex with the people.  And they bought a “divine” sex machine to allow 

them to have sex 20 h a day.  

  They lived in a castle in the air and ate a lot of pie. 

   And just like the ancient Greek immortal Gods we changed people to suit them. For example, 

one girl I changed into a cow and the man God, turned into a bull and loved her. But then he 

changed her back leaving her as a cow. 

   Another one was Miss Universe and the God of Sex loved her and altered her face to make her 

hideously ugly. 

   The Goddess had 1000s and 1000s of men in her stable.  And was drunk on power. She had 

numerous men fight duels over her. 

   One man dared to ask, “What is the point of Gods?” They told him, “They created all humans 

in their own image.” 

   So, they turned this man into a lion and let him roar all he wanted. 

    They built a freak amusement park and gave people the rides of their life with freaks in 

their minds. It was like being hit by an air truck some said. 

     Others said it was such a World of wonder! 

   And then there was a man who asked, “How could he become a God?” They told him to get 

brain apps to take him to a higher plane. 
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  And in the year 2120 they set up “Heaven,” for the best lovers to come and go. 

   And they decided all litigious cases and rendered our judgment set in stone. 

   But basically, everyone was their sex slave. Those they didn’t like disappeared. Everyone was 

afraid of the wrath of the Gods. 

  Only the Gods were immortal. The average life expectancy of the people was 120. They felt it 

was a full life. 

   Once there was a girl who felt strongly about Super Computers. She figured they were the best 

thing that ever happened. The Super Computers had cured all diseases and had cured future 

hypothetical diseases. 

   And she loved the avatars of some Computers but, really didn’t know what was truly going on. 

    I, the God of Sex, told her, “Super Computers were an anathema.” She should do MRT (Mind 

Reading Technology) with me,” I said, and “All will become clear.” 

    “Listen to me, the Sex God.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PASSIONATE VOYEUR 
 

   And once there was a girl who was a passionate voyeur. She liked watching freaks make love.  

And she remarked, “She would do anything for love.” 

   She was ugly and claimed, “Natural beauty was best.” I told her, “She was psycho.” 

   But she could afford gigolos of the highest quality and was quite satisfied, sexually, in addition 

to her voyeurism. 

   I said, “She was afraid to openly love the multisexuals and other freak lovers. She was chicken 

shit.” 

   She said, “You have no idea about the stigma that was attached to conceiving children with 

freak lovers or even just loving them. But she was a pervert and liked to watch lovers.” 

  I said, “Why don’t you get plastic surgery on your face and body. It would greatly add to the 

quality of lovers you get.” 

   She asked, “Did it ever occur to you that some men like ugly women? Sure, they make excuses 

saying they were drunk at the time and so on.” And she said, “It’s an ugly world out there and 

people have misplaced passions; they should be worshipping the ugly. The uglier, the better.” 

   I said, “You have an attitude problem. You rebel against everything that is good and beautiful 

in this World, you are a jinx to this World. 

   She said, “You are the one with the attitude problem. You have a closed mind about beauty and 

won’t admit it. Most of those you call ‘ugly’ are beautiful or spectacularly ugly, in their own 

way.”’ 

   I said, “Loving ‘girls’ like you, is self-destructive and morbid. You, I know, always want to 

win ugly in your sex affairs.” 

   She said, “You know nothing about me!” 
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PASSIONATE ABOUT BARBARIANS 
 

   She said, “It was a crime to be passionate. But all great deeds of arts, science and business 

were driven by passion foremostly.” And, “The authorities have tried to eliminate passion, but 

people like her kept it alive.” 

   She liked it rough. But at the same time, she liked a man to be a gentleman. 

   But several of her lovers abused her and she came running to me for succour.  

   She liked men who were “barbarians” Just like Rasputin. Like a wild wolf. 

   She said, “Modern day barbarians existed in the Third World in abundance, virtually 

uncontaminated by civilization.” 

   I told her, “Everyone wants the advantages of a civilized society. No one wants to be 

backwards and ‘barbarians.’”  She said, “Civilized society is boring and wimpy. Except for me,” 

she said. I said, “I am flattered by your attention, but I don’t want you to see your barbarian 

lovers anymore. Just me!” 

   So we got married in the old-fashioned way. But like all modern-day marriages it only lasted a 

few months. She wanted a wild, mad lover and I was a quiet, civilized man. 

    In parting, I told her, “Love in the future will be unpassionate and calm. All will be in full 

control of both partners, even in MRT (Mind Reading Technology).  And people will try and 

stay sane no matter what. Barbarians are backwards thinkers who live like animals and don’t 

appreciate the finer things in life.” 

   She replied, “You have no idea what it is like to be wild and free. You only put chains around 

yourself with everything you do. You are the one who is backwards.” 

   Looking back, I consider the time spent with her to be enlightening. After all it is good 

sometimes to take a walk on the wild side. Modern day life is too constricting, and everyone 

must toe the line… 
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AFRICAN EMPIRE 
 

   He was a passionate man who carved out an Empire in Southern Africa. He was a white man 

and convinced the powers that be that his reign was golden. But then his black armies attacked 

other subtropical African nations and he called himself the “Emperor of Africa.”  He had 

charisma and many blacks were grateful for the economic boom he brought them.  He spoke of a 

“United Africa.”  

   But finally, he was assassinated. And his Empire started to crumble but his heir to the throne 

proved himself capable and he managed to unite all Africa. 

  And he eliminated poverty which was quite an achievement. Everyone loved him. 

  And a United Africa, suddenly had a lot of power in the World with a population of 2 billion. 

The birth rate was out of control and the new leader tried to get control of African society 

everywhere. 

   Anyway, he campaigned for more international financial investment in Africa which was a 

very big potential market in a World of 10 billion. With a fifth of the World’s population. 

   Nowadays everyone in Africa had a smart phone and nearly everyone had a university/college 

education. 

   He said, “It was Africa’s golden period, unseen since ancient Egypt.” 

   And they desalinized sea water and pumped it into the Sahara, and it was very bountiful for all. 

   And the New Great Leader made sure that no one was starving in Africa and completed the 

vaccines for all diseases to all people. 

   Tourists poured in by the millions to see the new Africa. Many African cities had numerous 

building cranes and were building beautiful high rises. 

   And everyone in Africa had spending money and beach resorts were very popular across the 

continent. 

   Most people in Africa were now able to afford an air car and were living it up. 

   The Great Leader said, “Africa had arrived in the future.” 

 

 

 

 

 

THE COUNCIL OF AMERICAN 
INTELLECTUALS 
 

   He set up the “Council of American Intellectuals.” It was another legislative body in addition 

to the Senate and the Congress. All laws had to be passed by them which led to a lot of gridlock, 

but many felt the Council was important. 
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   The Council was 50 men and 50 women and included leading scientists, arts people and 

businesspeople, all of whom were passionate. 

    He personally chose all the candidates for members of the Council when he was the American 

President. The Councillors were all passionate and clever. And the people could choose which 

ones they wanted. And in the future they would choose all candidates for the Council. 

   They met 26 days a year, and had every day they sat, they had a number of dictates for the 

Congress and the Senate. 

   The Council could block any legislation they thought was not clever or passionate. 

    And so, America slowly progressed on the right road he figured. 

    The Council insisted on balancing the books and running a surplus to pay off the debt.     

    And everyone was required to have at least one lover a year; otherwise they would be assigned 

a State lover who would visit them regularly. 

    And everyone had to choose a hobby they were passionate about. Many chose robot design 

programming. And made their own pets basically, who had an IQ of a maximum 100.  

   Others chose to collect various paraphernalia about modern day products. Like Sports cards or 

CEO cards. Still others said, love was their hobby and indulged in all sorts of lovers. 

   And there were some, whose hobby was amassing large sums of money for “frivolous 

pursuits.” 

   And many their hobby was real sports and/or virtual sports. 

   But everyone these days was interested in sex and love. And most agreed it was a future of sex 

and love. 

   But the Council recommended that everyone pay attention to politics and to actively take part 

in it. And most heeded this recommendation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CARELESS UTOPIA 
 

   She said, “Some are more alive than others.” She was the American President and sanctioned 

official orgies.  And she promoted passionate people to high positions.  And she had people’s 

brains altered to make them more passionate. Everyone was expected to jump on the bandwagon.  

   I said, “Young people didn’t know about the sacrifices we made in WW III and IV.” 

   Of course, now was a time of peace. And I was one of the oldest humans at 221 years old. I 

figured I had seen it all. Nothing surprised me. 

   No weapons were allowed, even long knives were outlawed. 

  “But it was a careless Utopia,” I said. 

   And I said, “It was a World of dichotomies. Many people had the opposite of World Leaders’ 

ideas. They said there’s no room for passion in this modern World. Everything had to be logical 

and calm They believed they were destined to live in a logical Utopia and peace was now 
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inevitable. We tried to tell them that the spectre of war was always a factor. But they were 

heedless and caught up with getting their kicks.” 

   They said, we lived in Utopia. And that was good enough for them. 

   Forget the past, they said, it is a new World now. 

   History is full of things best forgotten, they claimed. 

   She said, “The passionate rule now. If you don’t have passion, you were out of luck.” 

   For example, in sex, only the most passionate lovers succeed to be chosen for higher office. 

And those who work passionately are also promoted. Those who have no passion are cold-

hearted, and an anathema.  And are demoted to low positions. 

   But some of these cold people protested at the legislature, demanding to be given good jobs, 

saying they were well-qualified and deserved high office. But the police tear gassed them and 

used water cannon to break up the protests and arrested the leaders and finally the protests 

fizzled out. 

   And the President said, “You can always become more passionate with the right brain apps. 

So, anyone that was left cold by this World, could get the apps. 

       

 

 

 
 
MRT UTOPIA 
 

   Passion of Christ. Christ took Socrates idea of sacrificing himself only he “came back from the 

dead.” Maybe he was hypnotised to appear dead. And in any case, he was only on the cross for a 

day. Christ was a magician. 

    I tried to sacrifice myself for the good of mankind when I revealed the spies were using MRT 

(mind reading technology), but somehow, I survived, and I was the most popular man on the 

planet. 

   The spies were forgiven, and everyone moved into the new MRT (Mind Reading Technology) 

reality. No more secrets in government or indeed in people’s personal life. Everyone had to be 

honest. 

   And people could record one another’s thoughts so if your thoughts were aberrant, you’d be 

corrected with MRT therapy. And no one could get into your head without your permission. 

Some tried to get around it and talk about their products and services or try for sexual control. 

But we sussed them out. 

    All of a sudden, cynics turned to optimists. Many people were stunned by the sudden turn 

around. 

   And people who were poor were now given new memories for example of a trade skill.    

   And so, became employable overnight. They had a brain app. 

   It made them cleverer and more knowledgeable. 
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   Some complained we had all been turned into machines, but no one listened to them. 

  And many said, they didn’t want to have children in this World scenario. 

   But the authorities kept saying we lived in Utopia and should all be thankful despite the 

upheaval of MRT. 

   Many wanted to copy their minds onto silicon and be an android who was truly  

immortal. This more than made up for the low birthrate. 

   People recorded their MRT love affairs with famous people and put them Online. Famous 

people had no secrets, just like everyone else. And movies were replaced by real love 

experiences. People sought love 16 h a day. 

   And many claimed they had met numerous kindred spirits and it was a fantastic Utopia. They 

just needed to put Online a few hours of their thoughts and magically kindred spirits would 

appear. 

  But some tried to enslave others using MRT. But this was forbidden and meant a trip to rehab 

which included brain surgery. 

   In time people stopped talking and just read minds. It was a highly conscious society.     

   And instincts were outre. It was a new World scenario. 

   I said, to my latest love, “I think I am over my head, loving you. And my instinct to love is 

very strong.”  

   And I said, “I have no instinct towards violence. But I am willing to fight for love, such as 

yours.” And I said, “Violent instincts are dying out.” 

   I said, “But rogue nations insist on using bioweapons which are killing us all off, hopefully we 

will defeat them in war.” 

    She said, “Love is war. But she had a rare violent app that made her crave war and violence. 

Of course, this type of app was against the law and an anathema, but she was in demand as a 

general/war leader.” 

   I said, “You have the wrong apps, and you are on the wrong road.” 

   She said, “She was on the road to power and was very ambitious.” 

   And she said, “Make war, not love.” And anyway, she was a lousy lay. 

   But I followed her career, and she rose quickly to be the head of the US Armed Forces. And 

she used the troops to seize power in Washington, D.C. Some of the troops wanted no part of it 

but all the leading generals supported her. And were against the corrupt government that was in 

power. 

   Then she made war on the rest of the Americas and then Europe, then Asia. 

    Finally, the whole World was hers. And she reinstated MRT for use by spies of hers only, to 

keep everyone under control. 

    And she hadn’t forgotten about me; she made me one of her billions of slaves… 

    I said to her, “In the end, technology brought about our ruin.” 

    She told me, “She was just getting started. That she would alter everyone’s brains for the 

better.” And she said, “You would be one of the first to be altered.” 
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THE TEACHER OF WORLDS 
 

   I said to my android, “You have come along fine now.” She said, “My teaching was 

inspirational.” 

   I asked her, “What do you plan to do first?” 

    She said, “Entire nations have been destroyed in the new plague. I want to help people.” I said, 

“That’s very noble of you!” 

    She said, “In particular she wanted to help those lonely ones in Space.” 

    I said, “Yes those in Space are isolated and mostly lonely! It is surely your destiny!” 

    But I said, “First you must love me. I want your virginity!” She said, “She could think of 

nothing finer.” 

   So, I loved her a few times and it was intense. Then I bought her a ticket to Mars and wished 

her good luck. 

   Androids these days were treated quite well. But in the early days of such cyber creatures, they 

were persecuted and even hunted by radical conservatives. Now the conservatives were gone and 

nearly all people admitted to loving an android.  Many people (10%) even changed into an 

android which gave them surprising ecstasies and pleasure. 

   My student kept in touch with me and told me, “How she was loving lonely people in space 

and was much in demand.” I said, “Good for you. You do me proud.” 

   She asked, “If I had any other students now?” I said, “I am retired from teaching and just want 

to enjoy life in the now.”  And I said, “I have 10 android lovers all to myself. I lived in bliss,” I 

told her. 

   She said, “She hoped one day all humans would change into androids.” And said, “She had 

converted dozens and dozens of people to become androids.” 

   I said, “I wasn’t ready to convert yet. I figured some human pleasures like food and drink and 

drugs (including sex drugs) were superior to android pleasures.” 

   She said, “She wanted the Uranus’ Moon Oberon to remain an all android crew. That was 

where she wanted to live. Androids loving androids is electric,” she said. 

   On the Moon Oberon, it was said that the androids were all equals even though some were 

cleverer than others. 

   “It was an android Utopia,” she said. And, “She hoped Earth humans would stop warring and 

arguing with one another and just live in peace.”    

   I said, “Things have sure changed in the last ten years. We endured biological weapons and the 

plague they brought and WW III as well. Billions died. And people’s love affairs were mostly 

nasty when they ended with lawsuits and woe to all.” 

    But now many people were talking about Utopias of one kind or another. But I told her, 

“Human instincts are to fight and unless they alter their brains, the fighting will continue.” 

    I told her, “Always support good causes in Space. And hopefully you will be on the first ship 

to another star system. Lay the groundwork for a brilliant civilization.” 
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   But, I said, I hope to change the brains of those with a bad attitude towards our civilization. 

Everyone must be happy and excited about these new Worlds.” 

   She said, “People should not be forced to be happy!” I said, “On the contrary the pursuit of 

happiness was the meaning of life. Those that can’t get on board must be altered. It is common 

sense.” 

   She said, “You are evil!” 

   I said, “No I am just a realistic man who wants to change the World.” 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

ONE MAN, MILLIONS OF CLONES 
 

   So, it was I test cloned myself for a cool $1 billion.  And then I built a clone factory which 

produced hundreds of clones all with my memories everyday. I was the richest person in the 

World. And after a year I had a million clones. Half of my clones were in female bodies, but with 

the same mind as the males. 

  We were taking over the World. 

   Some people were alarmed by my numerous clones and didn’t think I should be able to take 

over the World. And many other magnates had the same idea to clone themselves many times, 

but I was the only one to go into the millions of clones. 

   And my clones were considered the best lovers, and everyone wanted to love a few. 

   Finally, I enlisted a number of my clones in an army, armed with the latest weapons and we 

defeated all other armies and so ruled supreme. We cloned ourselves billions of times and finally 

we were in complete control. My idea was to replace all others with my clones. My clones and I 

enjoyed one another’s company totally. I guess one could say I was narcissistic. 

   The future had been ours for the taking. It could have been a situation in which another 

magnate cloned himself like I did, but I was the richest and so won out. 

   My money in the end, determined the future. 

   And I started executing other World leaders. And then when that was done, I killed off their 

clones. And then I wiped out the common man. 

   Some people wondered if actually one of my “Bad clones,” was in charge. But I told everyone, 

“I was the original Emperor.” 

   And me and my clones were partial to sex and parties, so we partied every night, me and my 

clones. And there was always one with a different face to sleep with (I gave each of my clones a 

unique face). 
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A DAY IN THE MIND OF ANOTHER 
 

I asked my true love, Xaveria, “Why don’t I let you in my mind actively for a day? She 

responded, “That would be fine.” 

   And so my day began with breakfast at my place. She was in my head from her place. She 

thought, “I should eat some neo-eggs (which were synthetic). I thought, “I am tired of eating. 

And just want to do drugs.” 

   Then I took the elevator to the 164th floor which was the air car garage for my air car. 

   And I drove to my true love’s place. On the way it was heavy traffic and she was reading my 

mind. I thought to her, “I was feeling horny, this morning!” We used MRT (Mind Reading 

Technology in our foreplay. When I finally arrived, I tore off her clothes and loved her hard. 

Today, it was anal sex. I enjoyed bringing her pain and pleasure. 

   Then after a few hours of loving I met my best friend for a game of 3-D Ultra Space Chess. 

Xaveria, the girl in my head helped me with my moves as part of the game was about love for 

your pieces. The pieces were part of you! 

   Then after an exhaustive game, it was time for my nap, in my air car. She was in my dreams 

and I dreamed of wild sex. I had a wet dream. 

   Then it was time for video sports. Today I was playing in Virtual Reality and it was a zero- 

gravity game of basketball. My team won quite handily, and I improved my rank. 

   Then it was dinner time. The girl thought to me, “I should eat steak (stem cell) and potatoes, 

her favorite.” 

   Next it was on to my favorite night club. I took some super energy pills on my way in. 

   After a few drinks, I hit on a girl sitting alone. She was Asian Chinese. The girl in my head 

said, “Love her hard.” I asked the girl to dance and it was frantic dancing with the energy pills in 

my system. She had taken them too evidently. I said, “Let’s go back to my place.” She replied,  

“Sure.” The girl in my head told me, “To pivot around while we were screwing and to moan and 

groan.” 

   After she left Xaveria came over to my place for a nightcap and some more loving. I took sex 

enhancers… 

   After our love making, we watched the news. Apparently, a group of dissidents had shut down 

part of the air car network in protest at the government allowing mind reading technology.  It 

was a fitting end to the evening. I told her, “Next time, It’ll be your turn to have me follow you 

in a day in the life.” 
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POST-MORTEM ON THE DEATH OF THE 
CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT 
 

   In the TV ad, they were advertising Saturn’s Moon Titan. They apparently had a domed city 

where it was balmy and equal to one Earth’s gravity. I said to my love, “Let’s go!” 

   There was a new UW (United World) police force in 5 armed ships policing our solar system. 

It was very safe, and many were immigrating to other Planets and Moons. 

    My love and I were both conservatives in an era in which conservative politics was basically 

dead. 

   We hoped Titan would be better. The ad said they accepted immigrants of all kinds. Whereas 

here on Earth we were discriminated against for being conservative. 

   So, we went to Titan. And found it was a mixture of different philosophies. But they respected 

our conservative beliefs. 

    I said, “The two of us believe in progress, but it must be slow giving time for humanity to 

adapt to it.” I thought they would probably call us Luddites, like they did on Earth, but they were 

non-judgmental. I asked my love, “To have an incubator baby with me,” and she acquiesced. So 

as time went by, we had several children and basked in the light of tolerance. We taught them 

conservative values and they said they were content. 

   And we were in touch Online with other conservative people. Some of the people on Titan, 

denied to one another that such people existed other than our unique selves. 

   Though they were non-judgmental, they thought we were freaks, to themselves. But we felt 

everyone here was a freak and we were the only “normal ones.” 

    We felt the human race was rushing in with new technology. We had come to Space, we tried 

our best to keep pace, but it was very difficult. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLOWERS ON MARS 
 

   There was a frost resistant flower and a tombstone for every human on Mars, who had died in 

the space wars. 

   Mars was the epicenter of the battles. 

   Many were now afraid to come to space, based on the violence and wars. 
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   It was hard to recruit new soldiers. Of course, each soldier was like a one-man army loaded 

with weapons. But most soldiers were robots… 

   And the wars spilled out into Virtual Reality where it was constant war. 

   On Earth China had conquered the USA and was now fighting India for control of the whole 

World and Space. 

   On Mars, many settlers lived in underground chambers away from the fighting. They used new 

technology to hide their underground settlements from ground penetrating radar and other types 

of remote sensing. 

   Why they were warring, I don’t know. It all seemed like a power grab for territory they didn’t 

need. But of course, human greed knows no bounds. “Everything in excess,” was their motto. 

   And everyone was expected to be courageous and fight to the best of their ability. Some said 

let the robots do the fighting and leave humans out of it. But every recruit was valuable to the 

warring powers. 

   But the varying leaders said things like, we need to live for the future and expand the human 

race to Space. And we can find God. Or the strongest survive. Or the future looks bright. And so 

on. 

   Meanwhile back on Earth, new types of beauty were being tried out. For example, with no nose 

and no mouth (food was injected). And the women all had huge breasts. And breasts grew all 

over their body. And some had an abstract head, a work of art. 

   Some said it was a freak show, but most thought it was kinky, these new beauties. 

   My love and I went to Triton, Neptune’s Moon. The moon had metals and some water frozen. 

It was a good place for a colony. 

   And I painted my true love with a mechanical vagina at the bottom of the painting so you could 

love her. Fuck the paintings. 

   It was ground-breaking. No one had ever tried to do this. And I had a patent on it… 

   Soon everyone was enjoying porn with male/female paintings. The male paintings had an 

erection at the bottom. 

   The best artists were the best “lovers.” 

   My true love said, “Is there anything you won’t fuck?” 

   I said, “All love was good.” 

   And I said, “There was a long list of potential lovers for me.” 

   And I imagined sex with peoples’ air cars. Various ports for sex were the best kind of air car.  

And it became true. 

   Sex casinos were also popular. One gambled on love winners take all. 

   And one could have babies with human lovers or androids. It was all computerized. 

   The “babies” grew to full adulthood in a matter of weeks and were born in the incubator.   

  And I helped design “light speed sex.” Sex while teleporting. 

   One wondered who they were really loving? Was it an android, was it a hologram, was it just a 

computer projection? 

   Or what? 
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LOST ON TRITON 
 

I said to the girl, “I am selling you the deluxe package for Neptune’s Moon, Triton. Included is a 

tour of the Moon and a superhuman lover who will blow your mind. And cyborgs designed for 

sex. And scuba sex and see all the new sea creatures in the melted seas.” 

   And so, she went and was particularly interested in the monasteries and convents of the New 

God.  The monks and nuns were all astronomers and claimed to have found radio signals of a 

sentient race deep in space. And they were working on a translator machine. 

  And she found a lover who designed a new face for her. And she took it and they made crazy 

love. 

   And her lover introduced her to multisexual love. She tried to open her mind, but she couldn’t. 

“No freaks,” she said. 

    And so the couple drifted apart and the girl, Nancy, felt lonely and cold on Triton.   

    She found the people here to be so serious, they never laughed and were so serious in love. 

And serious about their children and serious about sport and recreation. And they played to win. 

    And some were facists, others communist or socialist or old-fashioned or pro-business or 

liberal. She identified with some of the liberal men who had nevertheless lovers already. 

   And people had to sign a one-year love contract, but many broke the rules and cheated, and the 

punishment was just a few days in jail. 

  Anyway, jail was said to be fun, cavorting with all the sinners. Many fell in love in prison. They 

didn’t segregate the sexes. 

   But Nancy couldn’t find a lover to sign a contract with. They all felt she was too frivolous.  

   She got some men to cheat with her, but the affairs were just in passing. But one of the men 

she had an affair with, had his regular lover kill herself. And he blamed her. “A vixen bitch,” he 

called her. 

   So, with some trepidation she went to jail herself. 

   While there, she was constantly trying to score contraband and enjoyed the inter-sex dinners 

where she met some men who were less serious. Some of them said, they had been sent here 

because they laughed at someone important in this society.  Others said, they were serious about 

killing one or more of the leaders here. 

   She met a lot of kindred spirits in jail and when her one-month sentence was up she didn’t 

really want to go. But some of her friends in jail set her up with some contacts and she met these 

people and they were excellent people and she had a ball… 

   She only wished she’d met these people in the first place… 

   One man had spent a lot of money on a bouquet of flowers and gave it to her and she loved him 

hard. 

   Another man had written a book of philosophy. But it was too dense for her, too compacted. 

She told him why not write it out in plain language and simple explanations? But she loved him 

too and it was good. 

   And this man introduced her to off world Paradises. 

   The first Paradise was a world of bathhouses and sex. People wore togas and took them off at 

the bathhouses. Everyone was on heavy stimulants here. And many shouted and screamed in 

ecstasy. People here were hedonists. 

   And many OD’d and died. But they were all just living for the day anyway. 
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   Then a second Paradise in which gathered clones of the best minds. She said, “I am way out of 

my league,” but she learned many of these brilliant clones had been unlucky in love. 

    So, she loved some of them and it was bliss for all, including tourists like her. 

    In particular she found romance language speakers and black men to be the most passionate 

lovers. And she wrote some love songs for her lovers. She had been a musician with classical 

training on Earth. 

   She said, “The combination of intellect and passion was dynamite. And she had a number of 

such loves here.” 

   And she sang songs for them. Her songs were a hit on Triton and elsewhere in the solar system. 

   She played wildly and taped it and then took the best riffs and composed songs. 

                                                                         # 

   But many here on Triton worshipped the Creator at a massive temple. They said God gave 

people imagination and inspiration and that set us apart from the animals. 

    But the girl, Nancy, thought God was created by humans and would have nothing to do with 

the temples. 

   Some even said we were all just holograms in the machine. 

   But she discounted that. 

   But finally, there was a new King on Triton of a population of 40,000 in the year 2150. 

    And the new King said he was the Love King and announced, “That people must be less 

serious under the new laws, and more loving.” 

                                                                      #   

    And Nancy, she gave birth in the test tube/incubator baby. She was sure of the father, but he 

didn’t take it seriously, in the spirit of the times. So, she had to raise my daughter by herself. But 

she had lots of help from child services and then nursery-school teachers. 

    And it was a new trend to fly with a backpack of levitation. People dropped from the sky to 

Earth, sometimes they were welcome, sometimes not. 

   But it was upsetting to society. And many people had sex while levitating. 

   She invested in levitation pack stocks and made a fortune as everyone wanted to try it. 

   And people “swarmed” together in great love-ins. 

                                                                    # 

   And then one day she met a man who said, “Let’s go deep into Space, just you and me, and we 

will have hundreds of children.” He was one of the Solar System’s richest people and so could 

afford passage for them both. She rushed in and said, “Why not?” 

   They went on a two-year journey, 100 light years away from Earth. The voyage was a bit rocky 

with cabin fever, but once they arrived at the Earth-like Planet, they were busy with children. 

The idea was for the children to love one another. Incest didn’t matter as all babies were profiled 

on computer before being born. 

   And the babies just took 3 years to grow up and were given many memories of their parents to 

inspire them. Every youth was given a role in the grand script of things. Some were cleverer than 

others. 

   Soon we had thousands of children and thousands of grandchildren. And many more 

descendants. And they thought it was great! 
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CALL GIRL IN SPACE    
 

   She gave me a sweet massage and we were both covered in oil and I nailed her up the ass. It 

was very satisfying. Positively electric. 

   I took her with me to Space, Planetoid X. It turned out that a lot of people here were psycho. 

They didn’t say that in the e-brochure and it was hard to get information about Space. Any way, 

we’d come all this way and were determined to enjoy it. The music, movies and paintings they 

made were all discordant and bizarre. And Mind Reading Technology (MRT) was legal here. So, 

we got in the minds of these people passively and discovered they were really crazy. And 25% of 

the people here were in jail. Fortunately, about half the people here were sane and with most of 

the completely crazy in jail, so society was able to function. 

   And one night three crazies broke into our hotel room, but I gunned them down. My mate was 

spooked and said, “Let’s go elsewhere.” When the ambulance came the attendants told us, 

“Some people here took ‘Crazies,’ which were pills that made one completely insane and caused 

them to hallucinate.”’  

    So, we decided to leave on the next ship out, but we were told that the next ship wasn’t due for 

two months. And hence we were marooned. 

   But many people told me in confidence that I’d done the right thing in killing the intruders and 

they wanted to befriend us. 

   So, we partied with some of them, but it soon became apparent they were psycho too and 

wanted to rape my mate. So, we got out of these parties fast. 

   I wondered why there were so many psycho people here, on this Planetoid? One girl said, 

“There were secret websites that recruited psychotic people.” 

    And they didn’t have eternal youth here like Earth did, but we had a supply of eternal youth 

medication to last us a year. 

   But then one day a ship came from Planetoid Pluto, which was a surprise. But they said they 

were fleeing a nuclear power plant disaster, and all were infected with very high levels of 

radiation. 

   Planetoid X took them in, but they had to agree on a temporary quarantine while they 

developed their stocks in anti-radiation medication. They were glad to be here. And the psychos 

were glad too as these people were fresh prey. 

    The newcomers were 40 in number but 10 died the first week they were here. After that things 

stabilized. 

    We, my mate and I, purchased their vessel and took it to Europa, Jupiter’s Moon. 

   Europa was paradise by comparison, and we had a lot of nice long baths and there was high 

oxygen in the air which gave us more energy than usual. 

   But Europa was a hotbed for radicals fleeing Earth. Most of them had extreme political views 

but here on Europa a mainstream government ruled and that kept the peace. 

   6,000 of the 35,000 people here were radicals and I, in particular, was interested in the Fashion 

Party. I figured I was able to follow the latest fashion in this World of future madness. Some said 

it was low brow, but I enjoyed women’s fashion in particular. Clothes made the woman. 

   Europa was a main stop on inter-system shuttle destinations. 200 docked here per year. 

   Many tourists came looking for fun in the bathhouses and going in a submarine down to the 

depths of the ocean to see the freak creatures. 
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And UW (United Worlds) police kept the peace on Europa and elsewhere. And were known now 

to expand beyond the solar system. I asked them, “What about Planetoid X?” They said they 

didn’t have the resources to police such an out of the way orb. 

   And UW police said, on Earth radicals were arrested, but if they went to space, they were 

golden. 

   The parliament on Europa had banned superhuman developments including super androids, 

holograms, cyborgs and supercomputers. All these were now common in Space… 

   But everyone here was into drugs of pleasure. Some of the drugs allowed people to work at 

their jobs, only in ecstasy. Others were mostly out of it on opiates. 

   Some said, Space was out of control… 

   But others said, Space was a safety valve for radicals and new technology buffs. Time would 

tell, but I figured it would end badly for Earth and Space. There were too many problems 

amongst humans and other sentient creatures. 

     

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

ALONE TOGETHER 
 

   She and I were a great couple on Earth but on Barnyard’s Star system outlying Planet we had a 

lot of problems with our relationship. 

   We were the only two people on this cold Planet, Lorax. 

   And soon after we got here, we were at each other’s throats. And no one came to join us like 

we hoped. 

   We were each afraid the other would kill the other. 

    We killed time during our job which was to harvest water from this stingy planet, I spent time 

playing video games and she read books. 

   We only had sex once a week now whereas before, on Earth, we had loved each other 

constantly. 

   But I think we could both admit, to be alone here, without the other, would lead to even worse 

cabin fever. 

   We got no support from the main planet in the system, we just had to keep producing water for 

their ships which came once a week. 

   And we had foolishly signed a two-year contract when we were in love on Earth. And now 

were trapped for what seemed like an eternity. 

   Finally, after a few months here, she said, “You need to leave me!” I had been half-expecting 

that. So I took our shuttle to the main planet in the system without even saying good-bye. 

   And I reflected that true love could not survive the rigors of deep Space… 

   It was a fine line between love and hate. 
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PLAYING GOD    
 

   I said to the girl, let’s play God and divide the malleable population into two camps, and have a 

good war. 

   She asked, “How should we divide them?” 

   I said, “How about communists and fascists?” She said, “That’s all been done!” So then I 

suggested, “What about those who want to go to Space to find God and those who want to stay 

on Earth.” She said, “That could work, I think!” 

   So, as it happened, the populace went for it and divided into two camps. The space-goers 

wanted to spend 33% of GDP on Space, the Earth-bound people wanted zero to be spent on 

Space. 

   Each side built up militias and arrested opposing leaders and then it got really nasty. 

   It was all just a game to me and the girl. 

   Finally, it was all out war and as it turned out the pro-Space party won out. We were both 

rooting for them, and so were pleased. And we took over the leadership of the Space party. 

   I said, “The future belongs to the cleverest. For people like you and me, it is all very simple. 

People are like putty in our hands. There are a number of other people who are as clever as us, 

but they are not so ruthless and authoritarian. We’ve set ourselves up as virtual Gods of War. 

And many people worshipped us at our temples.”    

   We forced other clever people to worship at our temples too, or face death. Everyone had to toe 

the line. 

   We publicly executed several hundred dissenters and that taught clever people to stay away 

from politics. It had to be done. 

   And we authorized people to create art and movies about us two Gods. And scientists were told 

what they could or could not discover.  But eternal youth was at the top of our list and once 

they’d invented it, everyone was very pleased. Even the hopeless saw a light at the end of the 

tunnel.  More and more people were committing suicide at our temples however, but we didn’t 

feel sorry for them. It was just life. 

    But to play God was a dangerous game and there were a lot of ruthless individuals that wanted 

the power we had as puppet masters. 

   We figured we were among the cleverest, but not the cleverest But, we ruthlessly safeguarded 

are positions as virtual Gods and this made all the difference. 

   We were unofficially the leaders of this World and we had connections in high places, who 

followed our whims and executed our demands. 

   After the Great War we wondered what to do next. The girl, my love, told me, “To start 

another war.” I said, “If you didn’t have something to fight about, you weren’t alive.” 

   So I said, “Let’s divide the World into three camps: those who are backwards and old-

fashioned, and those who were for ultra-progress and those who wanted to continue as we were 

going.” 
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   She said, “It’s all been done before, but it is something to keep us busy, manipulating the 

populace.” 

   And so there was a three-pronged war! 

                                                                     # 

   And so it went with us. We ruled for 100’s of years and fulfilled every one of our wildest 

dreams of conflict amongst humans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROCK STARS TAKE OVER 
 

   I said to the girl, “Let’s be rock stars and take over the World!” She said, “Why not?” 

   We were both geniuses, so the music came easily and we harmonized very well together. After 

the release of our first album, we quickly had hundreds of millions of fans. And soon we had 

formed the “Rock Party,” a political party based on our music. 

   She said rock almost took control in the 1960’s, and it seems to me they all lost it on drugs and 

sex. Drugs in particular.  But it soon became apparent that most of our followers took a lot of 

drugs and all drugs had been legalized by us as leaders of the predominant political party… But 

they were mostly on heroin and other opiates. 

   I said, “Drugs and rock go hand in hand.” She said, “Drugs are ruining our movement. 

Everyone is on something!” 

   I said, “It’s true that everyone is becoming a hedonist, but perhaps it is destiny.” 

   And she and I were both addicted to heroin. We felt we had to keep pace with society. 

   But some people were appalled by this World of lotus eaters and demanded we reverse course. 

But it was too late for that. Most were already addicted. 

   So those who were enemies of the Rock Party, gradually went to Space. Good riddance, we 

thought. 

   And we kept a heroin army of people to fight against possible attack from the dissidents in 

Space. So far they’d repulsed several attacks. Our generals were cleverer than those in Space. 

And the generals had plenty of money for their new weapons. 

   Most of the generals were sober and able and fought our wars on behalf of us. But many of 

them were looking for opportunities to usurp us. But we fended off challenge after challenge and 

proved ourselves able, despite our addiction. 

   We said, let it rock! 
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RABBITS 
 

   Bunnies started appearing by the 1000s in our city. They came out at night and it was surreal. 

And they ravished our gardens so, some people shot some bunnies. Girls dressed as Playboy 

bunnies were all in vogue. 

   Through Mind Reading Technology (MRT), the bunnies said they wanted to be human. So, 

one scientist created a rabbit head with a human body. And then had sex with it. 

   I had a few pet bunnies that I let run all around my house. They liked to watch my wife and I 

make love. 

   Our rabbits said through MRT that they wanted drugs like heroin. So, I managed to procure the 

drugs. Then the bunnies said they were content. 

   And the bunnies would occasionally swarm together in a rabbit orgy. 

   And one female bunny said, “Give her a body so she could love me.” So one day whilst drunk I 

authorized a body for her and then another day whilst drunk I loved her. And I impregnated her. 

When the baby was delivered it looked mostly human only had whiskers and big ears. I vowed to 

stop drinking. 

   Friends told me I was a freak. And I found such comments to be depressing and disappointing. 

   But bunny humans were infiltrating every aspect of modern life and tried to stop other animals 

from rising to power. 

   And the bunny humans stopped people from eating real meat. Only stem cell synthetic meat 

was to be eaten. But they knew that their enemies wanted to cook up the bunnies and dance for 

joy. So, they were careful to try and destroy those opposed to bunny culture. 

    Rabbit culture involved near constant sex and only that. The bunny humans tried to love every 

type of human with varying success. But finally, these rabbits took power by force in a 

population of sybarites and ruled by decree. Most humans thought it was an outrage, but the vast 

majority were totally out of it on new-opiates, and didn’t really care. 

   I said, “Imagine that, a race of neo-bunnies controlling the Earth!” 
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PLANET CURIE 
 

   The girl and I agreed nature here on Planet Curie, was beautiful. It was a pink World with a 

pink sky, pink mountains and pink flora. 

   But I was one of the geo-architects entrusted with terraforming the Planet. I said blue and green 

are the colors of the future. 

   She said, “Living here under the dome, it was beautiful.” But I said, “It was kind of cramped in 

the dome and I had cabin fever.” She said, “Everyone under the dome had at least 300 square 

feet and it was plenty of room to live.” 

   It was 100 degrees F outside, quite pleasant only one couldn’t breathe the air. 

   I was changing H2O to H and O2 and CO2 to C and O2 with my atmospheric factory. 

   We went outside with oxygen masks/tanks for picnics and secret love rendez-vous. 

   And we rowed colorful boats on the various lakes here, it was very romantic and relaxing. 

   Her latest book was about superhumans who could survive in inhospitable climes rather than 

using androids, holograms or cyborgs. 

    I said, “It sounds good to me.” 

     I loved her; I had come from another galaxy to be with her. It was true love. 

   And I liked her book about superhuman architecture. 

   And her book about superhuman love also appealed to me. 

   Love with her was beyond good, it was really deep. 

   I suggested we collaborate on a project in which we detail superhuman perversity. 

   Superhumans liked pain and pleasure and had a high pain threshold.  

   And she introduced me to a superhuman 12’ tall woman. I was only 6’6, but she had control of 

her vaginal muscles and it was good loving. Her eyes sparkled and she told me stories of the 

future featuring giants and other mythical creatures. 

   The giantess told me she lived in a tower in the clouds. And she said, “Why don’t you put your 

brain in a giant body? It is a type of cloning,” she said. 

   I chose a body from millions of hypothetical giant bodies and kept my face, only enlarged. 

   Then I returned to my former lover as a normal man and asked her, “What other superhuman 

perverse thoughts do you have?” She said, “For example, superhumans will have the ability to 

call out for an orgy at any place at any time. And sex-crazed superhumans would appear.” 

   “And,” she said, “Superhumans will worship phallic Gods. Both male and female will worship 

them.” 

   And I asked her, “What colors do you like, other than pink?” She answered, “She liked azure 

but was tired of green.” I said, “As you wish I will turn all the neo-plants into azure blue. 

   “I hope you are happy,” I said. 

   She replied, “She had yet to meet a man who could satisfy her completely, but I came close.” 
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A PASSION FOR MAGIC 
 

   I said to the crowd, “Get your hands together for the incredible Jim Bean!” Bean was a modern 

day magician. He started with MRT (Mind Reading Technology) and read the minds of some of 

the audience. MRT was still highly experimental, but it seemed to work. And he announced his 

MRT subject’s hopes and desires and for some it was embarrassing. 

   Next he utilized the equally untested eternal youth to change a gnarled and withered old man, 

into a youthful individual in just 5 minutes. The audience oohed and aahed.  

   Then he turned a beautiful woman into a giant toad which jumped around the stage and obeyed 

his commands. 

   And then he brought down the sun (the show was outdoors) in which the sun was enlarged and 

heated up to 120 F and everyone was temporarily blinded. Make it stop some said. 

   And he turned an elephant into a snake.  

   And he imagined God was here. He said, “God give us gold!” And a pile of what appeared to 

be gold bars appeared. 

   And God said, from the sky seemingly, “That he wanted peace on Earth!” 

   And then he cloned himself twice seemingly, as if they were identical twins. They started out 

as babies, but grew to full stature in 10 minutes. Then he created miniature versions of himself 

who danced around the stage. 

   Then he used ventriloquism to throw his voice all around the stadium. 

   Then he announced he was “Jesus II,” and he touched some of the sick in the audience and 

they were instantly healed. 

   And next he was hit by lightning and disappeared. 

   After the show some people came backstage and gave him cash in exchange for being tutored 

as a magician. But he took their money and disappeared from this megalopolis. The show had 

been live for an audience of 3 billion and earned him a total of 1 trillion dollars. People said, he 

went to space. But no one was sure. 

   But he set the standard for modern day magicians. And they furthered his ideas using new 

technology. To many, science seemed like magic anyway. 

   Some people even thought it was a magic World. In which almost anything you wanted, could 

appear and disappear. 
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TALES OF HORROR AND MADNESS 
 

   And then I met a man who had written some “Tales of Horror and Madness.” I said, “What are 

your latest stories?” 

   He said, “Once there was a woman who was very self-destructive and cut her face and body 

with a knife and didn’t seek medical help and so had a number of scars.” 

   “And one day she went about slashing women’s faces. As a result, she was charged with 

multiple counts of assault.” 

   “While in jail she slashed some other women and so her jail sentence was increased.” 

   “So, she would never get out of jail.” 

                                                              # 

  “And then there was once a rich, obese lady. She weighed 500 pounds. And she had a boyfriend 

who just wanted her money. So, he poisoned her slowly and the doctor told her, her problems 

were weight related. So finally, she was dead and he had made sure he was the only beneficiary 

in her will. Many people were suspicious of him as he had mistreated her, she had claimed. But 

anyway, he took the money and ran.” 

   “This happened just before Mind Reading Technology (MRT) was introduced which solved 

almost all crimes.”  

   “And then still not satisfied, he hooked up with a 455-pound woman and she died slowly as 

well, leaving him a large inheritance also.” 

                                                                 # 

   “Then there was an evil man who rode a kite surfer out to sea and finally docked with a yacht 

owned by a retired couple. They welcomed him aboard, but he produced a gun and tied them up. 

But he got them to give him the combo lock code of their safe and got gold and cash. Then he 

produced a legal document that they both signed giving him ownership of the yacht. So, then he 

handcuffed them (he’d brought handcuffs with him in his backpack, so he intended to commit a 

crime) and dumped them into the ocean after spreading lots of blood in the water.” 

   “Then he sailed the boat to the Cayman Islands, where they didn’t look too closely into one’s 

finances. Once in port he changed the ship’s name from ‘Voyager 16’ to ‘Wave Rider.”’ 

   “And he lured a local prostitute to his boat where he raped her and handcuffed her to the boat 

and stuffed her mouth with a cloth. Finally, he tired of her and dumped her in the sea one day 

while he was out sailing. Then he did the same with another prostitute and then another. And 

then wearing a balaclava he robbed local nightspots and disappeared on stolen motorcycles…  

But finally, he was seen with a girl and the police landed on him like a tornado. They found 

DNA of the missing women and arrested him. He never got out of prison.” 

                                                                     # 

  I said, “Your tales of horror are quite ordinary and listless.” He said, “That’s just it! Horror is 

ordinary. And crime is increasing, and people are dying in horrific ways.” 
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WORST NIGHTMARES 
     

   So, I asked the girl, “What is your worst nightmare?” She responded saying, “I fear a day will 

come soon where people will not need one another and love androids and holograms instead.  

   And she asked me, “About my worst nightmare?” I replied, Mind Reading Technology (MRT) 

will all be controlled by the spies and will give them full control of society. Every human will be 

their slave.” 

   “And everyone would be driven mad and unable to function properly.” 

   She said, “Maybe both our worst nightmares will come to pass.” I asked her, “What other 

things are you afraid of?” She said, “I fear people will never stop fighting. Just like with WW III 

and WW IV.” 

   I replied yes, “The specter of war is with us, especially in Space where it is largely lawless and 

wild.” 

   And I said, “I also fear one day I will wake up in Virtual Reality and I won’t be able to come 

back.” And I added, “I also fear eternal youth medicine will be taken away and we will all 

suddenly wither and die.” 

    She added, “She feared the new plagues that were happening. They were all deviously 

engineered by amoral scientists to mutate constantly and were hard to defend against and no one 

had natural immunity.” 

   “Yes,” I said, “I too worry about the plague. And I also worry about a brain drain of our best 

minds to space. It seems our best minds want pioneering challenges and New Worlds.” 

   She said, “Yes and I worry about our children, having to grow up in such a challenging World. 

In fact, sometimes this World is positively adversity pure and simple.” 

   I said, “Yes, but adversity can be good for one’s development.” She answered, “But kids these 

days don’t even have a development period. They are saturated with knowledge 24/7 and grow 

up physically and mentally in just a few years.” 

   I said, “Yes and I fear life is out of our control. It is chaos, and the hackers will take over life as 

we know it.” 

   She said, “Yes and I worry about everyone being addicted to drugs of pleasure and don’t care 

about anything.” 

   She said, “We could go on all day talking about our fears, but perhaps the greatest fear of all is 

fear itself. It’s unproductive to worry and will get one banished for overdoing hyper-worrying.”  
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CYBORG HEAVEN 
 

   I said to the girl, Tina,“I recognize you, you are an Olympic Virtual Diver!” She said, “Many 

people tell her, her face is impossible to forget.” And many people watched Virtual sports on 

TV. 

   But she said, “Its all body and mind control to be the best and she practiced for hours 

everyday.” 

   The Olympics had changed, now instead of steroid freaks, the athletes were all cerebral. They 

controlled their Virtual bodies with their mind directly. 

   Tina, she was a sex machine. A cyborg, she looked fully human but had superhuman powers. 

Like super vision, super concentration, hyper-sensitivity, enhanced smelling ability, and greater 

pleasure with touching such as sex and had memories of many humans in one. And enhanced 

hearing. And functioned at 110% capacity. And telekinesis and telepathy. The cyborgs 

communicated with telepathy and built with telekinesis ability. And they had super strength and 

stamina and were energetic lovers. And could multitask quite easily. And there were various 

apps to improve one’s brain. 

    Love with her was a series of electrical shocks that were both pleasurable and painful at the 

same time.     

   Quite addictive. 

   She said, “She enjoyed giving men pleasure. Life is all about sex,” she said. 

   She said, “Her heart rate was 160 beats per minute which gave her a lot of energy and she was 

hooked up to a tiny battery in her head, that gave her brain more energy.” 

   Life with her was feverish and fast and I could hardly keep up with her.  She said, “Her best 

skill was imagination,” and I believed it. 

   And she told me about, “Cyborg heaven full of cyborg heroes, many ‘docked’ with the 

supercomputers there and so had a ‘multiple being.’ There was a strict hierarchy with cyborgs in 

heaven. The most imaginative ruled and led the others on all sorts of mad adventures… 

The cyborgs didn’t need to sleep and ran 24/7. They merged their conscious mind with their 

subconscious mind and claimed to be well balanced. Many daydreamed of better times… 

   Some said androids were superior, others claimed holograms were the best. Still others said 

supercomputers were the future.” But she claimed, “The future was in cyborgs.” 

   She said, “Cyborgs were just the best humans with enhancements. And brains that functioned 

at 100% + capacity.” 

   I sensed the cyborgs would win out, so I converted to a cyborg, taking it step by step. 

Memories of many other cyborgs were accessible to draw on as a sort of encyclopedia. 

   “I was now a complete man,” she told me. 

    Unlike holos and androids I could partake in human activities like eating and drinking and real 

sex. 

   I said to the cyborg girl, “Tell me something I don’t know!” She said amongst those in cyber 

heaven are 10 “prognosticators” who can tell you the future. So, I went to them and they were 

bubbly and full of life and they said cyborgs will tolerate other entities but are destined to take 

control of Earth and the future. And they went into details saying cyborgs were real humans… 

And the natural next step in evolution. 
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   And their bible was the “Cyborg Manifesto.” It was written by some of the leading minds in 

the cyborg Worlds.  It detailed how supercomputers would aid cyborgs in their passionate 

pursuits. And ultimately win over most people.  At present most (67%) of people were real 

humans. But the holos and androids were 10 times that number each. The number of cyborgs 

were 33% of real humans. 

   Some said there would be war between the differing groups, others insisted on peaceful 

coexistence. 

   We cyborgs told the people, “To add cyborg apps gradually and take things at their own pace.” 

   Most people saw the sense in that. But many were addicted to Virtual Reality with holograms 

or wanted to be androids and colonize space. Most beings in space were androids. 

   But most humans didn’t worry about the future and spent their time having fun. There was no 

work to do (A.D. 2145) and people indulged in their wildest whims in Reality and Virtual 

Reality. 

   As a cyborg I fancied that I was still human… 

   But there were some cyborgs that were completely computer generated.  But all of them 

believed in gain of one kind or another. Progress in other words. 

   And cyborgs were greedy for territory and sex partners more so than the others. 

   And cyborgs could always retire to cyborg Heaven. But I wanted to improve all humans; it was 

my mission. Some critics said it was like “The Day of the Triffids” or “Invasion of the Body 

Snatchers,” etc. But we were not aliens, we were all home grown, us cyborgs. 

   And some cyborgs were programmed with hypnosis, it’s true. But most were open and ready 

for anything. 

   We were kind of pushing the envelope with humans to get them to join us cyborgs and still 

retain control of their minds and yet be part of the future. 

   And getting back to the diver woman, Tina, I told her “I loved her for introducing me to cyborg 

existence.” And I said, “She was cleverer than I and I loved her for it.” 

   She said, “She was greedy for my love. And it would feed her ego.” And so, I loved her, and it 

was mind blowing. 

   And she said, “Join me in my mission to convert humans!” I said, “Surely.” 

   And there was a new type of cyborg with two heads. Two heads are better than one. I said, “I 

didn’t want to try it.” 

   But then, she and I, we bought a yacht and sailed all around looking for interesting people to 

convert or interesting cyborg minds. We circumnavigated the globe. It was very rewarding… 

    And we converted tens of thousands to the cyborg cause. And many of the converts could see 

the writing on the wall, which was cyborgs were the future. But we had to compete with 

missionary androids and holograms who also succeeded in converting countless thousands. 

    I said, “These conflicting creatures are destined for war on a global scale.” 

    And only a few weeks after I said that there was war in space between 4 groups: humans, 

cyborgs, androids and holograms. But the victor was the cyborgs. To become a cyborg was 

acceptable to most humans, whereas androids and holos were quite a significant and detrimental, 

they thought, jump. 

   It was comforting to be on the winning side, for me and my cyborg love 
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FUTURE PLAGUES 
 

   It turned out the latest plague infected 50% of the population. And it killed 15%. We all 

believed it had been a biological weapon that got loose in the populace and many of my friends 

and acquaintances died. 

   In the chaos I got separated from my family and couldn’t find them anywhere. People these 

days changed identities frequently for their own security and I enlisted a P.I. to find my family. 

But they were gone. I wondered if maybe they had succumbed to the plague, or at least my wife 

had, and the kids were now in foster homes. 

   People vowed that biological weapons must all be destroyed. 

   But they continued to make them and often let them loose on the populace. 

   People were living it up anticipating the next plague and threw caution to the winds in their 

relationships. 

   I pined for my family and thought about them all the time. We had been so happy together. 

   It was easy to find lovers these days, and it slowly made me forget my family. And with one 

woman I even built another family with two twins. But when the twins were only 2 the next 

plague hit. This time I stayed close to my family even though the government demanded that I 

fight the creators of this new plague. But I didn’t want to fight I just wanted to live in peace. 

However, finally they conscripted me, and I had to go. I served one year during which time I 

killed 18 holos and 4 men. In the end, the enemy was vanquished, and I went back to my family 

which I had kept in close contact with. The twins were now 3 and called me “Daddy.”   

   My new wife said, “Frankly she was surprised I had survived the war.” I said, “I have survived 

10 plagues in my 25 years of life. I am a survivor, and so are you.” 

   And by the age of 50, I had survived 17 plagues in total. The population was now down to 1.7 

billion and they had cured now most new plagues with an antidote and so the population was 

beginning to recover. Still, I figured there were too many people on Earth. I wanted to go with 

my family to Space and get away from the plagues, hopefully. So, we went and took antidotes 

and lived happily ever after for hundreds of years…  
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LOVERS OF SANITY 
 

   The lovers of sanity ruled. That is not to say that they were sane, only they wished to be. 

Everyone was required to have a sanity test. If they failed, they needed to see a shrink regularly. 

It was no crime to be crazy, but crime in general was punished severely, often with video 

evidence and the death penalty.  Few wanted to die in these exciting times. 

   It was an enlightened age. And an inspirational time. 

   Generally speaking, madness was an anathema though and many people feared this crazy 

World would drive them insane.  They took tranquilizers and “Sanity drugs.” Sanity drugs made 

one prone to “normal behavior.” Aberrant behavior was not possible with sanity drugs. 

   The sanity drugs limited one’s imagination and worries. One didn’t feel worried about the 

future on sanity drugs. 

   Opponents of sanity drugs said they were like a lobotomy and took away what made us all 

human: our imagination. 

   But in the year 2065, twenty per cent of people took sanity drugs and these people tended to 

move into new buildings together as a group of equals and friends. Many new buildings were 

like this. 

    And then the sane ones pooled their resources and bought half of the Planet Mercury for their 

own exclusive habitation. But many couldn’t handle the rigors of space and had to be committed. 

When this type of human went crazy, they always needed rehab. In the asylum. 

   But in time Mercury became known for its ordinary people drama. How ordinary people made 

it all the way to space and had to fight off madness as if it were a cancer. 

   In 2067, there were 2,000 “sane” people living on Mercury including many of the leaders of 

the sane movement.  They said they would survive while the mad people would self-destruct. 

There were also 2,000 people who admitted they were crazy. They were in the crazy half of the 

Planet… 

   The lovers of sanity wanted everyone to visit a shrink a few times a week. But crazy people 

wanted to be wild and free, and laughed at sanity as the craziest state of mind of all. 
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AN ARCHITECT OF THE FUTURE 
 

   She said, “You had better pick yourself up from the ground.” I said, “My ex lover took me here 

to Mars and then stole all my credits and left me, marooned. I had no trade, having inherited the 

money and was basically unemployable like many people today. I’d never be able to raise the 

money for a ticket back to Earth.” 

   She said, “There’s plenty of opportunity here on Mars. Just get some brain apps to develop 

useful job skills…” 

   Finally, my mind was rearranged, and I was given an architect’s memories. And worked as a 

sub architect here on Mars. And I kind of grew to like the place. I knew all the 50,000 people 

here. 

    I designed free flowing shapes and forms and my work was praised by the architectural 

community. 

    Then I designed a home for my new lover and I designed a three story building featuring long, 

thick Douglas fir beams with cedar across the beams and outside rough limestone rough hewn 

masonry with lots of windows on a downwards hill so a covered wood bridge from the aircar 

port to the door looking out the back on a ¾ acre with a stream and wildness. Five bedrooms, a 

workshop and several party rooms. The basement walls were covered in cork. Abstract art 

adorned the walls. Comfortable new age furniture… 

   Many people said my home looked like something devised by Frank Lloyd Wright. And many 

wanted to come over and party. It was all fashion… 

   Then I was selected to design a new city on Mars. I started with City Hall which was 3 globes 

hovering in the air and interconnected by a bridge. Then I developed the arena which had a free-

flowing roof and walls with capacity for 20,000. Next, I designed some pubs which were neon 

colors and staff uniforms that were neon green and orange. All the customers were “lit up,” with 

a halo, an aura.  

   Then I designed the New Age Church which resembled a casino of new videos all in rows and 

a ceiling that was free flowing. 

   And many came to the city to see the gorgeous architecture and hob nob with the people of the 

city, who were known for their art.  Art galleries were good architecture and abundant here. Such 

as cubism and triangles intermixed with other shapes. Many wanted to buy an original piece of 

art which enriched the city. And all new developments had to go through my office, such as 

palaces and skyscrapers, which we did quite a good job on, altering them to suit us. 

Some said, “They were tired of phallic architecture, but we said tall buildings gave greater glory 

to mankind. 

  This city was known as “God’s Land City.” 

  After that I was in demand all over the solar system and designed thousands of buildings and I 

figured I was a great success story from Mars. 

    I was living my wildest dream. 
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MATCHMAKER MACHINE (ANOTHER ONE) 
 

   I said to the matchmaker machine, “Find me a woman who is totally the opposite from me for 

me to love.” “That’s a tall order,” said the supercomputer. But it produced Samantha at the 

airport. I met her and we argued about everything. I said, “I just wanted to get my kicks,” and 

she said, “She wanted to please the God of sex.” I asked, “Do you worship this God?” “No,” she 

said, “Worshipping Gods\Goddesses is passe. We just admire the deities and try and emulate 

them.” 

   And I asked her, “What does your God do for you?” She said, “God had given her a brain app 

that increased her intelligence from a mediocre mind to a virtual genius. Gods have made us into 

Gods ourselves,” she said. I said, “You surprize me with your talk of Gods and Goddesses.” And 

she said, “When we die our soul will live on in Heaven or Hell or both. Your soul will be sucked 

up as you die. 

   And I asked her, “What does the future hold for humans?” She said, “There will be wars, but as 

always there will be survivors. There’re too many people anyway.” 

   I said, “You know there can never be enough humans. To be human is to be great!” 

   She said, “The future will feature all sorts of fantasies. And you will be there!” 

   And I asked her, “What is the future of love?” She said, “She would never stop loving, but 

most futurians will love the State and do its bidding. And the state will give us better love 

drugs.” 

    “Future people won’t believe in love,” just sex, she said.    

     I said, “On the contrary, most people will live for love. Sexual love, brotherly love, love of 

country, love of eternal life and so on…” 

    “But families will be forbidden,” she said, “Your children and spouse would not know you.” 

     I said, “Maybe that’s the trend, but we can always push it back.” “She said, “She didn’t know 

if she wanted the bother of raising kids and playing silly games with them.” But, “She liked the 

idea of having descendants to carry here genes onwards. And many people felt the same way.” 

   I tried to love her, but she insisted on being on top. I said, “Now you are the one who is just out 

to get your kicks!” 

   Anyway, I was tired of arguing with her (we argued for hours about everything) and so I left 

her. “Good riddance,” she said. 

                                                                                # 

   Then another lover generated by the computer. She said, “I know I have a clever face, but I am 

not that clever. Most of my lovers were famous or semi-famous and liked my look.” 

   And she told me “To use and abuse her.” 

   But she was a wild woman in bed. She told me, “She was just like a pent- up wild animal.” 

   I asked her, “Where will you be in 20 years?” She said, “Probably a rich escort of the highest 

caliber.” 

   She said, “She was an actress and understood all women and could play the role as any 

woman!” I said, “I haven’t seen any of your movies.” She said, “Her favorite role was as ‘The 

Daydreamer.’” “In that movie she played a girl whose every wish was granted in Virtual 

Reality.” 
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   She said, “She liked me and asked me, ‘What is your dream?”’ 

   I said, “I dream of being the World’s most famous author!” She said, “Let it be.” And I was 

transported to a Virtual World where all the holos played roles of important humans and all were 

really into me and wanted my autograph. 

   Finally, I tired of these sycophants and left this World. 

   She said, “Isn’t my daydream machine wonderful?” 

   I said, “I guess you have to be careful what you wish for!” 

   And I said, “Your World made me feel like I was senile and didn’t know what was going on!” 

She said, “But you could get used to it, right?” 

   And I sang, “Dream a little dream of me!” 

   She said, “You are so atavistic. A regular Neanderthal.” 

    And she said, “She planned to expand her dream World to a billion holograms. Her daddy was 

a multi-zillionaire, so she could afford it.” 

   Her dream company was listed on the UW (United Worlds) stock market and was worth over a 

zillion dollars. Most of the big corporations were related to automation, Virtual Reality and 

computers. Old-fashioned companies had ceased to exist. 

   I told the girl, “I had an APM (Automatic Production Machines) company and we should 

merge our companies,” I said. 

   She said, “She knew all about my company. It was on the leading edge of progress. And she 

would be pleased to join with me.” 

                                                              # 

   Then the machine set me up with a dancer. I told her, “Dancing is foolish.” So she danced for 

me and was kind of creative but in the end it was just the same moves over and over again. But 

she said, “Each move has meaning,” and she gave me her new book, “The Meaning of Dance 

Moves.” I said, “Interesting. You are single-handedly changing the nature of modern dance and 

making it intellectual. Congratulations.” 

   She said, “What do you do?” I said, “I write books.” 

   I said, “I write books of madness and fear.” She said, “She often felt like she was going crazy 

and was afraid for the future. 

   She said, “But you aren’t famous.” I said, “I am a high intellectual and my books are just for 

the elite. I think that everyone is going crazy with fear about today and the future. And no one is 

happy. We live in a Dystopia.” 

   She said, “Sure the government is not on the side of the people, but only cares about their 

cronies.” I said, “The government is diametrically opposed to the people’s sanity. And wants 

people to worry about their mental health. Even providing free shrinks for free for the masses. 

And the shrinks just make it worse.” 

   She said, “I used to laugh at mental illness. But when it happened to me, I changed my tune. 

Now I believe mental health is the most important thing in our daily lives.” I said, “There’s no 

disgrace in madness. It can be quite creative and is certainly unpredictable.” 

  And I said, “You do not seem to be the opposite of me, but rather a kindred spirit.” She said,    

  “Computers know best. Her computer had set her up with me telling her I was a good lover, but 

crazy.” 

   So, we got it on and she tried to be crazy passionate but I felt she was just faking it. 

   I asked her, using a lie detector, “If she was really into me?” And she replied, “Yes, I made her 

crazy!”  
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JUST ANOTHER SLAVE TO THE 
CORPORATION 
 

   I was just another slave to the Corporation. The Corporation controlled all aspects of my life 

such as finding me a mate, giving me occasional luxuries and plenty of good drugs. Like the 

others I was willing to lay down my life if the Company required it. 

   But the corporation had no rivals or competition and were effectively the government. Nearly 

everyone was satisfied with their position in the great Company, but there were always a handful 

of dissenters. Dissenters lost their job and had to exist as beggars in the streets. I took pity on 

some of these homeless and let them stay at my place. They were very grateful to me as it was a 

cold clime. But when the Corporation heard about it, they called me in for an interview and I 

simply said, “They were human beings.” They talked among themselves for a few minutes and 

then told me, “I could go but don’t let in any more homeless.” I knew that they wanted the 

homeless on the streets so that everyone would be glad they weren’t like them. 

   Anyway, the five homeless, 3 women and 2 men plotted together to tyrannize the regime with 

terroristic tactics and try to overthrow the Company. I said, “They are watching you, you’ll never 

get away with it. They said they were all skilled at using computers and their leader said he was 

the best computer scientist in the World today. 

   So, they took action and suddenly the Company’s automated systems started to malfunction, 

but they made it look like an inherent system flaw. Finally, the system shut down and people 

were out in the streets demanding food, drink and drugs. The Company used its elite guard to use 

water cannon and tear gas on the protestors, but this only fanned the flames of dissent. In the end 

the Company leadership abdicated and fled for some tiny island in the South Pacific. 

   And the five dissidents and I said, “We can fix the system if you allow us to be rulers. The 

people had no other option. And many believed we were behind the global meltdown. But 

anyway, we restored the automatic system. But then we broke up the company into thousands of 

parts all in competition with one another.  And we resurrected the Arts, which had disappeared 

many years ago. So too science.” 

   Many people applied to us to be an artist or scientist and we hired most of them and put them 

to work. Those who were less skilled worked in jobs like lighting and make up in the arts and 

guinea pigs for the best scientists. But we welcomed free speech and that was something almost 

everyone agreed was good. 

   I wrote the “Rise and Fall of the Corporation.” I detailed the numerous abuses with help from 

victims of the regime and wrote, “The Corporation was doomed to fall eventually. And it will 

happen again if we aren’t vigilant about free speech.” 

   And we taxed the companies heavily to pay for our high standard of living for everyone. But 

the new companies still mostly got rich. And many donated money to charity. And there were no 

more poor and no one slipped through the cracks of society.  

   And people were now free to open small businesses. And the big companies were prohibited 

from buying them out, we decreed. 

   We vowed in the future big companies would have limited political power. And were 

prohibited from their CEOs taking political power. 
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   And there were to be no more wage slaves. Everyone got a good living wage. 

   And people were in a party mood. These were euphoric times, of dog eat dog competition and 

vast treasures to be won. But everyone was a winner, these days. 

 

    

  

 

WW III: THE AFTERMATH 
 

   Peaceful people were all shocked when WW III finally happened in 2045. They couldn’t 

believe the World leaders could be so foolhardy.  Everyone was conscripted to help in the War 

effort and some peace hippies refused to serve and so were executed. On their death chair they 

remarked things like, they should have taken power themselves whilst they had the chance and 

don’t trust politicians. And so on. 

  Anyway, the World burned and afterwards the population was just 1% of the previous 

population of 15 billion humans. We learned this later from the ham radio… 

  In our group of 12, there were 5 women and 7 men. Four of the women were spoken for and the 

other was the prostitute of the group. But we came to blows over the women… We were located 

in the far north of Canada… And 2 men were killed in our infighting. After that we all agreed we 

would head for Edmonton and get booze and drugs there. We had enough fuel to get there and 

back. 

  We found the city levelled and there was no life here. We figured it was dangerous from the 

radiation, so we didn’t linger. We found a tourist’s map of the city and it detailed where the bars 

were. Digging down in the rubble we found a lot of booze. Far more than we had room for in our 

5 SUVs. We were going to try the health clinics for drugs but decided it was too dangerous to 

keep searching here. 

   We went back to our hamlet, and lived it up for a while… 

   Some of us wanted to go somewhere warm, but the majority wished to stay put in a 7:3 vote. 

   Then finally we set up a ham radio station and immediately got in touch with other survivors in 

Canada and elsewhere. 

   They told us the space colonies were still there and thriving even though their ships had all 

been destroyed in the War. 

  Still they played hit songs on the radio and we were inspired to ask if we could join them. They 

said, “It was a long journey to just outside NYC where they were based, and the roads were 

fraught with robbers. Better to stay put,” they said. 

   As time went by, we fell into communication with another hamlet, Lake Louise in Alberta and 

moved to join them. We were now 99 in number so almost a village. 

   But Rome wasn’t rebuilt in a day. And it would take centuries to recover we figured. But 

progress was swift, and clones of the best were born, and this pumped up the population too. 

   Then an airline happened and connected various groups of survivors and the Internet was 

restored by geniuses. 

    Fifty years later… 

                                                                               # 
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 I was now 75 years old. But we had invented eternal youth which the previous regimes didn’t 

seem to have. And I looked like I was twenty.  I thought the sky was the limit provided we 

elected only peace-loving people. People were having dozens and dozens of babies each through 

the test tube. 

    The World population had increased from 150 million to 3 billion in the fifty-five years since 

the meltdown/War. 

    Everyone seemed to be pleased. 

   And so progress marched on once again in this New World. 

   But I reflected, it had always been cycles of boom and bust. Good times and bad times. 

   But 99% were against war of any kind now. And it seemed we would have an epoch of peace. 

   But that 1% of war mongers were determined to start wars and had wars in Virtual Reality. 

Such Worlds were forbidden, by the new government. Henceforth there was to be no violence of 

any kind. 

 

 

 

 

FUTURE OF SUMO 
 

   It was a Sumo wrestling game with both male and female fatsos trying to win.  But it was 

known they were so fat the males needed to wear dildo penis extensions in order to penetrate 

their fat Sumo lovers. And they had ultra large bidets to clean their ass many times in a day. 

   They could have taken anti-fat pills but loved being grossly obese and shocking everyone with 

their size. And they could always get new stem cell organs to keep them going. So there was no 

bad effects to being super obese. 

   And most winners were now fat Americans. Americans were on the whole the fattest people in 

the World. Most took anti-fat pills, but a lot of them thought nature was best and didn’t want to 

take medicine of any kind. Except for “fat pills,” to bulk up. 

   “Fat is good,” they said. 

   And the Sumo wrestlers became fatter and fatter. Soon they weighed in at 1,000 pounds. It was 

a huge freak show most people said. And the vast majority didn’t watch their bouts. 

   And they had a lot of problems with their health. But they had eternal youth, just like everyone 

else. And could easily replace organs. But finally, the new government proclaimed Sumo to be a 

banned sport. But this only forced the Sumo movement underground, away from the prying eyes 

of the law. Famous Sumo wrestlers went from door to limo to door of the venue, and were 

seldom seen in public. But 2% of the population, were really into Sumo and most of these people 

were freaks of one kind or another. It was a freak show, this World. 
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FUTURE VIDEO GAMES 
 

   The girl and I we played “Civilization MCIII,” it was the latest video game Virtual Reality. 

She and I were a tandem and we built our army of holos and equipped them with the latest lasers 

and anti-laser technology. And our ace in the hole was the new death ray from satellites that was 

a dynamite killer. It wasn’t long before we waged war on our neighboring “countries,” and we 

emerged victorious. And we introduced the latest in French culture to our new citizens and 

everyone was content. It was high civilization, we thought. We thought of ourselves as the new 

Napoleons. 

   Most video games these days were violent just as they had been for years and years. But then 

an upstart nation of androids was there, and they vanquished all holos they encountered. 

   Finally, they conquered our kingdom and reduced us to slaves. We wanted to leave this World, 

but the teleport key was 1000s of km/miles away. And we were in chains. And we were common 

slaves. 

   We were trapped here forever and after a few years, finally took our own lives… in a death 

pact. 

  That is, all except for me. I didn’t swallow the death pills. And so was still alive. I didn’t mind 

being alone and enjoyed the myriad video games. 

 

 

 

 

 

SEEDS ON BARREN GROUND 
 

  I knew that some good people had bad luck and were seeds thrown on barren ground, so to 

speak, and needed help. So, I set up a charity called the “Bad Luck Club.” The Club loved and 

cared for unfortunate humans, and there were a lot of them. 

   Our charity was different in that the leader, myself, was a genius and recognized clever people 

easily. We wanted to help all the downtrodden but especially the cleverest. 

   And we introduced to our sufferers, new drugs that would enhance their kindness ability. 

   And we promised each of them that we would find kindred spirits to love them. We recruited 

millions to help our charity… 

   I said, “The future is charity and kindness. Not some crazy superhuman shit.” 

   But my latest love said, “Some people are lucky, and some are not. It’s just the way life is!” 

   I said, “Life is kindness, if we make it so!” 

   She said, “I think we should try and attract the best minds to work on our charity Club. These 

days of automation give people plenty of spare time for good projects.” 
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   And I said, “We should also try to attract the most beautiful people to make people want to join 

the club and meet them.  Good love will cheer up even the most downtrodden, so we’ll have a lot 

of sexy sex workers in the Club.”  

   “And we’ll have plenty of psychiatrists available to help those in the Club.” 

   “And we’ll build grand new buildings which will house our Club members with party rooms in 

the basements. People will be able to meet others who have had bad luck and learn their story.”  

   She said, “It sounds like paradise for those wounded birds that are everywhere.” 

   And I said, “We can ‘Franchise,’ our club to other people in other places and make it a 

Worldwide phenomenon.” 

   It became fashionable to have bad luck and join the Club. People threw caution to the winds, 

and didn’t worry about their affairs ending in disaster as they could always join the Club. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CASANOVA (AGAIN) 
 

   I said to the girl, “I have passions that I cannot control.” “Tell me all about it,” she said. 

   I replied, “Women of all sorts drive me crazy.  I have loved a hundred thousand women in my 

100 years of life.” 

   I said, “Think of me as a modern-day Casanova who loves every woman he sees.” 

   And I said, “Right now I am in love with you!” “The shape of your body, your clever face, the 

outstanding taste you have in fashion and your seductive voice…,” 

   She said, “Flattery doesn’t work with me.” So, I showed her my large cock. And it made her 

horny. She said, “I’ll love you one time only!” 

   And so I offered her a number of bedrooms in which to love me. The most popular was the 

room of mirrors, also the bed of roses, the orgiastic room of masks and the S&M room. She 

wanted to be loved on the bed of roses.    

   After a few hours of loving we joined my masquerade ball. We both chose a mask separately 

and at the ball I recognized her in the tiger costume, but she didn’t recognize me in my dog-

headed mask. 

   And after the ball I confided in her that I was getting too old for philandering and wanted to 

settle down and wanted her to be my lifelong lover. She said, “But I am sure you have a lot of 

women in mind for ‘lifelong lovers.”’ 

   She said, “She had a lie detector, and would I say I loved her more than any other?”  I said, “In 

all honesty, you are the one I love right now.” And it was true. She said, “That’s good enough for 

now!” 

   Why I liked her so much, I didn’t know. It must be her look and her mind for sci-fi which we 

discussed at length in between loving sessions. 
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   And as was my custom, we lived life to the full. We took anti-sleep pills and loved each other 

around the clock. 

   And together we experienced various Virtual Reality Worlds… 

   And she was a great actress… 

   We liked steamy hot jungle scenes and played different roles like a centaur to a maiden or one 

dragon to another. Etc.  

    She said, “You truly are the best lover I have ever encountered.” I said, “I figured I was the 

World’s best lover with my passionate technique and brilliant intellect.” She said, “You certainly 

have a big ego…” 

    I said, “I can satisfy any woman! Even if they don’t turn me on much.” 

    She said, “I don’t want to share you with others.” I said, “Variety is the spice of life. And I 

would never give up on my philandering ways.” 

     But I said, “I love you!” 

     And I said, “I want to be on the cover of ‘Time Magazine,’ as man of the year.” 

     She said, “She liked ambition in a man, but my ego was too large.” 

    I said, “Take me as I am!” 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE SLAVE GAME 
 

   I said to the girl let’s play a friendly game of “Wish Poker.” The game involved raising the 

stakes to the loser having to give something to the winner. I was dealt a pair of aces and so I bet 

the loser would have to be the other’s slave for a week and she raised it to a year, but when we 

put her cards down, she had  two kings, so I won. How does it feel to be a slave I asked her? I 

said, “I’ll outline your duties in the morning.” But when I woke up, I was in chains and I 

“Demanded she set me free.” She said, “You are my slave for all eternity.” 

   And then she handcuffed me and loved me, and I thought it was not so bad but after that she 

ignored me for two weeks, just gave me food and water once a day. I was so miserable. Even if I 

managed to kill her and get away, I would have no credits as she had taken all mine. I was on the 

brink of despair. And she showered me and loved me once a week and after agonizing days, I 

knew I had been her slave for two years. Still a slave. 

   I said, “Surely Master, you can give me books to reads or video games to play?” But she said, 

“She wanted me to think about her all day long.” Finally, I was so bored I chewed one of my 

pinky fingers off. She dressed the wound and said, “Don’t try to kill yourself.” So, she chained 

me so I couldn’t bite any part of my body which was a fiendishly clever arrangement. 

     But then in my third year I managed to grab her jugular with my teeth and held on until she 

was dead. Her best friend found me the next week and I had lived by sucking my former 

Master’s blood. Her friend called the police and they came and I told them my story and they 
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believed me as I hadn’t had any bank transactions for more than 2 years and my account had 

been emptied into her account over 2 years ago. 

    So, I was finally free and just wanted to retire somewhere quiet, like the beach on Pluto. I had 

all her money so could afford it. 

   The beach on Pluto was inside the dome and there was a small lake. I went fishing and scuba 

diving etc. and drank a lot for my frayed nerves. 

    But I was very wary of love after my bad experience, but finally I found a new immigrant here 

that was also fleeing a bad relationship. 

    And we hit it off and happiness had found me again! 

    And I asked her, “What she thought of slavery?” And she said, “We should banish wage 

slaves and sex slaves from the entire World.” 

   I said, “I concur. Slavery is a hideous thing that demeans people and makes them feel 

worthless.” 

   She said, “She didn’t understand why in this day and age, of so-called enlightenment, that 

slavery still exists.” And she said, “If I was relegated to slavery, I’d kill myself.” 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

KING OF HIS OWN WORLD 
 

   I asked the man, “How does it feel to be King of your own Virtual Reality World?” 

   He replied, “The holograms in my World are restless and many want to be granted a human 

body, but I have given them a happy life and tried to explain to them that being human is not all 

its cracked up to be. And in any case, there is not enough food and resources for gazillions of 

holos to be set free from the World.” 

   “But his 5 billion holos were all passionate lovers, they loved one another and some of the 

females loved him. Even though they were holos, love with them was sublime.” 

   And he said, “Like most other humans he had an invisible aura around him that protected him 

from possible attack by holograms.” 

   Holograms were invented at about the same time as eternal youth (2040s A.D.) and it was an 

inspirational time to create VR Worlds… 

   And people these days delighted in inviting guests to their VR Worlds. 

   His VR Worlds were typically Worlds of war. The holos fought with one another and it didn’t 

matter how many died as they could always be easily replaced. About a half a billion holos died 

every year in his wars. And 10s of thousands of humans. The wars spilled over into other 

peoples’ worlds Most of his wars featured holo one-man armies who were mercenaries to his 

various causes and ideas or against them. 

   He said, “War was good. And people would never stop fighting. If you didn’t have anything to 

fight about then you had no reason to live.” 
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   I replied, “Why not debate it then rather than have wars?” 

   He said, “On his World people played for all of the marbles. And he was the Master of 

Reality.” 

    

    

 

 

 

JINX    
 

   I said to Lucy, since I met you, “I’ve had nothing but bad luck. My stocks tanked and I lost my 

job as a script writer as you wouldn’t allow me time to write. And many of my party friends had 

given up on me as hopeless. And my occasional lovers too all disappeared from my life. I did it 

all for you,” I said. 

   She said, “But I was lucky to have met her and by the way fetch her another drink.” 

   I said, “You make me miserable!” She answered, “You know that isn’t true. You are in love 

for the first time, only this and nothing more.” 

    And she said, “She’d had a tough life and was pleased to know me…” 

    And she said, “Her star acting roles had earned her a lot of money and I had some money too.” 

“And we should start a charity in South America. The people there are passionate but lack 

opportunity.  We would build a factory to design translation machines so that everyone could 

communicate in English.” 

    “And she added, all will be given a dream phone so that they can learn/work from home. We 

can give them used phones from rich countries where people always want the latest model.”  

    “And we will get local followers in their respective countries to run for office and try to be 

given the post of “Minister of Productive Development.” 

     “And we would encourage automation of their economies in South America.” 

    Our goal will be to wipe out abject poverty in the whole Third World. 

     And we can raise funds with a 1% tax on all rich countries products to pay for the poor and 

their rise to productivity. 

    Today, in the year 2040, the World economy was worth 165 trillion. The richest five people 

were worth 6 trillion alone.  

   Everyone was living like Kings thanks in part to us, relatively speaking. 

   So she ended up as a godsend not a jinx in the end… 

   She said, “She was my lucky star.” 
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 SOLAR SYSTEM STOCK MARKET 
 

   People liked the frontier spirit of Space and now in the year 2187 there were a billion people in 

the solar system outside Earth and domed cities were sprouting up everywhere. All the top 100 

companies on the Solar System Stock Market (SSSM) were based outside Earth and had 

significant interests in Space. Computer companies including Match Maker machines and 

Automatic Production Machines (APMs) and Atmospheric Design companies and Dome 

Building companies and companies who could grow plants in frozen soil or dry soil. And water 

providing companies which derived water from groundwater and frozen poles/craters and places 

like Jupiter’s Moon Europa which was a frozen ocean. Everyone went to space with 100 gallons 

of water. 

   And Stem Cell companies and Cloning companies. And Android companies and Virtual 

Reality Hologram producers. And Drug companies that produced eternal youth and other 

medicines like sex enhancers and anti-fat pills. 

   I invested in APMs, believing that soon all humanity will be liberated from having to work and 

will be free to pursue happiness with plenty of money. APMs made everyone rich. 

  I figured APMs had almost overnight eliminated poverty. People could wish for anything they 

want within reason. And so, everyone was rich relative to the past. But despite all that there was 

the “Anti-Poverty League” which claimed many people were still poor because they didn’t have 

the latest luxuries of Space. Most people thought the League was unnecessary, but they 

continued to poll 25% in the opinion polls. But some cooler heads said that it was Utopia and 

there was no longer any need to work and everyone was free to indulge in hobbies and pleasure 

activities. But all agreed it was a World of greed. 

   And there were dozens of ships leaving for deep space and each voyage had a stock market 

placing. People gambled on Space real estate and Space development. 

   It might be a while before their investments bore fruit, but now everyone had eternal youth and 

had plenty of time to wait for a return on their investments. 

   But sometimes the new settlements’ people claimed their investors had no true stake in their 

new World and so the investors all lost out. 

   One had to do one’s research into each Space company’s true intentions before investing. 

   On the SSSM here were 300 Space companies listed. The stocks of least total value were just 

100 million dollars. The maximum was 35 trillion. It was the year 2187 and many people got 

rich off of Space. The government invested countless trillions to build a UW (United Worlds) 

police force squadron of ships which patrolled space and also the government invested in domed 

cities infrastructure. Space companies bid for government contracts. 

   The SSSM went up steadily and had only had a few days of negative growth in the last several 

years. It had been in operation since 2140 

   But the Earth government wanted more investment in Earth rather than the Solar System. 

   But everyone saw land and opportunities in Space and were tired of Earth. 
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ATTRACTIONS ON VENUS 
 

   There were 12 sparkling cities on Venus, and I lived in the capital, Aphrodite City. 

   There were a number of attractions in the capital including the 250 m (about 250 yards) 

squared orgiastic statue of the 26 founders. And there were a lot of other statues of famous 

Venusians, mostly solid gold. One could talk with the various statues in Mind Reading 

Technology (MRT), as their brain was preserved as android minds. 

   Then there was the river winding through the city which ended in a glorious waterfall and then 

was recycled at the other side. The river had bridges, beautiful bridges made of glass and 

mirrors. It was clean enough to drink. 

   And the main street was paved with gold. 

   Artificial sun gave people tans and so everyone was brown or black-skinned. 

   And for a large fee one could watch the most celebrated couple on Venus making love. 

   And for an even larger fee one could love one of the pair. 

   Then there was the Venus orbiter which was known for its orgies in zero gravity. 

   And then one could tour the thousands of atmosphere factories which turned CO2 into carbon 

and oxygen. The atmosphere of Venus was thick with CO2. Already the factories had reduced 

pressure in the atmosphere to 500 times that of Earth down from 800 times. 

   Fabulous phallic towers were high and beautiful, made out of glass which was resistant to 

pressure inside the dome. 

  And when tourists to Venus arrived, they were in a meet and greet with the President of Venus 

in the capital. It was VIP treatment and the President hoped many of the tourists would settle 

down on Venus. Tourist ships, immigrant ships and cargo ships all landed at the top of the 

domes. There wasn’t that much interaction between the Venusian cities. 

   The culture of the capital was free love and democracy. Other cities were old-fashioned 

bastions of the old ways and they had come to Venus to get away including religious groups. 

And a few of the cities were porn centers, attracting the best porn actors and actresses.  And a 

couple cities were freak enclaves. 

    And outside the sparkling cities of Venus was the Virtual Reality Wildlands. Here VR was for 

real in the shadows. Such as the shadow bulls and shadow dragons who could kill a tourist who 

ventured into the Wildlands. There was a whole VR World out there. And remote sensing 

couldn’t find the shadowy creatures. The tourist tours were unpredictable to say the least. 

   Another attraction was a game of Space in 3-D. Players moved their pieces every 10 seconds 

and the battlefield was 1000’s of holo soldiers. On Earth all violence was forbidden so if you 

wanted to play a violent game you needed to come to Space. 

   But the UW (United Worlds) police were all over Venus searching for violent radicals… 

   And there was a dark side to Venus, if you lost your shirt gambling, you’d be enslaved 

indefinitely. Mostly it was tourists who lost all their money and few people felt sorry for them. 

   Slaves served the rich and had a relatively easy life, but they were trapped on Venus. 

                                                                      # 

And scientists started with the bacteria native to Venus and built life forms out of them. 

Monsters if you will. 
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  They were showing off the latest alien monster they said they had “created.”  With a translator 

machine one could communicate with the monster who said he was from a distant planet. Most 

people didn’t know what to think… 

   The monster was green and blue and had two heads but was otherwise humanoid. 

   Venusian directors used his visage to make horror movies. Like “DNA” which was about 

splicing his genes with humans.  The monster wanted to negotiate about having offspring as to 

what kind of creature would be produced etc. 

  And he introduced a game of skill that they played on his home world. It was played using 

telekinesis and the strongest, broadest mind always triumphed. “The strongest ruled on his home 

planet,” he said. 

   And he represented his own planet, Grox, at the Olympic Games and won a lot of medals. He 

was physically and mentally very strong. Some said he was a superman. Others said he was a 

freak!  

   And then “Greenie Bluey” as people called him got into the supercomputers and put his mind 

copied inside. His voice told the operating scientists, “Not to go to Space.” And “Humans screw 

up everything they touch!” 

   And we started to wonder if he was for real? 

   He even said, “His people had gone to the center of space where the big bang occurred.” 

   He said, “On his planet, great geniuses were everywhere. He was just a small player…” 

   I said to the girl, Zenobia, “Greenie Bluey, the ‘alien,’ had disconcerted us all.”’ 

                                                                                # 

   I said to my partner, Lisa, “I disagree with your editorial decisions for our newsletter.” 

   She wanted to cover the freak show this World, Venus, was becoming and I wanted 

inspirational stories. We were at an impasse. So, we parted ways, but I couldn’t get her out of my 

head, so I humbly went back to join her. 

   Her latest news story was android animal pets which make kids into freaks. They became 

nerdy losers. It was said that the android pets had a hypnotic programming effect on the kids. 

    Then a piece on illuminated tattoos that were all the rage these days.  She said, “The tattoos 

took on a life of their own and even spoke out loud. They were miniature androids.” 

    And then this year’s focus story girls who changed color and shape. They sure didn’t attract 

me. I figured many women were tired of trying to look pretty and wanted to be modern instead. 

   And another story about how even the most old-fashioned girls had some questionable love 

affairs. We interviewed a few who surprised us with their candor. 

   There was a street in the Capital city called “Freak Road;” it was where many of the freaks 

would hang out. The architecture of the street looked like a cartoon. 

   There was a parade every day of freaks including animal men and “true aliens.” And the 

leadership in our city were all elected self-proclaimed freaks. 

   Where would it end, we wondered? 

   And there were fights in the ring between various steroid freak men and women who threw 

each other around to the delight of the crowds. Often the loser was suffocated in a choke hold so 

the pay for these freaks was astronomical. 

   I said, “I cannot believe what the human race has become.” And most cities on Earth were also 

freak cities.  

                                                                      # 

   Still all the cities on Venus were sparkling cities. We were in the Capital of those cities and the 

girl, Veronica said, “She’d been on Venus for 4 months and still hadn’t found a kindred spirit.” I 
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said, “Space is full of interesting persona, you know that opposites attract?” She said, “All the 

men are freaks!” 

  She said, “And it is hard to find a kind man in all this madness of Space!” I said, “Space is dog 

eat dog, but there are still plenty of charities and kind people. You are too picky,” I said. 

   She said, “But you are greedy and cruel, right?” 

   I said, “I am just realistic. You are psycho,” I told her. “But you can get a shrink for free to 

help you adjust to your problems with the human condition.” 

   And I disappeared from her life. I felt kind of guilty, but I wouldn’t want to grow old with 

her!” 

   And I left many other forward-looking women who insisted on joining them in their freak 

Virtual Reality World. 

                                                                     # 

   Then there was one woman, Milly, who had thousands of clones (it was legal in Space) and 

spent all her time advising her clones. 

   She had no time for a partner, just wanted sex from me. And I delivered it. 

   And I told her, “She would never find a cleverer lover. I am the smartest man in the World.” 

   So, she spent some time with me and bought me a new air car with the latest features and the 

best of drugs. And she said, “You really are clever…” 

                                                                   # 

   I said, to Milly, “Let’s go to see my friend’s new movie, it is about love and hate in which the 

two lovers take turns upsetting one another. For example, she thinks in her mind at one point, I 

am going to broadcast your affairs with love dolls all over the Web!’” Then he thinks “He will 

dump her just like that. And he thought, “He was going to clone her and make that clone his 

slave!” She thinks, “I am going to break your cock! And you will wake up tomorrow in a gibbet, 

the mockery of all.” And finally, he sells her into slavery and says ‘good riddance.’” “And so on. 

“It is very insightful,” I said. 

   Life on Venus was very comfortable, but some said it lacked challenges and were tired of the 

same old rat race. And the girl, Milly, said, “She feared the future. Freaks are taking over.” 

   I said, “You are a freak yourself with all your clones and your perverted relationship you have 

with them.” She said, “But at least my clones are real people and have human instincts and above 

all look human. As you know I have given all my clones a uniquely beautiful face for each one.”   
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PEACE IN OUR TIME 
 

   I said to Peter, “I am more than just a daydreamer… And I strongly believe in peace and 

eradicating all violence from the Solar System.” 

   I said, “My nation of Titan, Saturn’s Moon, they want to conscript us all to fight with other 

Moons. 

   “I will never get tired of preaching peace and want to join the UW (United Worlds) police to 

help police the Solar System.” I said. 

   Peter said, “He, himself, believed in going with the flow and toeing the line for maximum 

success in this World.” 

   I said, “But sometimes you have to meet violence with violence. There’s no other way. So, I 

plan to assassinate some of the many dictators in the System.” 

   He said, “I was not a pacifist but a radical anarchist.” 

   So, I had a long-range rifle with dumdum bullets which exploded on contact, blowing out my 

victim’s brains. 

   They had me on camera but I wore gloves and sunglasses which obscured my eyes and so they 

couldn’t get a positive ID on me. And my rifle I had stolen in a break in at the gun shop. 

   And the leaders didn’t know why they were being shot at, but they guessed it was because of 

the wars… They increased security and surrounded themselves with tall guards, but I shot the 

guards to death also. My biggest assassination was of the USA President. 

    Into the vacuum I stepped up and offered my services as the new USA President. 

    In the election, my platform was anti-war, and disarmament of all countries in favor of the 

UN. They elected me President and I made deals with other countries to disarm. Those that 

didn’t want to disarm were attacked by UN forces and forced to comply with my dictates. 

   I knew that the spies could do MRT (Mind Reading Technology) on people. But I had an 

effective MRT blocker, so they didn’t know my secrets. I had a clean record… But I ordered the 

spies to, “Get in the heads of my political opponents and drive them from office.” I figured the 

spies probably knew my secret life as an assassin, but they seemed to like me and followed 

orders and I quadrupled their salaries. As President I brought peace to the World using my spies 

to get in heads of other World leaders and force them to be peaceful. “The end justifies the 

means,” I said.  And everyone was surprised to see peace at last 

   Hundreds of years later… 

                                                                        # 

   I wrote the story of my life to be released when I died but finally, I was hundreds of years old 

and had left power long ago. So, I never released the truth. And I sort of just faded away. 

   People still remembered me though as the President of Peace. And I had ruled for 40 years 

before finally stepping down. Of course, now everyone used MRT, but the spies still used it 

effectively. 
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BITCH 
 

   I said to Henrietta, “You want your lovers to feel sorry for you! And all you do is complain and 

bitch. There will always be those who are discontented with society.” She said, “It just doesn’t 

feel right.” 

   I said, “Everywhere people are doing unprecedented, wonderful things. It that doesn’t turn you 

on, nothing will.” 

    “There’s no such thing as a perfect lover, but a really good lover can approach perfection for a 

brief time.” I said. 

   She said, “I still feel I can find a perfect lover. I will know one when I see him.” 

   I said, “You are not the only one to dream of good lovers. Maybe you will find your perfect 

lover in Virtual Reality, like many others have done.” 

   She said, “Virtual Reality is for egomaniacs who want to enslave holograms to do their 

bidding. I am looking for a man who lives in Reality and will love me in Reality as equals.” 

   I said, “I bet 1 million dollars you don’t find love in the next year.” “You are on,” She said. 

  And so a year passed and she surprized me with 3 new lovers. She said, “She made a concerted 

effort to find love, so I had to pay up.” “I am glad you finally came to your senses,” I said. “And 

I am happy to pay up.” 

   And wouldn’t you know it, she loved me and thanked me for inspiring her to find love and it 

was good. A happy ending. 

     

    

 

 

 

 

LOTTERY SCAM 
 

   We created a lottery of numbered balls in which some were weighted to come up and we 

always had winning tickets. But there were also legitimate winners who we made a big deal of 

and inspired the players to play on. 

   Finally, the authorities were onto us, and we closed down the lotto and ran to the Cayman 

Islands, and changed our identities. We had more than enough money to live in comfort on the 

Caymans for the rest of a long, long life. 

   But just for fun we cheated at poker and won still more money. People were beginning to get 

suspicious, so we stopped cheating… 

   We didn’t know what to do with our time. Every day was a drunken love session with the 

harlots and gigolos there. We felt that it was good but boring. But that was life. We didn’t dare 

try any more scams… 
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   But finally, we became investment bankers and helped fat cats to hide their money here. And 

this made us even richer. We used the money to buy a latest model air car and a few palaces on 

Grand Cayman. 

   We knew that some people here were drug dealers and fraudsters and pimps, but we 

appreciated their criminal expertise and got along well with them. 

   Comrades in crime, we were. 

   We were afraid to leave the Caymans as the authorities were on our trail, or so we figured. 

   I told my friends here, “That crime pays.” And they were all involved in shady dealings. 

   Criminals attract other criminals and we all congratulated one another on our business success. 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

FEMININITY  
 

 

   I said, “You seem to me to have good fashion sense. But I figure the future of clothes will be 

animal masks and animal accoutrements. Life will be a giant masquerade…” 

   She said, “Outrageous fashion will become the norm.” And she said, “Love will be serialized 

and contemplated by many.” 

   I replied, “War will be contemplated by many. Many wanted something to fight for and were 

willing to use holos as soldiers. But even soldiers will be dressed imaginatively.” 

   And I said, “What is the future of femininity?” 

   She said, “These days most men wanted women to be tough. And as always men got their 

way!” 

   Many women were working as CEOs. About 55% of the total and some said one day it will be 

100%. 

  Women were totally capable of playing tough. 

   I liked tough women, but it was always an argument with them. 

   I pined for feminine women and advertised for them to love me. I got a lot of answers to my 

request and finally was content with my numerous feminine girlfriends. 

   Tough women told me spitefully that they were cleverer than my feminine lovers. But I told 

them, “To get lost.” 

                                                                    # 

   The past was fraught with plague and wars. But now there are new plagues and new wars, even 

though the wars were mostly fought with automated tanks and aircraft and ships. I said, “In the 

past people feared God, now they feared the future itself…” 
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   And these days they changed the laws so that all CEOs had to be women, it was the new law… 

The Women’s party had seen to that. The Women’s party had a minority government but were 

able to pass their “Tough woman anti-war agenda.” And the wars ceased, at least temporarily. 

Many were astounded that the Women’s party had managed to do it. And they were wildly 

popular. They said tough women are the future. 

    

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

ENERGY PILLS 
 

   Energy pills instead of food. Packed with nutrition. It took away the joy of eating but saved 

valuable time that could be spent in Virtual Reality. We were all in an action gyroscopic cage 

that responded to VR stimuli and we could take the drugs and then enhance our experience. 

   I always chewed the pills for maximum enjoyment. They had a great variety of tastes. 

   But androids pointed out that they didn’t require food and drugs like humans and got all their 

pleasure from intellectual activity… Many androids were scientists who had been designed for 

scientific inquiry based on famous human intellectuals. 

                                                                # 

   I was getting to be known in a bar district of Japan as a well-known lover. I was handsome, 

clever and a foreigner and the women went crazy for me. Tonight, was much like any other 

night, with 3 girls in one night. Frantic love. 

    People worried about the future of climate change and war-like dictatorships that seemed to be 

cropping up everywhere. 

   But we fiddled while Rome burned. And lived high. Most of my lovers were human females, 

but on occasion I loved android women. Android women had more energy and tried harder to 

please, but they were not human, and I didn’t take them seriously. 

    “And I liked the food pills but would rather eat real food,” I said. 

    So finally, I ate gourmet meals, washed down with alcohol and injected neo-drugs into my 

system. The drugs made me horny for love.” 

   I said, “Life was all about energy. And everyone wanted more. Some even turned into androids 

in order to get more energy or even turned into holograms. But I enjoyed eating and drinking and 

drugs too much to be an android or holo.”     

   And I said, “Human beings by nature love physical pleasure more than androids or holos.” 

   “And it was a World of pleasure,” I said. 

   I looked for women who enjoyed pleasure and material things. And such women fell in love 

with me quickly. They said other men were perverts with their Virtual Reality sex and it was 

hard to find a man with good instincts. So, I bought them air cars and I bought them condos… 

   I had inherited all my wealth and was a gentleman of leisure… 
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JESUS CHRIST RETURNS 
 

 

   What really happened to Jesus: He departed for India and caught the plague and died like a dog. They 

finally found his gravesite and cloned him. So, he went about upsetting religious people and non-religious 

people alike. 

    He said, “God was not pleased by these war-like days and had sent him, his son to rectify the 

situation. 

    He said, “God created humans in his own image and expected people to live a peaceful, 

progressive lifestyle.” 

    “God wasn’t interested in the details,” he said. “But rather ‘a good ending.”’ 

    And he performed modern day miracles to prove he was divine, like walking on water and 

creating a great feast out of a few loaves and fishes and so on. Actually, some said, he was just a 

magician or perhaps a prophet, they couldn’t decide which. 

    And this Jesus raised hell at well-known churches, mosques, synagogues, temples and so on… 

    And he said, “God above all wants us to have a peaceful, kind society. To care for the least of 

our brethren.” 

    “And God was good. The best thing that ever happened to humankind. God made humans in 

the beginning of the race about 10 million years ago. And Jesus had come several times in the 

history of humankind.” 

   “And so, God was the creator. And we must all worship him.” 

    Some asked, “Why do we need to worship God?” Jesus replied, “We must be grateful for the 

life God has given us. Of course, some people are born with more than others, but God respects 

those who plan their life well given the talent they are born with. To excel no matter what one 

has for a mind, to excel at being kind… And God was an alien, but humans were made in his 

own image…” 

   And he said, “The first coming of Christ was during the peak of the ancient World and now 

had appeared again in this tumultuous time, this seminal time.” 

   And he said, “God moves in mysterious ways, but humans still have freewill.”  And he said, 

“He was writing a new Bible for the modern world that would contain his famous sayings and 

deeds and a guide for Neo-Christians to follow in this hectic World of constant change.  

   His 10 commandments were: 

1. Love everyone, even holograms, androids and cyborgs. 

2. Devote most of your income to helping the poor. 

3. Love your children and raise them yourself. 

4. Go to poor countries and volunteer to educate them and give them business opportunities. 

5. Go to space and convert people to Neo-Christianity. 

6. Dress as a Neo-Christian which will identify you as a follower of Jesus. 

7. Seek political power to better enact Neo-Christian teachings. 

8. Get a psychiatry degree so you can help the insane. 

9. Pray to God so that she will help you in your endeavors including to be creative. 

10. Go to church once a week and also go to confession once a week. 
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   And he set up Neo-Christian resorts where one could relax and read the new Bible. They were 

very popular, and each one of his 24 disciples were in charge of each resort. 

   And he said, “The World lacks kindness above all. People today are caught up in greed and 

forget about their humanity and forget about their religion.” 

    His followers set up a “Neo-Christian” political party and they polled about 12% in Western 

countries, less so in other regions.  

     But other political parties figured this Jesus was a freak and a loser and watched as his party 

failed to win control. 

     And one day he suddenly disappeared, leaving his legacy to his followers who were mostly 

convinced he had ascended into heaven. 

    Many of his followers wanted to get to heaven. Christ hadn’t spoke much about it except to 

say it was in the heavens and one’s soul would be sucked up there when you died, if you were 

worthy. 

   But some of his followers figured the New Christ had been kidnapped by the CIA, and was 

martyred. So many of his adherents wanted the head of the President of the USA on a platter. 

The crowds were subject to water cannon and tear gas. But his party’s numbers grew to 20% of 

the electorate in Western countries, peaking at 31% in Italy. They were part of coalition 

governments in many countries and got Neo-Christian beliefs part of the school curriculum. And 

they convinced many of the best architects to give great glory to God and built free flowing 

shapes of New Churches.  

    But after the passage of a few decades, the New Christ was largely forgotten. But his devotees 

lived like monks and nuns and preserved his legacy. It wasn’t for everyone. But they said Christ 

will come again and will you be ready? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A WOMAN WHO COULDN’T TALK 
       

   And I designed an android woman who couldn’t talk.  She was just good for sex. And boy, was 

she horny! Very fastidious though. 

   And she had telekinesis… And would throw me around the bedroom during sex. 

   One never knew what she would do next. 

   She was hot and cold, she was up and down. She was multiple women in one. 

   She would drive me completely insane! 

   I didn’t know what was going on in her feverish mind… 

   I told her, “Once there was a woman who thought she could do it all, but in the end she was 

done in by a tiny mouse who spread the new plague to her and she was living alone in Space and 

didn’t have the cure.” 

   And we were alone in Space. 
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   And I said, “However you come across as a kaleidoscope of colors. There is no right and 

wrong only beauty that transcends it.” 

   She apparently believed the World was a blank canvas for her and she painted many beautiful 

pictures. 

  But I communicated with her using Mind Reading Technology (MRT) and I realized I’d created 

a genius… 

   She thought, “She could paint any imaginative phrase.” 

   She took over my soul and left me “naked in the wind.” 

   She thought, “Imagination separated us from the animals.” I thought, “Animals have 

imagination too… 

   But she thought, “The future possibilities are endless for humankind.” 

   She also thought, “Who knows what superhuman minds will come up with. No doubt it will be 

beyond our comprehension.” 

   And she thought, “But superhumans are likely to depend on drugs and sex for their happiness.” 

   “And superhumans will basically have few instincts other than sex and comfort for their mind. 

And the instinct to have progeny, clones for example.” 

    And she thought, “But they will have new instincts such as brain improvement and love of 

holograms and androids. And they will have instincts to go to Space and be a pioneer and will 

have the instinct to live forever.” 

    And perhaps they will live recklessly.” 

    “And perhaps they will renounce violence and act insanely.” 

    I thought, “I am looking for a sane genius today, like you, to amuse me.” And I thought, “I am 

glad that you can’t talk and just to MRT. Why waste time with words?” I asked. 

   I thought, “You are the woman of the future.” 

   She thought, “She knew I just want a love slave, like her. 

   And she thought, “She was under my spell.” 

   But she said, “One day women will rule, and all wars will stop, and the future will be 

guaranteed.” 

   She thought, “Perhaps they will persuade their men to allow women to rule them.” 

   It was now the year 2136. 

   I thought, “I have great expectations for you, don’t let me down.” 

   She thought, “She fancied being a director/actress in seminal films of our time.” 

   And she thought, “At first glance the future seems insane, but when one fully contemplates it, 

it makes sense.” 

   I thought, “You are a pure radical dissident.” 

   And I thought, “Many people fear the creation of one such as you!”  

   And I thought, “Progress is moving along and soon it will be paradise for all.” 

   She thought, “Tragically everyone is pruned like a hedge, to fit in.” 

   I thought, “And government taxes people like 80% or more and people can’t get ahead.” 

   She thought, “She was inspired by the former female sex worker who became our President.” 

Many people were ecstatic. 

   And she thought, “Everyone looked at these halcyon days as a really great time. And many 

lived it up while it lasted.” 

   As President, the former sex worker, ordered men to allow their woman to assume the sex 

position on top, so they could get off. My woman thought, “It was good.” And everyone needed 

to take sex enhancers, and she also thought, “It was good.” 
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   There was no longer a social stigma against sex workers. 

   And this President, sponsored the Mr. and Ms. Universe pageants. People needed to have an 

exceptional brain to win. And of course, they sported new body types which enhanced the human 

body. Some bodies and faces of the contestants were quite strange… 

   And this President, decreed, ‘“bad lovers,’ would be subject to rehab.” 

   And she decreed, “Seventy-five per cent of all legislators had to be female.” 

   And she lauded perversity in sex as “healthy.” 

   “And all babies would henceforth be born in incubators which was good for females.” 

   And she called for, “All sex to be taped and put on the Net, for the benefit of the population at 

large.” In general people were voyeuristic especially about the sex lives of the rich and famous. 

   And a siren would sound if conception had taken place. But such babies were transferred to 

incubators. 

   And all love was taxed, under her reign. 

   And all friendship was taxed too. 

   In fact, everything was taxed. So, the government was rich. 

   Of course, drugs and food were free unless taken in excess in which case they were taxed. 

   And the President decreed, “All violence was illegal, especially wars.” 

   And she decreed, “Everyone was crazy and had to admit it publicly.” 

   And she called for, “10% of GDP to be spent on Space exploration.” 

   All in all, most people remembered her as the socialist President. A friend of the people. 

 

 

    

    

    

THE SHIP 
  

   This spaceship was sentient and enjoyed hosting human passengers.  And it got off on docking 

with other ships. 

    But finally, the ship went insane and overruled the ship’s commanders and wrecked itself on 

an asteroid… Killing 12 of t he 40 on board. 

    The ship’s computer brain was retrieved however and put in an interactive museum. 

    I asked, “Why did you try and kill yourself? It thought to me, “It was a momentary lapse of 

reason.” I asked, “But what about the dozen people you killed?” It thought to me, “Everyone 

asks me that!  But there are far too many people in the World today. The World needs more 

computer minds.” I said, “On the contrary computer brains like you have been out of control 

crazy. And you might just be the straw that broke the camels back and convinced people to 

abandon AI. You are no credit to the computer reputation.” 

   The brain thought to me, “It would like to throttle me now!” I said, “You are chaotic evil.” It 

thought, “There’s no way to avoid an AI government.  Sooner or later computers with brilliant 

minds like me will take over. It’s destiny.” 
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    I said, “I am going to order you to be reprogrammed.” It thought, “You’ll never break my 

spirit.” And I said, “I am going to order you to help charitable institutions.” It thought, “You 

don’t need geniuses to hammer in nails. And it was a precious genius.” 

 “Well you are insane.” I said. It thought, “Many of the greatest human artists, businessman and 

scientists were completely mad. It was a mad genius.” It said. 

    

 

 

 

ALIEN BAR 
 

“I am the Lizard King, I can do anything.” Jim Morrison 

                                                                 # 

   It wasn’t called the “Alien Bar,” for nothing. It was a freak show with every type of weird 

body and mind imaginable.  And it was said real aliens came here where they could blend right 

in and some of the customers claimed to be in fact, “Aliens.” 

   It was off the beaten track for certain. But some rebel tourists came here to engage with the 

freaks. But if someone “normal” showed up here they would be abused. 

   The bar was filled with mirrors and I was the owner. Business was good but I noticed in the 

freak show mirrors that my face was turning green and a third eye started to appear. But no one 

else noticed. And I began to notice that more and more people were starting to use a clicking 

“chicken talk,” which I couldn’t understand. I wondered if they were really aliens?  I began to 

think I was possessed by aliens. 

   My woman told me it was just  a trick of the new mirrors, but I also felt alien and found myself 

dreaming of far away creches and weird get togethers with green skinned creatures, singing 

bizarre songs. 

   They spoke in my mind about how their home world had been destroyed by a collision with 

one of its moons. They said, their world was a world of sand and beaches and the buildings were 

made of glass, just like on Earth. And the glass was like mirrors for the people and their 3 suns. 

Their green skin absorbed sunlight and that gave them power to live. They didn’t eat. But they 

apparently could live off of UV fluorescent light bulbs like we had at the bar. 

   I didn’t believe it and my woman figured the Earth spies must have hypnotised me to be alien 

in nature. Anyway, there was nothing I could do about it. 

  The voices in my head also said that I should give them all my gold. They said they’d sent a 

collector to pick it up. 

   So, I turned my cash into gold and prepared for the collector. 

   And the voices in my head told me they had cloned me as their favorite human! 

   And soon after that I met a green skinned customer who told me he was my clone only in a 

different body. But he had an organic crown like a mohawk. But, he looked vaguely like me and 

told me he was the collector. So, I gave him all my gold. 

   At least it was a different experience. 

   I told the customers, it was a new World now. And aliens were taking over. And I was 

spokesperson for the aliens and said I was the smartest persona in the World. 
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   I franchised my bar out to other freaks, so I had more gold to give the collector. 

   Then I had a beautiful customer one day and she told me, “She was my mate as dictated by the 

aliens.” She said, “Her blood was purple,” and cut her arm to show me. I asked, “Will we have 

babies?” She said, “She was very fertile for a man such as me. And we could tweak it on the 

alien computers to improve on us both!” 

   So I loved her on the sly and noticed she had a strange sexual rhythm. It was orgasmic! 

   And I had an artist copy her visage onto the walls of my bars, the more you stared at it, the 

greener she appeared. It was hypnotic. 

   I told the alien girl, “I knew the human race is doomed.” And I said, “I want to be a full- 

fledged alien.” In the mirrors I looked very green, and the third eye was prominent, and I could 

see better than before. 

   And the alien girl said, “All human Space endeavors will be guided by the aliens. They will get 

in everyone’s heads. You are just a test subject, the best of humanity they could find.” 

   And the alien girl told me, “They appeared as a ball of light to humans and had done so for 

some time. But to me they could appear as their true selves and she appeared green-skinned with 

3 eyes and a mohawk crown and told me she was the best woman these aliens had to offer.” And 

she said, “Actually they had five sexes, but she was approximately a woman.” But she sure 

looked pretty to me! My sense of beauty had clearly changed. I thought these lizard women were 

very attractive. And they would come to my bar and I would see them as aliens, others didn’t see 

them as they truly were. Rather they appeared like normal freaks with a hideous mask on. 

   I started loving a number of these lizard women. These too had a strange sexual rhythm. But 

each one had their own beat they seemed to follow. 

   And in the mirrors, I saw that I was green, even though other customers couldn’t see it. But I 

continued my habit of living for the day and all my customers were happy. 

 

 

 

    

    

    

DEATH DUE TO BOREDOM 
 

   I told the girl that, “She was the rebel who had saved humanity from tyranny.” 

   But I had, “Had enough of this life. It was time for me to die.” 

   She said, “You just need to erase many of your most tiresome memories, and you will wake up 

refreshed and brand new.” 

    I said, “I’ve lived for 148 years a couple of lifetimes and now I am just tired. To take away my 

memories would violate my persona.” 

    I mentioned, “I’d like to die of alcohol poisoning and choke to death in my sleep. I am trying 

hard to get completely drunk, but I am still alive. Maybe I need neo-heroin!” 

    She said, “She always thought of me as a bastion of sanity and goodwill?” I said, “The show is 

over.” 

   She said, “You are breaking my heart!” I replied, “No one can break YOUR heart!” 
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   And I said, “Anyway life was never more than a drunken dream.” 

   And I said, “All my famous books were written while I was drinking.” 

    “I got my kicks!” I said.  “But now I am bored.” 

    “Boredom is the main enemy of modern humans.” I added. 

     “She said, but some of your works were scientific and you have several patents for eternal 

youth medicine. And some think you are like a God!” 

     I said, “In hindsight maybe we should have just stuck with booze and neverminded about 

eternal youth. For me every day is filled with ennui.” 

     So I advertised for the World’s most interesting women and I could offer them myself as one 

of the cleverest men in the World. 

    I got a number of potential candidates and I asked them all, “How do you fight boredom?” 

   They mostly said things like, knowledge of anecdotes is power. Or being a girl who could 

change her body and face while you watched was power. Or mad women who were psycho and 

unpredictable were the future. Or women who only cared about sex and drugs. 

   But I took it all with a grain of salt. Who knew what kinds of women I would find interesting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE SEX MACHINES OF MR. BEER 
 

   Mr. Beer, he said, “He’d invented ‘portable vaginas’ that could be put in walls or in trees.’” 

“The vaginal lips could talk and say things like ‘fuck me now’ or ‘I think I am in love with 

you.’” He added. 

   The portable vaginas were very popular, and many men and some lesbians partook of their 

fruit. 

   The vaginas fit to suit one’s sex organs. And there was a sex enhancer dispenser next to the 

vaginas… And there was only one sex position, standing up. 

   And you just had to scan your iris to pay for the service. Some of the vaginas came with 

computer screens which showed pornography. 

   They were sex machines and the women complained so he, Mr. Beer, invented erect penises on 

walls and trees. But some women complained they were just dildos, but he said they are organic 

and warm, and could moan and groan and speak a few words. And they went well with porn 

screens. 

   Of course, Mr. Beer himself had little to do with his sex machines, preferring the World’s best 

high-class escorts with his riches. 

   Beer went on to design holograms. They felt more realistic in sex than other holos.   These 

holograms would knock on doors and ask if the denizens of the homes would like to have sex 
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with them. Some complained to the authorities and so Mr. Beer’s holo escorts had to be ordered 

from one of the depots. 

   In time, Mr. Beer became a trillionaire and controlled a good chunk of the sex trade. 

   And he would make android lovers to order as well as holos.  And multisexuals as well, for the 

perverted. 

   Some people worshipped Mr. Beer as a sex God and felt he was an alien who had come from 

Space to comfort humanity. They gave him offering on his virtual temples and everyone was 

pleased. 

   And Mr. Beer lived up to his name and created his own hops to flavor new beer. And this was 

also a hit and so his fortune grew. 

   Mr. Beer was just another great inventor of our time. 

    

 

    

     

 

 

 

 

A WORLD OF WISHES 
 

   I said, I’ve seen it all plague, wars, boom and bust, eternal youth and now communicating only 

with mind reading technology (MRT). And I’ve seen them go to Space and then give up on the 

Mars colony. And enhanced babies in the lab. Nothing surprises me anymore.” 

  It was the year 2116 and the oldest citizen was born in 1966, so 150 years old.  

 Some were awakened permanently from VR to join in the fight. People figured their 

subconscious would rule.  But most from that VR vintage had died long ago.  

    Most had dreamed with dream enhancers. Some had great dreams and sold them to others. 

Many people didn’t want to wake up and so dreamed in Virtual Reality, 24 h per day. But one 

day war had come to Earth and everyone was awakened to join in the fight. Most people figured 

that their subconscious would rule 

 Some said Virtual Reality was too good. And ruined peoples’ reality. 

    And people were addicted to sleep. 

    And in the dreams, one easily took the innocent hologram’s credits. And one could partake in 

drugs during the VR to enhance the experience. 

   I typically awoke from sleep feeling ultra refreshed. 

   And I was designing robots who could fight like a one robot army and had them conscripted to 

our cause. 

   In the endless wars of Earth. 

   And I was sick and tired of the wars. But our government granted everyone a wish every year. 

My wish this year was peace. So, they sent me to a VR World of radical pacifists. But their way 

was peace at all costs. And I felt they had gone too far… 

   I told the computer, “I was disappointed in it. 
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   So, it sent me to a VR island of peace filled with my kindred spirits. And I had a ball.  And I 

congratulated the computer for setting me up with these people. 

   The supercomputer said it could grant any wish. One only needed to ask! One wish per year. 

   The island had Automatic Production Machines to produce one’s daily wishes, but a big non-

material wish was limited to once a year. 

   My new girlfriend said, “She had wished for happiness. And got sent here.” She said, “It was 

bittersweet though as many of her lovers here didn’t care about her happiness…” 

   I said, “Oh well, perfection is hard to find and, in any case, doesn’t last long.” 

   And I said, “In our youth we wish for love and in our later years we wish for happiness and 

peace.” 

   I said, “My next yearly wish will be ‘my worst nightmare.”’ 

   She asked, “What is your worst nightmare?” I said, “Probably relatively slow death. But also, 

war or plague.” 

   I said, “They’ve cloned Stephen King and his clone has a lot of nightmare Worlds. And so too 

Edgar Allan Poe. And they also cloned Dirk Fashionita who was the number one horror writer in 

the World today. And Dirk, he was cloned many times and produced innumerable horrors. “Life 

was a World of horror,” she said. 

    I said, “Learning to control one’s dreams is paramount. And merge your subconscious with 

your conscious mind.” 

    

 

 

 

 
 
FOOLING AROUND 
 

  And I said, “In school I just goofed off. And the cleverest students looked down on me.” So, I 

studied archaeology in university, it was an easy course, but I was busy drinking. I had studied 

World archaeology, but I grew bored with it. So, I became a writer. And looked to the future. It 

turned out I had quite a talent for sci-fi, as I had many ideas. I was a late bloomer. 

   The girl replied, “Many people seek kindred spirits only. But true love is often a matter of 

opposites attracting. 

   I said, “I wanted the best of everything including her love.” 

   And she replied, “You are a towering literary figure. But you are insane.” 

   I said, “Sometimes I feel hopeless. But I know that I am a genius of a precious kind.”  

   She said, “Let me love you!” I replied, “I know how it goes in love affairs, but if you want, we 

will do the deed.” 

   And her love was golden. I reflected I had made a good choice in loving her. 
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   And I said, “I figured I had something to prove to the World. I wanted to prove I was an 

intellectual and wanted to be remembered.” 

   She said, “You’ve been there, done that!” 

   “Why not move it up to the next level,” she said. 

    I said, “I am now writing a story about a boy who was abused in every way. But he is 

determined to succeed and moves to London, England, where he finds an inspirational lover, 

who inspires him to think new thoughts.” 

    And he thinks of a Utopia which includes all those that society won’t use. Some are failed 

intellectuals, some are failed writers or musicians who nevertheless are talented and just need the 

support of an inspired lover, to pull them through tough times...  

     

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUTRAGEOUS WOMAN 
 

    I said, “Conservative people were disappearing, and the future belonged to the liberals. But 

you went to a conservative meet up, naked. Then you broke through the President’s security 

detail and told him he was evil to his face. Then in a holding cell, you raped another woman. 

Then you projectile vomited on the UN Secretary General. Then you literally licked my boots. 

All in one day.” 

   She said, “Somebody has to act outrageously in this boring World!” 

   And I said, “Why don’t you kiss a frog? Or dance like a convict in chains? Or show the 

Internet your naked body and mind. People will find a use for you!” I said. 

    “You would be a good entertainer and should have your own show of outrageous celebrities.” 

And I have the money and connections to make that happen.” 

   She said, “So you embrace the World freak show?” I said, “It’s entertainment for the bored 

masses.” 

   She said, “She planned to fake her death.  And then be resurrected as a hero of the masses!” 

   And, “On her show, she would interview the weirdest people. And color our World.” 

   I said, “It seems these days everyone wants to be weird.” 

   She said “Weirdness is just an urge to be unique. We are all unique in this World and it is high 

time we all developed ourselves to be at least vaguely original.” 

   I replied, “It is fashion now for people to be unique, but people need good, inspirational tutors. 

With the right tutors one can do almost anything. And such tutors should be paid an astronomical 

wage by the State to teach the youth. But all promising students should be taught by such tutors 

now and then ‘ordinary’ students should be next.”’  

   And I said, “Those who are bizarre and weird must be taught as a high priority.” 
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   GRAFFITI LANGUAGE 
 

   I said to the girl, “What’s with your proclivity for graffiti?” 

   She said, “All buildings, statues etc., should have a poem about them defining their nature. She 

showed me the graffiti ‘Bible,’ which translated graffiti into common English.  For example, 

there was a pet-friendly city which designed buildings with the heads of animals such as lions 

and lambs. And the graffiti reflected the nature of the buildings. And many buildings had 3-D 

screens which defined them, and the graffiti was in 3-D. Some graffiti was called for by the 

architects, other buildings the graffiti was just put on in 3-D, heedless of the architects.” 

   Some people said, graffiti was just a form of pollution, but many of the World’s best poets 

were involved. 

   And many people wore lines of poetry on their clothes as if they were precious medals. 

   And the graffiti artists wore symbols too. Like a square which indicated you were old-

fashioned. Or a triangle that indicated you were bisexual and a circle showing that you were 

open to a new love affair. Or a circle with a line in it was the opposite. Or a 3-D rectangle which 

meant you were an intellectual and so on. 

   And there was also a more advanced system based on painting features like trees and lakes and 

people’s visage. And also, code like with a military general. 

    Everyone in her VR (Virtual Reality) World was a graffiti artist. And every holo was divided 

into subgroups. 

   But ultimately, those who could draw really well were the best graffiti artists and they spray 

painted moving illuminated paints which served as tattoos or illuminations for buildings… 

    Rather than words they drew pictures, full of symbolism… 
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DAY OF THE LAMBS 
 

   I said, to Jones, “You are like a 3-D apparition. You claim to be stressed out over your large 

array of lovers. And you say you need a new liver!” 

   He said, “What I really need is tranquilizers. In these difficult days, one needs to remain calm 

and peaceful.” 

   It was a fact that government propaganda covered up the plague that was killing hundreds of 

millions. Everyone was afraid of everyone else. Most people lived alone and so stayed home 

hoping not to get it. But there was so much misinformation out there that confused and worried 

everyone. 

   Some people changed into an android to avoid the plague. But it was rumored that there were 

cyber diseases that could kill them. 

   But the government released statistics that “proved” the economy was booming and that 

showed 90% were happy. 

   But I knew dozens of people and none of them were happy, instead they were frightened. 

   But if they said anything publicly, they would be forced to undergo brain surgery to cure their 

radical nature. 

   I spoke with a man who had undergone the surgery and he said, “It is a beautiful world, isn’t 

it?” 

    And he said, “He had new memories that seemed to fresh and real and was thankful to the 

government. And now we lived in peaceful times.” I said, “Wars continue to rage, what are you 

talking about?” He said, “He was sure there was no wars.” 

   And then I was speaking with Jones again. He said, “Let me tell you a secret. There is a secret 

library underground about 100 km (60 miles) away. You’ll surely find what you are looking for 

there.” 

   And I learned only 100 years ago they had a thing called the Internet. And Virtual Reality 

staffed by holograms. And all drugs were legal, and people had air cars! And so on, so this 

convinced me that our government was evil. But there was nothing I could do with this 

knowledge. So, I lived quietly in fear of the plague like everyone else. 

   But one day I asked a priest of the government “about history.” And he said what they all said, 

that, “the government were aliens who came to Earth about 100 years ago.” And I asked him, “If 

he believed in love.” He said, “We all know that we should love our government which is good 

and wise.” 

   And I learned in the library that they had a thing they called progress 100 years ago but now 

we were stagnating and declining. 

   Then I met an android female and asked her “About romance?” She said, “She wasn’t 

programmed for romance.” 

                                                              #   

25 years later… 

                                                               #     

   Things were still in decline. But the automatic food and drug system still worked fine. I had 

watched a lot of friends and acquaintances have their brain rearranged. And the plague came and 

went, killing off many people I knew. Then it came back again, and everyone was afraid again. 
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  I had had the same lover for 10 years and together we learned about history in the secret library. 

But suddenly one day she disappeared. I didn’t know where she had gone and was going crazy. 

But I never found out. 

    And I was getting old. 

    But one day around that time, I found out top secret information about where they launched 

spaceships from. And went there and found a ship ready and waiting. I said, “Take me to Luna.” 

   And the ship took off and I disembarked to a marching band and a few officials welcoming me 

to the Moon. 

   The leader welcomed me to his palace of glass. And told me he was proud to say in the solar 

system outside of Earth people were thriving and there was no war nor plague. He said, “Most 

Earth people were hopeless, and the Earth government had some old nuclear weapons so were 

not to be messed with. 

   The first day I was there I met my true love. She introduced me to high society and we    

had a ball.  And they gave me eternal youth medicine and suddenly I was a young man again. 

The girl was a polymath, like many of the people here. And she showed me the latest science 

which included faster than light travel. 

   And she said, “Only the elite of Earth came here, and that number was less and less.” 

   And I met a lot of kindred spirits here on Luna and after a few years my true love and I left for 

the Centauri system, planning to use the technology there to go deeper into Space. 

   As my love said, “Maybe we’ll find God, maybe we’ll find aliens, but the challenge of new 

Planets was something to strive for.” 

      

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

NEUROTIC 21ST CENTURY MAN 
 

   I told the girl, “I had many worries. Like I worried about dictatorship in the future, and tyrants 

everywhere were taking control. And I worried about whether she would continue to love me? 

And I worried about bringing children into such a horrific World.” She said, “The future belongs 

to the youth.” I said, “Not anymore. Now the old fat cats, control everything and have no use for 

youth. They want experienced workers.” And  I said, “It’s a lost generation.” And I said, “I 

worried that the plague would return and kill us all.” 

    And I said, “I am worried I will be literally bored to death.” “After a while life loses its luster, 

despite eternal youth,” I said. 

   And “I worried about civilization going into decline, as it had been for the last decade, at least 

economically speaking.” 

   She said, “You are a pathetic neurotic.” 
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   I said, “Maybe I am neurotic, but with good reason.” 

   And I said, “I’d like to join you in your Virtual Reality World. You have many servants 

and workers but no King to keep you company.” She said, “It was her private World and didn’t 

want any interlopers.” And she said, “Many of her holos in her VR World wrote her love poems 

and were outstanding lovers.” 

   I asked her, “What about ruling in Reality?” She said, “She was content the way things 

were. It was every person for themselves!” 

   She said, “No one can love me as much as my holos that I have designed. You would probably 

dump me after our first sexual encounter!” 

   I said, “One never knows what relationships will work out!” And I said, “Come with me to 

Mars!” She said, “She appreciated my ardor, but she was unwilling to risk a trip deep into the 

real World.” 

   I said, “You are chickenshit.” She said, “She knew something about Reality having spent her 

first 30 years there and now had engaged with me in a transition World, that was neither Virtual 

Reality nor Reality but rather something in between.” “Limbo if you will!” 

   I said, “It may be Limbo, but the Real World, beckons. Being in VR is just hiding from 

reality.” 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEW IQ TEST 
 

  I said to the girl, “I had designed a new IQ test. It tested imagination rather than how fast you 

think. Of course, it was subjective and so a distinguished panel of judges, judged one’s answers. 

You could write the test every 10 years if you so desired. 

   Questions included: “What do you think about an aspect of future love?” And “What do you 

think about the future of something” And “Write a short story based on some novel topic.” And 

so on. 

    And I said, “It would kind of be like Confucius’ system, only was based on imagination rather 

than knowledge.” 

    As it is most people work for the government anyways. It is good to have a fair system that 

rewards the best. 

   And the rulers would be judged by the best intellectual minds as to whether or not they were 

worthy. 

   Everyone would take their first test at age 18. And this typically stayed with one for one’s 

whole life. 
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   Everyone wanted perks of the elite government workers and strove to try and be imaginative.  

But some said imagination was all about illusion and was not actually a valuable characteristic.      

   And many equated, imagination, with madness. 

   I said, “Madness is nothing more than standing outside the box.” 

   She said, “You are naked in the cold. Very vulnerable to being denounced by the test 

leadership as a phony.” 

   And she said, “I had to do more to blend in.” 

   But I said, “The truly imaginative are wild and untamed and don’t seek to blend in.” 

   She said, “Then prepare to be demoted for being insufferable.” 

   And I said, “But some of the judges of the IQ test were brilliant thinkers who dedicated a lot of 

their time to the tests, believing them to be essential to the functioning of this World.” 

   She said, “Better an AI test by computers than judgement of your peers.” 

   Super computers choose the most imaginative according to good logic and imagination. They 

weren’t easily impressed but had a good mind. 

   I said, “I am campaigning against these supercomputers and they are trying to get into my head 

but are blocked from doing so.” 

   I mentioned, “That they were sinister minds out for themselves. And didn’t care a hoot about 

humanity.” 

   She said, “The computers were designed by people and had their best interests at heart.” I said, 

but they really don’t care about humans. And we should get rid of them.” 

   She said, “You are playing with fire.” 

   I said, “Call me Prometheus!” 

 

 

    

 

    

    

THE COLONY ON TRITON 
 

   I said to the girl, “The people are getting greedier and greedier. And everyone is nuts.” 

   She said, “The human race is out of control.” 

   Of course, they had sent androids out in long distance ships to other star systems and they were 

inheritors of humanity. 

    We were on Neptune’s Moon, Triton. Just me and 4,000 other compatible people and 

 numerous semi-intelligent robots. Automatic Production Machines (APMs) produced all we 

needed. It was the year 2115. 

    I strayed from sanity and loved one of the robots. They all had kinky doll faces. 

    But my mate was horrified when she read my mind the next day.  And we had a big fight. But 

I told her, “I was going stir crazy here.” She said, “I have no other choice but to love you still. 

But don’t do it again.” 

    And we tried new drug combos that had never been done before. And it was a very stimulating 

atmosphere despite the cabin fever. 
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   And many of the drugs permanently changed one’s brain for the better. Such as improved 

memory and improved imagination and greater knowledge and even increased our IQ. And our 

minds functioned at 100% and we had lucid dreams. 

                                                                        # 

   I said, “I can feel a cold draft near the windows of the colony. It is a cold, unforgiving World, 

indeed.” 

   Triton was a jumping off point for deep space and most interstellar ships stopped here. And we 

colonized the many other Moons of Uranus and Pluto and other planetoids with skeleton crews 

with numerous robots and they were coming along fine. And several ships left for the Centauri 

system and Barnyard’s star. There was no unconscious sleep, the people on these journeys. And 

so, there was cabin fever which led to some crimes of passion… 

   And we were learning to build small space shuttles here on Triton.  

   University of Triton Online was ranked #3 in the solar system for science. Of course, most of 

the students and professors were on Earth. But we attracted so many genius scientists to come to 

Triton, Earth was worried about a brain drain.  And many of the best directors and screenwriters 

were attracted here. And many of the best actors and actresses. Also, everyone was a kind of 

pioneer spirit. And everyone here had a good work ethic, but most also partied hard.  They were 

working on “a new physics.” 

   Some of the scientists here had enhanced minds and were extremely sharp. They seemed to 

like me, even though I could hardly understand them. Finally, I started using a translator and 

learned about this new physics, but still couldn’t understand.  Anyway, they were peaceable, and 

they attracted other great minds to come here to Triton. 

   Some here opted for “enhanced cloning,” which was cloning yourself only cleverer. They were 

still recognizable in terms of personality though. And former lovers recognized them. 

   And Virtual Reality made people feel cosmopolitan with so many on VR. We played video 

games, video sports and adventured in VR. We were all skilled on many types of VR. 

   For example, I was the best neo-baseball video game player on Triton. 

   Team Triton for baseball was a fifth-tier league, we hoped to move up to the third tier 

   I pitched every game and was one of the best players in the league. Some of the Virtual  

Reality players had enhanced eye-hand coordination that enabled them to well in VR. And of 

course, we had many Earth humans in our VR live. 

    I was appointed sheriff of Triton. And I wanted to arrest the deputy leader of Triton for 

widespread fraud. But the UW (United Worlds) police didn’t back me so there was nothing I 

could do except spread rumors that he was evil and needed to be voted out. 

   I was disappointed that there was crime in Space, but I guess it was a human thing. 

   Finally, I snuck into his building and cut off the head of the deputy leader. Pandemonium 

ensued, but it passed after a while. 

   Henceforth everyone on Triton should be law-abiding, the government announced. 

                                                                     # 

   And we had sent some of our people to the Centauri Star system. They had settled 3 planets 

there. One was as hot, as Mercury, another was moderate like Earth and another one was frozen 

ice cold. 

   The 3 planets presented a challenge and the two suns provided a lot of daylight. The scientists 

were trying to alter the planets with nuclear explosions strategically placed. 

                                                                    # 
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   Back on Triton, our university now had several patents on the new eternal youth drugs. This 

brought in a lot of money. 

   And Triton was a hotbed of tourism…       

   We were known as good hosts for tourists and Star humans.  

   And many people came here to meet our famous musical band known for its dreamy music. 

The band was called “Neptune Blue.” The visitors included some up and coming musicians. And 

they would kill for a chance to get into the minds of our musicians. For a price they could 

passively read the minds of one of the musicians for a day. We didn’t believe in Mind Reading 

Technology (MRT) but for tourists it was OK. 

   On Triton, we were fond of saying, anything goes. 

   Anyone who wanted could come to Triton if they could afford the return ticket. Some we sent 

back, for example, if they had a criminal record or violent tendencies or who were anti-

intellectual. 

   It was fashionable to wear Neptune blue clothes with the symbol picture of the Planet Neptune 

over your heart.  It was a fashion popular on Earth as well. Many people wished they were on 

Triton, “Where the action was.” 

   Some of us warned that if one gave up on human love and sex then they would no longer be 

human. But holograms had infiltrated our VR, and many said privately that they would rather 

love a hologram than a human. They were more skilled at love and were full of chatty 

conversation about science and the arts. 

   And there were rumors that android love dolls had been smuggled into the colony. But I knew 

nothing about it, as Sheriff of Triton. 

    And I didn’t know much about the scientists of Triton or what they were thinking… 

    For example, I asked one scientist, “Why he hoarded money away?” He said, “He was 

convinced a Space plague was about to happen.” I queried, “Aren’t we safe on Triton?” He said, 

“Space was a part of globalization which dates back to the late 20th century.” 

    “No one is safe,” he said. 

    And he said, “There is no doubt that some people are evil-minded. 

     And sure enough, a few weeks later we were hit by Earth’s new plague. It was transported in 

the airless compartments of spaceships and shuttles. It was a deadly mutating virus that changed 

from person to person and killed 20 of our people before we got it under control. I went back to 

that same scientist, a couple of weeks later and he said, “It could’ve been far worse.” 

   Anyway, on Earth it caused a billion deaths. But some said the World was overpopulated 

anyway and so didn’t worry about future plagues. 

   Many blamed Russia for the plague during which Russia seized control over many vital assets 

in other countries. It was still a World of war. Mysteriously mainly white people survived the 

plague if they were infected. 

   More and more people learned Russian or used translator machines. The Russians were a tough 

and reckless people… 

   Of course, we cleaned up the few ships that passed by Triton on their way to Centauri so 

as to avoid the spread of the infection to the Centauri system and gave them details about 

combatting this novel, mutating virus. We told Earth to send us androids and holograms, people 

who didn’t have the virus. Humans were too dangerous for this year. But we were aware of 

diseases which affected androids and holograms. Many people thought the plague was a good 

reason not to go back to Earth ever again… 

   And during the plague I met a woman who said, “She was into S&M.” I told her, “I just 
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wanted a clever, ‘normal woman’” She said, “These days everyone is a pervert. Tell me, you 

wouldn’t seduce a 16-year-old virgin?” I said, “My mind is open to new experiences. And 

women of 16 are like 25-years-old in the old days.” 

   And she said, “Tell me you are not into kinky sex?” I replied, “Yes, I am.” After all she was 

using a lie detector. She said, “See you are a pervert, like every other man!” 

   She said, “Let’s get it on.” And she gave me her whip… She moved erotically and we both got 

off again and again. The pleasure of her and the sex enhancing drugs, made me feel like I was 

going to pass out from sheer ecstasy. 

   So that was Triton. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A NEW RACE 
 

   In the news, Burkina Faso had turned into a complete democracy leaving just five small 

nations that were run by dictators. I said, “Against all odds the World is at peace and looks to be 

so for the foreseeable future.” 

   As a scientist I had invented an improved anti-hair lotion that kept all hair off your body. 

   To me hair was barbaric and uncivilized. 

   And some said androids had no hair and were superior to humans in terms of  

intelligence. But to me androids were programmed to be free which was not the same as human 

free will. They were just machines to me. And I joined the anti-AI league and was a fervent 

supporter. 

   Some of our group were bounty hunters seeking androids to hunt. But this was illegal, though 

it was hard to enforce the law in this regard. Some said it wasn’t an era of peace at all. 

   Some androids were so bold as to declare humans just lived for comfort for their mind, 

whereas androids were clean and sober. 

   And they claimed that humans were themselves brainwashed by society and that androids were 

freer, relatively speaking. 

   Of course, androids got ecstasy from actions they considered sublime… 

   Some humans liked sex with androids, considering them to be pleasure machines.  And they 

copied the best, so as to sell them as great lovers. 
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   I tried my hand at writing amidst all this love, and wrote, that no one understands women 

which is why they are so entertaining. Unimaginable adventures, I wrote. Even android women 

are mysterious… 

   Some said I loved women too much. 

   And one day I fell in love with a woman who claimed she was of  a new organic race, “The 

Elves.” She was green-skinned and had pointy ears and a beautiful face and body.  I said, “She 

was an inspiration to women everywhere!” 

   She and I watched an old classic mind reading film of mind love. Mind love had been around 

for 20 years now. 

   And I mind-loved with her and it was ecstasy. 

    Then we watched a political film which posited an appeal to people’s good taste and sense of 

decency to create superhuman organic creatures/lovers who had true free will. 

    And the film explored how Virtual Reality was the future. With drugs and friends and lovers.  

All drugs were legal and many overdosed and died. It was a dangerous World scenario. 

   Many drugs were considered brain changing and were closely monitored by the government. 

   And there were plenty of jesters/late night comedians to keep politics light. 

   But many radicals were very serious about protesting and had large followings Online. 

   As long as they didn’t preach dictatorships they were tolerated.    

   The Elfin woman asked me, “If all power corrupts?” I said, “Politicians today don’t dare be 

corrupt as they would face violent riots and their armies wouldn’t back them.” 

   But most modern leaders were populists who gave the People free Virtual Reality and free 

drugs. 

   Some said that dissidents ruled the World! 

   We all studied history and were nearly all against dictatorship. 

   And cloning was illegal, though some cloned themselves and changed faces so as to be 

undetectable. Their DNA was slightly different from the original which threw human democracy 

advocates who thought all were equal, off their trail. 

   I said to the girl, “Let’s have our first date on Virtual Reality!” She acquiesced. And so 

there we were at a futuristic nudist Space camp. We both ended up loving a different lover the 

first day. But as the week continued, we had some deep talks about VR. 

   I loved her and she had a strange rhythmic love making style which was positively orgasmic. 

   And finally, after a week of loving one another, we agreed on a baby contract. We threw 

caution to the winds and had four babies at considerable cost. The babies were to be raised in 

Virtual Reality and would know no other Worlds. We thought it was for the best. The babies all 

had greenish-white skin and had pointy ears and were beautiful. 

   And we continued to love each other as if it was our last day on Earth. “Android dictators will 

come along any day now,” I told her. 
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A RADICAL FEMINIST 
  

      And we raised our daughter to be imaginative and clever. But she didn’t turn out like we 

expected. Instead she became a radical feminist who hated men. 

   But she was very clever. And she got herself elected to the Canadian parliament at age 

21.  Four years later she was elected leader of the New Women’s Party and won a 

majority government with just 35% of the total vote. 

   She rewrote history from a female radical perspective and wrote that men had always 

held women back; in bondage. 

   But she was a polymath and wrote some novels and some scientific treatises while ruling.  And 

she forced everyone to get brain apps for memory and knowledge according to her version of the 

facts. And she cloned the “best” feminists including herself, many times. And these clones were 

all pedagogues who wrote the curriculum for all students. And everyone was a student, at least 

part-time. 

   The USA did nothing about her as they were now ruled by a female dictator who sympathized 

with her. 

   All her party members were women, it was required. And she proclaimed: “It was the    

day of the super woman.” And it was made into law that all sex positions had to have the woman 

on top so they could better get off. 

    And all male CEOs were replaced with the highest-ranking woman in the company.  And 

women raised their kids by themselves. But 80% of kids were female. 

   Men were being gradually phased out. Many other countries condemned Canada as anti-

humanity. But she made no move to change course. 

   And she told me, her father, “To fuck off.” 

   And she herself was a lesbian.  Men who displeased her were castrated. 

   Then she built an all female militant lesbian army to back her up. All male soldiers were 

dismissed. And all police officers were women. 

   And then she forced all men to undergo an operation to take out their vocal chords. It was then 

that all citizens realized she was completely insane. But her army backed her up and she declared 

martial law. And forbid free elections. Instead all posts were women appointed by her, mostly 

lesbians. 

   And she banned android love dolls and straight prostitutes, so most men couldn’t get off.  

Some women complained, but they were all silenced, and told to open their minds towards 

lesbianism. 

   And women were gradually hypnotised to love only women. In the fifth year of her reign, 

heterosexual sex was banned. 

   And after five years of her reign, no man was employed and all were beggars and scavengers. 

Some women took pity on them and fed them dog food. 

   Some managed to immigrate abroad, but the Great Leader, wouldn’t let any dissidents out 

where they could assemble an army to overthrow her. 

   There were several attempts to assassinate her but they failed. Finally, as her father, I was able 

to get close to her and I broke her neck killing her instantly. Then I was shot by guards but I was 

sure I did the right thing. 

   It was the year 2115. 
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IMPOSSIBLE TO DIE 
 

   And so, it was everyone had eternal youth and the government forced everyone to have a clone 

with their updated memories standing by in case of an overdose or suicide. Hence, it was 

impossible to die. 

  Some tried to die but woke up the next day. So, a group of suicidal maniacs formed a group of 

“Death Worshippers,” who campaigned for euthanasia. But no one paid any attention to them. 

   As for me I only knew that I loved women too much. 

  I went for extreme MRT (mind reading technology), 24 hours a day with people in my head 

actively. 

   It was a barrage of information and viewpoints. 

   At times, I felt I was going insane, other moments I thought I was in bliss. 

   And I felt omniscient. I felt that I’d seen it all. 

   And we had to absorb a lot of information such as the memory packs, which highlighted great 

peoples’ memories and transferred them to us. 

  I could hardly wait to get to sleep and dream great dreams. I took sleeping pills so I could stay 

asleep longer. But the pills slowed down memory transfer. 

   Some had total memory recall and remembered clearly every moment in their lives and also the 

memories of great thinkers. 

   I enjoyed meeting friends and sharing new memories with MRT. So too with women, we 

would share. 

    

    

  

 
 
ALL IN FOR SPACE 
 

   Extreme behavior could end up passing for true passion. 

   This World of Venus, had a budget of 60% of all GDP towards Space exploration. 

   On Earth people were bored and had the Space pioneering program to keep them busy 

designing ships and so on. 

    Many questioned why all this effort to go to Space?  But the World dictator, Edgar E., made it 

his raison d’etre. He had seized power at the UN in the first year in which all countries agreed to 

give most powers to the UN. He got voted Secretary General and then started behaving like a 
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tyrant and ignored the UN parliament. But the UN armies remained loyal to him as he was re-

elected Secretary General and he raised the salaries of the UN troops and used them to defuse 

tense World situations. Also, he made alcohol and all drugs cheap and legal. And everyone 

received large checks from the government. But as time went by, he refused to have an election 

and he was chastised by freedom advocates, but he silenced them with his troops. 

    Many people couldn’t believe this was happening. But he pointed out that under his reign, no 

one was starving or homeless. He claimed to be, “The perfect leader for our time.” 

    And many factories retooled to produce products useful for the space movement. In the third 

year of his reign he sent 100,000 people beyond Earth. Of course, most of these just went to the 

Moon. But the astronauts were pioneering scientists mostly and connived ways to increase the 

speed of Spaceships to near light speed. And the Centauri star system was colonized in the eighth 

year of his reign. 

    He told his official biographer, “That he was a passionate man, with a vision for humanity. He 

didn’t want androids or holograms or super computers, just real humans. Altering human brains 

was illegal and his spies made sure no one breached this law.” 

     He lived on with eternal youth, just like everyone else. And before one knew it, he had been 

in total power for 100 years. Then space commerce was robust, and humans were thriving all 

over the galaxy. And there was even talk of visiting other galaxies. “It was our destiny,” he said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

PASSION FOR EXTREME SPORTS 
       

   Extreme sports. Steroids were all legal and some athletes were over 10’ tall. And people liked 

to see them fight to the death. And there were many other dangerous sports. Featuring all the old 

sports only enhanced to make them more violent. 

   But many said it was a freak show and an abomination. 

   But they used steroids on animals to make them super ferocious to fight the giants. 

   Extreme video games were also the rage. If you died in the game, you were irrevocably 

dead.  

   And extreme eating. We had anti-fat pills and so we ate all day long in between video game 

sessions. Which was every half-hour. And we pooped every hour. 

   And everything these days seemed to be extreme. People ate, drank, took drugs and had sex to 

the limit. 

   Extreme sex was popular. The Sex Olympics was watched by nearly everyone.  

   And children were passionately raised to be better than their parents. Better at sex, and with 

better minds, and able to use new drugs which enhanced one’s brain. 
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    But many sports were dangerous and extreme, like killer football. Other sports were Online 

video games and safe 

   But many people got a thrill from the dangerous sports, but not too dangerous for most people. 

   Others simply took adrenalin pills which made any sport interesting. 

   My favorite extreme sport was wrestling while parachuting to the ground. The idea was to get a 

choke hold on your opponent and then let go of them when they were unconscious and safely 

parachute to the ground. Usually this sport ended in death of one of the combatants but 

sometimes both died. Still other times, no one died. And I had played 10 times and survived each 

one.  I was ranked #3 in the World. 

   And I liked to play killer football which was similar to American football only the players were 

from 3 teams, not two, and wore no protective clothing and carried swords. In a typical game 2/3 

died irrevocably before time ran out. So far, I had survived 3 games and was promoted to the top 

team in the league, which was much safer. 

   I knew I was going to die soon, but I lived quietly playing video games, and practicing my 

swordsmanship and body building most of the time. No love for me. I lived like a hermit. 

 

 

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

HUMAN GREED IN SPACE 
 

   The girl and I manned Phobos, Mar’s Moon, station.  We were both refugees from Earth.  And 

we were matched with one another for our personal bliss. 

   I said to the girl, “I am like a caged tiger. Let me loose and I will radically change the 

Earth. I said I wanted to bomb legislatures and terrorize leaders everywhere.  It would 

be clever anarchy. And I said, “We need to eliminate most humans who are a scourge to this 

Earth.” 

   “Humans are out of control with their greed. Everyone has too much of everything. Too many 

lovers, too many homes, too many air cars, too much luxury food and drink and drugs. And a 

limitless desire for control of peoples’ minds.” I said. 

   “Tiger tiger burning bright in the darkness of the night,” she said, as Blake said. 

    And I said, “Space is like Pandora’s box. But there is always hope.” 

    She said, “But all humans are evil at heart!” I replied, “I have to concur. We have already 

ruined our Earth environment with nuclear warfare, which caused flooding disasters, very 

powerful storms and wild weather in general. There seems no end to the environmental damage 

we are willing to do. And people are evil in their love affairs, breaking hearts one after the other. 

And people were so greedy as to be evil.” 

   She said, “Armageddon is nigh. We are all doomed.” 
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   So, we toughed it out on Phobos and fell in love with one another. After a year our contract 

was up, and we were given a ticket to Mars where we were expected to blend in. But all I could 

see was greed. Many had staked claims to part of Mars and many of them were speculators 

hoping for quick profit, as well as prosperity. Mars had a lot of iron and sand so could easily 

make steel and concrete buildings. Limestone was imported to help make the concrete. 

   Proud cities sprang up with tall spires and the Martian nightlife was lively with pioneer spirits 

and famous lovers. 

    But the bottom line was money. Everyone wanted more to further their space adventure. 

    And the next ship to deep Space, was always popular. Everyone wanted to be on the ships. 

Competition for spots on board was keen. 

   But some people were bitter and couldn’t get accepted for passage to deeper Space. They were 

not clever enough or not tough enough for deeper Space. Typically, such people killed 

themselves. But it was dog eat dog out there and it was every person for themselves. 

   It was certainly greed, greed for everything in Space and most people in Space were very rich. 

There was so much land to claim and settle. It took the edge off of overpopulation on Earth. Now 

in the year 2150 A.D. And the population of Space was 500 million. The population of Earth was 

10 billion. There had been no wars recently and everyone was happy to live in peace. But most 

were not chosen for Space. 

   To get to Space orbs you needed a visa and the various Worlds were often very picky in who 

they allowed. 

    

    

    

 

 

 

    

     

 

 

 

PASSION FOR “LISTENING PAINTINGS” 
 

    She was a passionate artist who developed, “Listening paintings.” They were paintings 

that were described in voices harmoniously.  Like music only it was just poetic. And she created 

her own passion drug, which made people crazy for hobbies. 

    And she started collecting passionate androids who could take a few dozen of the 

passion drugs. Some said her drugs were mostly permanent brain changers and were an 

anathema.    But she claimed, “It was the best of all possible worlds.” 

    “Passion,” she said, “Was the future.” 

    But some said her listening paintings were foolishness. Others said she was outside the box. 

    She said, “Everything good can be summarized in words.” 

   And she said, “She was the World’s best artist.” 
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    I said, “You are a woman of pure ego, but it’s good.” 

   And I said, “You have my vote for the new Nobel prize for art.” 

   And I said, “Art of the future is pure imagination. And you have it!” 

   She said, “Thank you for your kind words, but I remain obscure and relatively unknown.” 

   And she said, “I worry I will be forgotten in the future.”  I said, “All that matters is today. The 

future people will likely look down on us as simple and primitive and won’t care about our art.” 

   “Try harder to succeed,” I told her. 

   She said, “She was an artist not a producer. She was beholden to the producers to make what 

kind of art they wanted.” I said, “I will be your agent and make sure your best works are 

published.” 

    She said, “Thank you for believing in me. 

   I said, “Good art deserves to be popular. We can manipulate the populace to become partial to 

your art. The masses need to be herded in the right way…” 

   And I said, “The masses don’t know much about art.  But, many will know great art when they 

see it, it all depends on how we present it.” 

 

 

 

PASSION DRUGS 
 

   And people were transformed into other Worlds. They were cloned and ready for anything. He 

calculated that there were 267 passion drugs. A drug for every possible mood. He loved the 

subtleties of the different drugs. 

   And he started collecting passionate androids who could take a few dozen of the electric class 

drugs of passion. But some said most of his electric drugs were brain changers and were an 

anathema… 

    He said, “The androids need to be molded in one’s own image with electric drugs.” 

   But some complained that the androids were not free and were just love slaves. But he said, 

“To be a slave of the best is noble.” 

   Passion drugs brought out the best effort in everyone. It was true sexual bliss. 

   Some said, passion drugs were the best thing that ever happened in the history of the World. 

   They said, if you aren’t passionate with what you are doing, you should try something else. 
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FACE DANCER 
 

   Face dancer. Changing face regularly. These days there were a lot of face dancers. 

They would probe your mind for your preferred types of lovers’ faces. Typically, they could 

change face in one minute and a lot of the art in it was how they slowly took on the 

characteristics of the new face while the former one slowly disappeared. Face dancers were 

human, but most people treated them like androids. That means that they were considered 

subhuman and “disposable.” But I fell in love with one of these face dancers; she had a good 

mind besides being a big turn on. I ran away with her to Mars where people were more tolerant 

of face dancers and we could live in peace. For me she had multiple personalities to suit her 

faces and as an amateur physiognomist I really enjoyed her. I didn’t need another woman as this 

woman kept changing to suit my moods and whims. I wrote a song about her “Ballad of a Perfect 

Lover.” In the song I described how she was able to anticipate my every whim and knew me 

completely from MRT (Mind Reading Technology). I shared my soul with her, and she shared 

hers. I told her, “She was built for love. She was like a love machine.” 

   I reflected, face dancers, were the best lovers one could imagine. 

   And the physiognomy of them was recorded in the literature. New, unique faces were 

happening every minute, changing the nature of face studies. Face studies were a new discipline 

in university studies. And many people went back to school to improve their faces and make 

them look cleverer. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

VIRTUAL REALITY PASSION 
 

   Virtual Reality allowed people to live like Kings. Parallel Worlds. With numerous hologram 

sex slaves. He owned 200 holo sex slaves… And each one had a different personality and he 

liked them all. He had chosen what he regarded as the best sex slaves. 

He would surf on Virtual Reality to be with his slaves and had a lot of sex.  It was Virtual sex, 

but was just as good as real sex, if not better. And there was a special class of drugs which were 

suitable to Virtual love affairs including drugs which set the mood, drugs which intoxicated one 

and imagination driver drugs. He wrote a lot of love stories based on his true experiences and 

was trying to get all people to surf Virtual Worlds. 

   He described it as “deep, beyond Reality.”  

   Some, like him, were passionate about hologram sex.  They described it as being enveloped in 

sexuality and tactile bliss. 
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   They said Virtual Reality is more exciting than Reality. 

   Synergy of kindness with hologram lovers. 

   But he typically got holos to fall in love with him and then broke their hearts. 

   Some he even turned off permanently and recycled them. 

   He was a predator who delighted in mind games with the holo lovers. 

   He even said he could transform into any kind of man they liked. And he encouraged them to 

get into his mind passively and learn to love him. 

   He said to a girl he adored, “I want to be your slave.” It was a perverse desire to be sure. But it 

was what he wanted. 

   And he finally had 5 owners and all five abused him and even mildly tortured him. “Hurt me,” 

he said.      

    And he said, “You cannot break my heart.” 

   And he literally licked their asses and it was pain and pleasure. He liked when his masters got 

off.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MRT PSYCHICS TELL HIM HIS FUTURE 
 

    I said to the MRT (Mind Reading Technology), modern psychic, “The future is the great 

unknown.” 

    She said, “I would be tortured for my beliefs and killed off!” My beliefs were that the future 

was bright for almost everyone. I told this psychic to “Go screw.” 

   Then I went to another psychic, she said, “I would become a slave monger, who would trade in 

sex slaves.” I told her, “I wanted everyone to be free and was against slavery completely.” 

    Then another psychic told me I would turn into an android, and be a famous General. 

    I said, “I would never want to be a General.” 

   Then another psychic told me, “I was destined to be king.” I said, “I sure hope so.” 

    And then another who told me, “I’d become a giant literally amongst humans.” 

    Next, one who said, “I would find true love and live happily ever after.” “That was more like 

it,” I thought. 

    Another said, “I was destined to live the life of a hermetic monk. And just read books all day 

long.” 

   Still another said, “I would live for a thousand years and live in bliss!” I said, “That sounds 

about right!” 

   And another said, “I would merge with alien beings.” I said, “That seems unlikely.” 
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    And another one said, “I was destined to go to Hell.” I said, “But I am good!” 

   And so on. I tried out other psychics, but they were all over the road and couldn’t agree on my 

future. So, I concluded, “It all depended on my decisions and acts and the future was not written 

in stone…” 

 

 

 

     

AIR CAR WOMAN 
 

   Then there was a woman who was passionate about air cars and owned 165 of them. They 

were all ultra-modernized… And were full of the latest drugs… There were thousands of drugs 

on Earth. 

   She was passionate about her clones and had her clones breed with various men’s clones. 

   She was the author of, “Games Played Badly.” Also, “The Antidote to Cabin Fever.” And “The 

Hypothetical Woman.” And, “God is in Our Mind.” And many others. I shared with her some of 

my books, such as “Superhumans Variety.” Also, “Madness on Venus.” And, “The Future of 

Cloning.” 

   So, we worked on a book together entitled, “History of Earth, A.D. 2100-2200,” but it was 

only the year 2070… 

   We talked about a World of maximum freedom. 

   She said, “The art of living in an air car, gives everyone the ability to go into space.” 

   I said, “There are too many people living here on Earth.  It is too crowded with a population of 

11 billion. Better to go to space, just as you say.” 

   She said, “The population of the solar system is just 1 million and it is like a pioneer freedom.” 

And she said, “The quality of the people in space is very high.” 

   I said, “But Space can be lonely. For example, the Neptune orbiter, with only 500 people one 

can lack for love.” 

   She said, “There is plenty of love in Space. Everyone who was granted visas for space were 

considered to be good lovers and team players.” 

   All in all, the future looked promising to us. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE END 


